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I. SUMMARY
The broad objective of this program was to investigate injection, mixing
and combustion processes using gaseous propellants over a range of operating
conditions originally specified for the Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion
System. The end objective was to relate injector and chamber design parameters
to combustion performance, chamber heat flux and combustion stability in the
form of a step-by-step design handbook applicable to any selected operating
condition or gaseous propellant combination.
The scope of the program was to include analysis, design, fabrication,
and experimental tasks to develop the injector/chamber design criteria. The
principal efforts in this program were to be devoted to evaluating various
injector element configurations on the basis of single element cold flow and
hot fire testing. Based on this evaluation and multiple element cold flow
tests, full scale injectors were to be designed, fabricated and tested to
verify the design criteria for high performance, low heat flux to the thrust
chamber, and stability. The program was divided into five tasks: Task I -
Injector Design Analysis, Task II - Cold Flow and Hot Flow Modeling, Task III -
Single Element Hot Firing Evaluation, Task IV - Full Scale Injector Evaluation
and Task V - Data Evaluation.
Task I was a concept screening and element evaluation effort which
culminated in the selection of four element types for single element cold flow
evaluation. The element concepts selected were: (I) the shear coaxial ele-
ment, (2) the premix element, (3) the external impingement element and (4)
elements for micro-orifice injectors. Each element concept included design
geometry variations so that a total of 74 unique element designs were selected
for detail design during this task. In addition, an analytical study was con-
ducted to evaluate the effect on chamber heat flux and performance of a low
mixture ratio barrier at the outer edge of the injector. The results of this
analysis revealed that chamber heat flux could be lowered considerably by a
low mixture ratio barrier, but that the performance penalty would be higher
than if fuel film cooling were used to achieve the same chamber heat flux
and wall temperature.
Task II was concerned with the fabrication, cold flow testing and
analysis of both the single elements and multiple elements designed during
Task I. The testing consisted of sampling the flow field in the chamber with
a multi-element probe which was sequenced to measure both local total pressure
(mass flux) and composition. From these measurements a mixing efficiency could
be determined at any axial position in the chamber, and radial and circumfer-
ential gradients were evaluated to obtain chamber compatibility data. An
evaluation of this data led to the following conclusions:
I. The shear coaxial element is a relatively low mixing rate concept
but results in a fuel-rich composition at the outer wall.
-I-
2. Premix and external impingement elements are high mixing rate con-
cepts. Nominal mixture ratio composition at the outer wall is characteristic
of the premix concept, and the external impingement element whenthe optimum
injection momentumratio is selected.
3. Multi-element cold flow mixing efficiency was not noticeably dif-
ferent from comparable single element mixing efficiency.
In addition to the cold flow evaluations, limited combustion testing was con-
ducted using the samemeasurementtechniques. These experiments were con-
ducted with the swirl coaxial element and conclusively demonstrated that com-
bustion retards the mixing rate.
Task III involved design, fabrication and testing of single element
thrusters to obtain combustion performance, chamberwall heat flux and sta-
bility data to comparewith the cold flow data obtained during Task II. A
total of 76 tests were conducted with 7 injector element designs which repre-
sented variations of the following element concepts: (I) premix, (2) triplet,
(3) coaxial and (4) swirl coaxial. All of these injectors were evaluated with
3 different chambergeometries to permit evaluation of chamber length and con-
traction ratio changes. The results of this single element evaluation corre-
sponded qualitatively with the Task II single element cold flow testing in
both combustion Derformance (mixing efficiency) and chamberheat flux (compo-
sition at the wall). In addition low frequency instability was encountered
under certain conditions on all element concepts except the premix.
Basedon the results of Tasks I through III, 2 full scale injectors
(premix and triplet) were designed during Task IV for maximumcombustion per-
formance and a third (triplet) injector was designed with a low mixture ratio
(barrier cooled) outer row of elements to investigate chamberheat flux effects.
The experimental data obtained during this task substantiated the design cri-
teria developed during the earlier tasks: the injectors designed for high com-
bustion performance achieved energy release efficiencies from 98.4 to 100% with
a 7.6 (cm) 3.0 in. long chamber. The barrier cooled tests also substantiated
the results of the Task I analysis, i.e., the performance penalty is excessive
for the corresponding reduction in chamber wall heat flux. In addition, com-
bustion was marginally stable during the premix tests and u_stable at high
frequencies during about 25% of the triplet tests.
The output of Task V, Data Evaluation, was two gaseou:_ injector com-
bustion models. The first model used the test data and correlated it directly
with injector/chamber design parameters which are recognized from both theo-
retical and empirical standpoints as the controlling variables. This empiri-
cal model has the advantages of (I) inherently being the most accurate pro-
cedure for gaseous injectors which are to be designed within the operating
envelopes and usinq the same propellants as this program, and (2) simplicity
in the calculation procedure itself. However_ it lacks gen_rality since it
-2-
stressed utilization of the test data and did not concentrate on quantifying
the mechanistic causal relationships of the mixing/combustion process itself.
The second modeling approach had the objective of understanding the mixing/
combustion process to the maximum extent possible, using both available theo-
retical knowledge and new techniques suggested and developed from close obser-
vation of the test data. It is somewhat more complex than the empirical model,
but it has quantitatively characterized the mixing/combustion process for
gaseous propellants so that it is general in nature and can handle all gaseous
propellants and operating conditions. Both of these models have been sum-
marized into step-by-step design procedures for gaseous injectors with the
required information displayed in charts, graphs, and tables for clarity of
presentati on.
-3-

II. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable effort has been devoted to increasing the
level of knowledge concerning injection and combustion processes in rocket
engines. The goal of these efforts has been to provide sufficient information
for the reliable design of injectors having high performance, as well as being
compatible with the chamber wall. Most of the work in this area has involved
either liquid-liquid or gas-liquid propellant phases, with many different types
of injector elements being characterized (e.g., like and unlike impinging
doublet, triplet, pentad, and coaxial types). Characterization of these ele-
ments and complete injectors was accomplished by the use of cold flow tests
with propellant simulant fluids to determine mass and mixture ratio distribu-
tion profiles. Determination of droplet size distribution was obtained by
various experimental techniques. Using the experimental cold flow results,
and correlating such results with hot firing tests, a comprehensive theoreti-
cal base has been obtained which permits the design of injectors having high
performance as well as minimum interactions with the chamber wall.
The work described above has principally been associated with liquid-
liquid propellant combinations. More recently, some attention has been
directed to gas liquid combinations. However, to date no comprehensive effort
has been directed toward developing similar technology which would permit the
reliable design of gaseous propellant injectors. This program addresses that
technology void.
The scope of this program encompassed the analytical screening and
rating of a multitude of injector elements with the end objective being a com-
prehensive set of design criteria. These criteria should allow the future
design of injectors for high performance, stable operation, and maximum com-
patibility with the thrust chamber, for any selected operating condition or
gaseous propellant combination. The above was accomplished by single and
multiple element cold flow tests to investigate the many variables which
affect the mixing process. As part of this laboratory effort, sampling of
a combustion gas flow field was accomplished to permit the effect of combus-
tion on the mixing process to be explored. This was followed by single ele-
ment hot fire testing to enable a correlation to be made with the previously
obtained cold flow testing. The multiple element mixing process was then
investigated on a hot fire basis. The last task was to correlate all the
data generated on this and other programs using gaseous propellants and
formulate a design approach for injectors and combustion chambers.
The significance of the work accomplished on this program can be divided
into three primary areas. First is the comprehensive set of cold flow data
which characterized the mixing process for 74 unique element designs over a
range of operating conditions. Secondly, the influence of combustion on the
mixing process has been determined for four different element types, using
gaseous hydrogen, gaseous oxygen propellants. Thirdly, the first two items
-4-
have provided the experimental bases for the development of gaseous injector
modeling procedures which can be used to determine optimum design parameters
for most selected operating conditions and propellant combinations.
Documentation of the significant work is contained in the following
sections of this report. In addition a supplemental Design Handbookis
attached to the end of this report to specify the step-by-step calculations for tn_
injector modeling procedures. This Design Handbookcontains only the procedural
steps with most of the required information displayed in charts, graphs, and
tables for clarity of presentation. In addition, an example problem is included
so that the reader can be assured that he is using the models correctly.
-5-
III. INJECTOR DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
The objective of this task was to evaluate and screen potential injec-
tion elements leading to the selection of four basic element concepts which
have the potential for being high performing and, at the same time, meet other
required injector design criteria for the Space Shuttle Attitude Control Propul-
sion System. The following sections discuss the results of this evaluation
and selection process, as well as the cold flow hardware designed to incorpo-
rate the selected elements. Also as part of this task film vs barrier cooling
studies were conducted and combustion stability characteristics were considered.
A. CONCEPT SCREENING
Potential injector design concepts for gaseous propellants evalu-
ated in the screening process are shown in Table I. The left-hand column,
labeled "Elements", catalogs basic element configurations. Design deriva-
tives considered for each element are tabulated in the center column while the
right hand column lists element geometry variations. The first two columns
are starred (*) for those design concepts having test information available
in the literature prior to the starting date of this contract. The applicable
program has been keyed in the right-hand column. Examination of Table I
reveals that there is at least some industry experience for seven of the
twelve elements identified (column I). The most in-depth experience appears
to be with the shear elements.
The screening results are shown in Table II, where estimated ability
to meet each of the defined evaluation criteria is designated by a number between
1 and 5 (I is minimum ability and 5 is maximum ability). The elements are cata-
loged according to (I) external impingement, (2) premix, (3) shear, (4) micro-
orifice and (5) reverse flow concepts. In a gross sense, this rating includes
the orifice geometric derivatives listed in Table I for each design, since the
particular orifice geometry which was estimated to be best for that element
was used in determining the rating. For example, the F-O-F triplet has a
non-circular jet (tri-slot) which was estimated to result in better compati-
bility, higher potential for decoupling the mixing/reaction processes, and a
lower design/fabricability rating than a comparable circular-orifice triplet.
In addition, the rating was based on equal thrust-per-element with the excep-
tion of the micro-orifice concept.
Using an equal weighting factor for each criteria, the evaluation
results are summed in the right-hand column. Four element groupings resulted
in at least one design derivative which was assessed a rating of 4. Based on
this rating chart, the four element types and derivatives selected for further
study were:
-6-
II
TABLE I
GAS/GAS INJECTOR ELEMENT TYPES AND DERIVATIVES
Basic Design Orifice Geometry
Elements Derivatives Derivatives
EXTERNAL IMPINGING
PREMIX
* Doublets * Like Doublets
* Unlike Doublets
III SHEAR
* Triplets * F-O-F
Quadlets
Pentads
* Triplets
Pentads
IV
* Swirl
O-F-O
O-F-O-F (Trans)
O-O-F-F (CIS)
F-F-O-F-F
O-O-F-O-O
Circular
Noncircul ar
Continuous Sheets (I) (?.
Circular (I)
Noncircular (6)
Continuous Sheets
Circular
Non circular
Circular
Noncircul ar
* O-Axial, F-Tang
F-Axial, O-Tang
Circular
Noncircul ar (7)
Circular
Nonci rcul ar
Circular (8)
Noncircul ar
* Coaxial
Showerhead
MICRO-ORIFICE
* Showerhead
Tri pl ets
* Fuel Annulus
Oxidizer Annulus
Both Propellants
One Propellant Plus
Porous Face Plate
* Both Propellants
* Like Doublets
Unlike Doublets
F-O-F
O-F-O
Circular (I),(6),(7),(11
Nonci rcular
Swirler (6), (7)
Convolutions (9)
Circular ( )
Nonci rcul ar
Continuous Sheets ( )
Noncircular (3),(4),(5)
Konci rcul ar (I0)
KEY :
* Elements and operation derivatives that have been tested with GH2/GO 2
( ) Program definition for particular orifice geometry derivative
I. Contract NAS3-14347, "H-O Catalytic Ign. and Thruster Program" (TRW)
2. Contract NAS 3-14353, "High Pressure Reverse Flow APS Engine" (Bell)
3. Contract NAS8-21052, "Advanced Injector Concepts Investigation" (Aerojet)
4. Contract NAS 8-20672, "Stability Characterization of Advanced Inj." (Aerojet)
5. Aerojet IR&D Program
6. Contract NAS 3-14352, "Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion System" (Rocketdyne)
7. Contract NAS 3-14354, "H-O APS Engines" (Aerojet)
8. Aerojet IR&D Program
9. Aerojet IR&D Program
lO. Contract NAS 8-26188, "Space Shuttle Main Eng. Definition Study, Phase B (Aercje
II. Contract NAS9-8285, "Apollo Optimized SPS Injector (OMS)" (Aerojet)
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I. Shear Elements
a.
b.
C.
Coaxial
Increased shear area coaxial
Swirl coaxial
2. Premix El ements
a. Triplet
b. Pentad
. External Impingement Elements
a. Triplet (impingement angle _/4 tad (45°),
_/3 rad (60°), and _/2 rad (90°))
4. Micro-Orifice Elements
ao Parallel sheet
b. Like Doublet
B. ELEMENT EVALUATION
1. Shear Mi xi ng El ements
Shear mixing elements mix by turbulent diffusion through the
shear mixing layer. In order to characterize this element analytically, the
Aerojet Turbulent Mixing and Chemical Reactions Computer Program was used to
parametrically investigate various coaxial element characteristics. This pro-
gram models the interacting effects of mixing and reaction by solving the
combined energy, streamwise momentum, and species equations using the Prandtl
boundary layer approximation. A nominal (66.6 N) 15 Ibf thrust coaxial element
was studied and the fuel annular area was varied from half that of the oxidizer
area to twice the oxidizer area while mixture ratio was varied from one to
sixteen.
The results of this study are shown in Figure la*, where the
mixing efficiency Em is plotted as a function of relative injection area and
mixture ratio for a chamber length to element diameter ratio of I0. This
analysis draws the conclusions that decreasing fuel annulus is in the direction
of higher Em. Experimental data pertinent to the coaxial element is shown in
Figure Ib and Ic. The available gas-gas data for full scale coaxial elements
is shown in Figure Ib while the results of an ALRC sponsored single element
program are shown in Figure Ic. This data indicates that the following design
parameters are important for shear mixing elements.
*For reader convenience, the figures appear at the end of each Roman Numeral
section.
-9-
ao
b.
C.
d.
e.
Relative area ratio
Relative velocity ratio
Absolute size
Shear area between the two propellants
Swirl
2. Momentum Mixing Elements
Since there is no available impinging mixing model which is
computationally tractable, impinging elements must be evaluated empirically.
Rupe and his coworkers at JPL as well as other investigators documented the
results in the 1950's of an orderly investigation into the impingement mixing
process for liquid propellants using inert propellant simulants (ref. I, 2, 3,
4, and 5). By collecting immiscible fluids with a ganged probe, they were
able to map mass and mixture ratio distributions for the common impinging
elements (doublet, triplet, quadlet, and pentad) as a function of design and
operating conditions. From his investigation, Rupe was able to correlate the
maximum mixing potential for each of the elements using certain design vari-
ables. These correlations took the following form:
2
_o Oo Af a
= K (I)
wf Pf /_o
K and a are constants which must be determined empirically for each configura-
tion. Rocketdyne used these correlations directly for gaseous propellants in
Ref. 6 and concluded that the correlations were in fair agreement with the
data. Aerojet's impinging premix (triplet) gas-gas cold flow data also was
examined to determine applicability of the Rupe criterion. The results are
shown on Figure 2 where it is apparent that the test data did correlate well
with momentum ratio and geometry parameters.
Based on this work it was determined that the following
physical and hydraulic parameters are important.
a. Relative stream momentum
b. Relative orifice size
c. Impingement angle
It was also inferred that the following parameters are likely to be important:
a.
b.
C.
Physical size (thrust/element)
Spacing
Element orientation
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C. BARRIERCOOLINGANALYSIS
An evaluation of H2 film cooling vs barrier cooling was conducted
with the ground rule that the throat heat flux and wall temperature were to be
maintained at 1960 watt/cm2 (12 Btu/in.2-sec) and 533°K (500°F) wall, respec-
tively, based on chamber life considerations. This analysis was conducted
using the mixing program developed in LeRCContract NAS3-14343, (Ref. 7).
Performance was computedby a massweighted average Isp based on the barrier
and free stream at their respective throat mixture ratios.
Barrier coolant characteristics were calculated using the Aerojet
Barrier Film Cooling Program (BARFC). The BARFCProgram is a film-cooling
n_del, where mixing of the film coolant with the mainstream combustion pro-
ducts is calculated via an empirically adjusted entrainment model. BARFCis
designed to calculate film temperature and mixture ratio profiles axially
along the chambercontour. It considers the simultaneous effects of momentum,
chemistry, and energy transport through the mixing layer. The profiles are
coupled via empirically derived shape factors.
The Attitude Control Thruster hardware was modeledwith the 19 cm
(7.5-in.) long chambercomposedof a cylindrical section and a 22° half-angle
cone. Total weight flow was fixed at 1.55 kg/sec (3.45 Ibm/sec) and an over-
all mixture ratio (O/F) of 4.0 was maintained. Barrier or film coolant was
injected from the injector face.
Results are presented in Figure 3; no adjustment has been made
other than use of the inferred entrainment factor multiplier. Wall temperature
was taken to be 533°K (500°F) which is typical of throat values required to
meet the originally specified cycle life (106 cycles). Heat fluxes of 1934
and 1960watt/cm2 (I0 and 12 Btu/in.2-sec), typical of those accompanyinga
533°K (500°F) wall, were considered.
Figure 3a shows the heat flux at the throat vs the barrier flow/
total flow (injection point) ratio for three barrier injection mixture ratios.
For a constant heat flux (viz., wall temperature in a regeneratively cooled
system), the barrier flow fraction must be increased as the mixture ratio
increases to offset the higher combustion temperature. The heat transfer
coefficient remains fairly constant over the range of mixture ratios and
barrier temperatures predicted at the throat. Dashedlines on these figures
represent extrapolations, necessitated because of convergence failure of the
computer program.
Figure 3b is a cross plot of the preceding data and shows the injec-
tion barrier mixture ratio vs the barrier flow fraction for the two designated
heat fluxes. The increased flow requirement with increasing mixture ratio
is apparent.
-II-
Figure 3c is a plot of the barrier mixture ratio at the throat vs
barrier flow fraction at the injection point, and it indicates that throat
mixture ratio drops rapidly with increasing flow fraction. To achieve a given
flux level, the barrier mixture ratio remains almost unchanged over a wide
range of barrier flow fraction, reflecting the temperature sensitivity of flux
since the heat transfer coefficient is approximately constant. The barrier
flow fraction at the throat vs the injection barrier flow fraction is shown in
Figure 3d for the three barrier injection mixture ratios. This figure also
shows the two heat flux levels. Again, the dependence of heat flux on initial
barrier mixture ratio is demonstrated.
Based on this analysis, the decrement in performance was computed
using a mass weighted two stream tube model using the throat barrier mixture
ratio and barrier percentage weight flow as defined on Figures 3c and 3d for
a throat heat flux of 1960 watt/cm2 (12 Btu/in.2-sec). The core mixture ratio
at the throat was then found by difference. The results of this performance
analysis are shown on Figure 4. This analysis indicates that barrier cooling
would penalize the engine system more than fuel film cooling [(Barrier O/F)
Inj = O] for the same chamber life requirements and that the performance
penalty increases as (Barrier O/F)Inj is increased.
The effects of element characteristics was beyond the scope of
this barrier cooling study, and therefore the results of this analysis did not
influence directly the selection of element types for cold flow evaluation.
However the analysis did provide a theoretical basis upon which to evaluate
the full scale barrier coo_ed designs fabricated and tested in Task IV
(See Section VII).
D. STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Stability characteristics of gas-gas systems are significantly
different from liquid/liquid systems investigated to date. Recent experi-
mental results at ALRC and work at Purdue University (Ref. 8) suggest that
kinetics play the major roll in the stability of a gas-gas system rather than
the generally accepted causal mechanisms for liquid injectors such as pro-
pellant mixing and vaporization. The influence of kinetics is based upon the
observed sensitivity in the stability of a system to changes in mixture ratio.
This effect is predicted with a model such as the Geode model (Ref. 8) which
uses kinetics as the rate controlling process. The trends summarized in
Figure 5 reflect a strong influence of mixture ratio and some effect of
chamber pressure. Such trends in stability are apparent from the model of
Reference 8 which gives the following expression for this energy release rate:
Q, : _[2p' E
_T_+_z + T']_
RT T
(2)
where:
(-) = steady-state quantity
(') -- perturbation quantity
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Fromthis expression, it can be seen that, increasing temperature
and pressure, and consequently, density, has a stabilizing effect. This would
imply that, as the stoichiometric mixture is approached (which generally gives
a near maximumsteady-state temperature), the system becomesmore stable.
Sucha trend is shownon Figure 5.
The significance of such a mechanismbeing the driver for unstable
combustion is that the CO_r_)ustionprocess would not exhibit preferential fre-
quency. This will makethe use of conventional dampingdevices such as liners
and baffles difficult because of their limited frequency range of effective-
ness and could result in a major development hurdle for gas-gas systems. Also,
with Kinetics playing such a key role in the stability area, it is difficult
to select elements on the basis of stability characteristics. Therefore the
primary criteria used for selecting the elements for cold flow evaluation were
based primarily on the Concept Screening and Element Evaluation analyses dis-
cussed previously.
E. ELEMENTSELECTION
Basedon the above analyses the element configurations listed in
Figure 6 were synthesized and selected as the most promising concepts. The
element geometry variations selected for cold flow evaluation are also included
in Figure 6. These geometry variations were influenced by the full scale
operating ranges specified for the Space Shuttle Attitude Control Thruster,
which are tabulated below:
Thrust 1790 - 8900 N (500-2000 Ib)
ChamberPressure 68 - 341 N/cm2 (100-500 psia)
Mixture Ratio 3 - 5
Propellant Inlet 167 - 333 °K (300-600°R)
Temperature
Propellants 02/H2
F. COLDFLOWHARDWARED SIGN
I. Single Element Injector-Chamber
The single element hardware assembly is depicted in Figure 7,
and the selected element designs are shown in Figure 8. Element configura-
tions were changed by replacing the element plate and the oxidizer orifice
plugs, Part Nos. 105 and I06, on Figure 7. The element plates shown in
Figure 8 were removed and changed by unbolting the split ring (Part No. 103)
and lifting out the remaining assembly_ which then allowed access to the
-13-
element plate. The oxidizer plug access was through Part No. 101. The plug
was removed and reinstalled by removing Part No. I01 from the assembly,
extracting the tested plug, inserting a new seal, installing the new plug,
and reassembling Part No. lOl to the test hardware. Hydrogen and nitrogen
(the oxygen cold flow simulant) were introduced to the test article through
Part Nos. I02 and lOl_ respectively.
A helium bleed circuit was incorporated into Part No. 104,
which permitted helium to be injected axially through an annular Rigimesh
plate that covered the injector face from the element to the chamber wall.
This helium circuit was designed to suppress face recirculation using the
criteria described in Reference 9. A recircu3ation parameter, CT, is defined
in Reference 9which is a function of the source jet velocity, the field
velocity, and the radius ratio of the jet to the chamber. A jet velocity of
91.5 m/sec (300 fps) a radius ratio of 0.17, and a field velocity of 7.61 m/sec
(25 fps) suppressed face recirculation using the CT criterion defined in
Reference 9. The addition of a third fluid circuit does not compromise the
resulting test data as the mass spectrometer used to probe the flow field has
the capability of determining the mole fraction of any and all species.
2. Multiple Element Injector-Chamber
The design of this hardware was similar to that of the single
element hardware, with the same consideration given to versatility of element
configurations and test setup. The assembly of this hardware is shown in
Figure 9 together with the elements and face geometry. The basic purpose of
the multiple element test rig was to permit evaluation of inter element mixing
effects. This was accomplished in two ways. (1) The radial spacing of the
elements could be varied (three positions). The elements during testing were
arranged in a square injection pattern as shown in Figure 9. During testing,
the active elements were located in one of the three hole circles. The remain-
ing holes were blocked with blank elements. (2) The elements were rotated
with respect to each other such that the fuel-rich zones of one element were
directed toward the oxidizer-rich zones of the adjacent element. Based on the
single element cold flow work it was determined that the coaxial, swirl coaxial
and premix triplet elements would be investigated. The 67N, (15 Ibf) elements
are shown in detail in Figure 9. The helium face bleed shown in Figure 9 was
not operational. It was eliminated because the test facility did not have the
flow capacity to maintain the required He flow rate.
3. Samplin_ Rake and Rake Assembly
The sampling rake shown in Figure lO was used to acquire mass
and pressure data in the flow field downstream of the injector face. It was
a multiple entry type probe with 20 active positions Each entry port performed
two functions: (1) it provided a local gas sample which was drawn from the
flow field and routed to a mass spectrometer and (2) it served as a total pres-
sure probe when the test apparatus was sequenced to the pressure scan mode.
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The rake was located and held by the pintle assembly shown in
Figure 7. The rake and instrumentation leads were routed through Part No. 406
and sealed against chamber pressure by a Swage-lock fitting. Provision was
made to traverse the rake both axially and circumferentially. In operation,
chamber pressure was set by the remotely controlled, belt driven pintle that
enabled the throat area to be varied until the required pressure was obtained.
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A. Throat Heat Flux
t5 2450 ........................
•10 _1634 - i.
w
i i t ....... ' I
5 817 _ ......
0
0
0 .05 ,10 .15 _ .20
merrier Flou_
Total Flow /InJ
B. Barrier O/F
B.atl [zu_
(Bro/_ ,,=): (!
12 Iq_n I
,i
.10 .20
arrier Flov_
Total Flow t InJ
O
C. Barrier Throat O/F
1.5
l0
.3
.1
D. Barrier Flow at Throat
H-------_ (q/A)'-12. BTU/i n- sec 2
1960 watt/cm
-IO.BTU/tn-sec
_ = t63_ waCc_cm 2
'_arrter O/F?I= j
0 --_ .20
Barrier Fl.',w at In lector
Tc c.aI Flow
Figure 3. Results of Barrier Cooling Analysis
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Figure 4. Vacuum I Loss for a Barrier Cooled Design
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Coaxial
Increased Shear
(2 Times Shear
Area of Coaxial)
Swirl Coaxial
(Tangential
Velocity Equal
0.5 x Axial
Velocity)
Swirl Coaxial
(Tangential
Velocity Equal
1.0 x Axial
Velocity)
SHEAR
F/E, Ao/Af
N/E <ibf/E) 0.50 1.0 2.0
13.35 (3) X X X
66.75 (15) X
222.50 (50) X X X
13.35 (3) X X X
66.75 (15) X
222.50 (50) X X X
13.35 (3) X
66,75 (15) X
222,50 (50) X
13.35 (3) X X X
66.75 (15) X
222.50 (50) X x x
PREMIx
F/E, Ao/Af
N/E (Ibf/E) 0.50 1.0 2.0
Triplet 13.35 (3) X X X
(Fuel Slot Width 66.75 (15) X
Equal to Ox Dia) 222.50 (50) X X X
Triplet 13.35 (3) X
(Fuel Slot Width 66.75 (15) X
Equal to 0.66 Ox 222.50 (50) X
Dis)
Triplet 13.35 (3) X X X
(Fuel Slot Width 66.75 (15) X
Equal to 0.33 Ox 222.50 (50) X X X
Dia)
Pentad 13.35 (3) X
(Fuel Slot Width 66.75 (15) X
Equal to Ox Dia) 222.50 (50) X
Pentad 13.35 (3) X X X
(Fuel Slot Width 66.75 (15) X
Equal to 0.33 Ox 222.50 (50) X × ×
Dta)
_/4 rad (45 ° )
Impingement
Angle
_/3 tad (60 ° )
Impingement
Angle
_/2 rad (90 ° )
Impingement
Angle
EXTERNAL IMPINGING
F/E,
N/E (ibf/m)
Ao/A f
0.50 1.0 2.0
13.35 (3) X
66.75 (15) X
222.50 (50) X
13.35 (3) X X X
66.75 (15) X
222.50 (50) X X X
13.35 (3)
66.75 (15)
222.50 (50)
X
X
X
MICRO-ORIFICE
F/E, Ao/Af
N/E (ibf/E) 0.5____O0.1 0 2.__O0
Sheet 13.35 (3) X
66.75 (15) X
222,50 (50) X
Like Doublet 13.35 (3) X
66.75 (15) X X X
222.50 (50) X
Spacing Varied 66.75 (15) X
66.75 (15) X
Figure 6. Element Types Selected for Cold Flow Evaluation
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IV. COLD FLOW MODELING
A. SINGLE ELEMENT COLD FLOW
Using the methods described in Appendix B some 223 single element
cold flow tests were conducted and analyzed. The data from these tests is
summarized in Table III, Table IV and in Figures II through 24. Table III,
Single Element Cold Flow Test Summary is a tabulation of the injection ele-
ment design parameters, test operating parameters, injection parameters and
calculated mixing efficiencies (Em). Table IV is a summary of element design
and operating effects on mixing efficiency. The figures present both mixing
efficiencies and compatibility data at the chamber wall as a function of
thrust/element, (F/E), length, element area ratio (Af/Ao) and mixture ratio.
Compatibility at the chamber wall is indicated by the measured local mixture
ratio at the edge of the flow field (O/F)wall divided by the overall nominal
mixture ratio (O/F)nominal. The open symbols represent the most oxidizer-rich
composition measured at the flow field boundary, the closed symbols represent
most fuel-rich composition and the half-open symbols represent the average
boundary composition.
Figure II is a summary graph of Em for all injectors as a function
of L/D, F/E, Af/A o and O/F. The effect of sample position on L/D, where D is
the oxidizer orifice diameter or equivalent diameter if the element is non-
circular, is shown in Figure II for the area ratio one elements. The char-
acteristics of the elements are as expected, increasing Em with increasing
length. The swirl coaxial, premix pentad, and triplet elements group together
at high mixing efficiencies, while the coaxial element has the lowest element
Em. The remaining elements group between the extremes of the shear coaxial
and the swirl coaxial elements. When these elements are compared on a thrust/
element basis, the same effects are noted i.e., the premix designs and the
swirl coaxial element are high mixing rate elements while the shear coaxial
is a low mixing rate element. With the exception of the swirl coaxial element,
the data trends are in the expected direction, reduced mixing with larger ele-
ments. The swirl coaxial element Em is maximum at 89 N/Element (20 Ib/element).
It appears that the fuel annulus size and radial oxidizer momentum are related.
It is interesting to note that the parallel sheet element at low F/E 3 Ibf
(13 Newtons) approaches the mixing efficiency of the best elements For small
thrust/element injectors (such as HIPERTHIN), these data indicate that the
parallel sheet element is an excellent element concept.
Area ratio influences for the basic element concepts are illu-
strated in Figure II as well. Both shear mixing elements, the coaxial and
increased shear element, decrease in performance as fuel to oxidizer orifice
area ratio is increased. It should be noted that the area ratio was varied
by changing only the fuel geometry; the oxidizer diameter was held constant.
Decreasing area ratio is in the direction of both smaller fuel annulus widths
and higher velocity ratios or delta velocities; effects which analytically are
predicted to lead toward increased mixing efficiency.
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The swirl coaxial and premix designs are insensitive to area ratio
influences, an effect that was somewhat surprising for the premix case. Cold
flow testing by ALRC on an element design similar to the premix triplet design
revealed that mixing efficiency was significantly impacted by orifice geometry
changes; see Reference lO for these data. Although the single-element injec-
tors of both these series were similar, two important geometry differences are
evident. The mixing cup length of the element tested on this program was
significantly longer than that of Reference lO. For this program, cup depths
ranged from 1.15 to 4.75 L/D, where L is the cup depth and D is the oxidizer
hole diameter. For the program of Reference lO, the ratio, on the same basis,
was O.l. The increased mixing cup depth forces mixing and therefore attenuates
the effects of area ratio and mixture ratio (momentum ratio) variations. In
addition this program only investigated rectangular fuel slots while the data
of Ref. lO was obtained with a fuel slot geometry that was similar to a capital
"I" in cross section.
Referring again to Figure II, note the very sensitive external
impinging triplet orifice area ratio influences, where the element optimized
at an Af/A o of 1.25. This element type, in general, is sensitive to most
geometry and hydraulic variations and a designer must pay particular attention
to the design parameters in order to obtain an optimum design.
The effect of mixture ratio on Em is illustrated in Figure II as
well. Again, the swirl coaxial and premix designs are relatively insensitive
to this influence, while the shear coaxial element decreases in efficiency as
a function of increasing mixture ratio (less _V). The remaining elements were
found to be insensitive to variations in mixture ratio.
Detailed parametric curves of data obtained from the coaxial family
of elements are illustrated in Figures 12 through 15. Included in this family
are the coaxial, increased shear coaxial, and swirl coaxial ele,,_nts. Figure 12
compares these elements on a length basis (L/D) (D is the oxidizer tube diam-
eter), a mixture ratio basis, and a propellant temperature basis. The effect
of increased shear area and swirl is to increase mixing efficiency. Increased
surface area does promote increased mixing as illustrated by the increased
shear element Em data. Radial transport of oxidizer by swirling forces mixing
when compared to simple coaxial mixing element. When compared on a mixture
ratio basis, the swirl coaxial shows no influence and the shear and increased
shear coaxial exhibit decreasing efficiency with increasing mixture ratio.
This effect is due to a decreased AV influence. The effect of lower propellant
ten_)erature on Em is shown in Figure 12 as well. With the exception of the
swirler data, Em increases with decreasing temperature. This trend is contrary
to hot-fire data generated with 1500 Ibf thrusters on Contract NAS 3-14352,
(Ref. ll), which indicated a slight reduction in performance when tested with
cold propellants. The contrary temperature effect noted in hot testing may be
influenced by the combustion influence on the mixing/reaction process.
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The effects of area ratio (or fuel annulus width) for these ele-
ments are illustrated in Figure 13 as a function of thrust/element. In general,
decreasing fuel to oxidizer orifice area ratio is in the direction of increased
Emfor the three coaxial type elements; again indicating the influence of AV.
The swirl coaxial data in Figure 13 indicate an optimum in thrust size at
approximately 67 Newtons/element (15 Ibf/element). This indicates that the
radial component of momentum and the physical size are related, or that there
is a fuel momentum to oxidizer radial momentum ratio which produces optimum
mixing. The effect of swirl magnitude for various area ratio elements is
illustrated in Figure 14. These data indicate that large changes in mixing
efficiency can be obtained with a rather moderate amount of oxidizer radial
momentum, Vt/V a = 0.5).
The compatibility characteristics of the three shear elements are
indicated in Figure 15, where the coaxial and swirl coaxial elements are com-
pared in Figure 15a. In the near zone (close to the injector face) the coaxial
element is fuel rich as compared to the swirler. This effect was noted in
combustion testing of full-scale hardware in Contract NAS 3-14354 where the
near zone heat flux using a swirler element was higher than the equivalent
coaxial element, Ref. 12. Combustion data generated during this contract, dis-
cussed in a later section, also supports this observation. As a function of
Af/Ao, the coaxial element becomes more fuel-rich with increasing area ratio
(see Figure 15c). This fuel rich boundary is reflected in the low Em data for
this element, which was previously discussed. It is interesting to note how-
ever that as the Em improves (lower Af/Ao) the compatibility decreases. In
general, this characteristic is universal, i.e., those elements that exhibit
high potential compatibility do so at the expense of a low mixing rate.
An equivalent data set for the premix designs is illustrated in
Figures 16 through 18. With the exception of length, shown on Figure 16,
premix elements are relatively insensitive to design and operating variables.
For all variables investigated, resulting Em was approximately 90% or higher.
Referring to Figures 16 and 17, note a decrease in Em with increasing thrust/
element for both the pentad and triplet; a slight decrease in Em with tempera-
ture and a small effect of mixture ratio on Em. However, all these influences
are minor, which indicates that premix elements can run over a wide range of
engine conditions without suffering a serious performance penalty. As dis-
cussed earlier, however, the fact that they are insensitive is somewhat sur-
prising and can be attributed to the fact that the mixing cup depths used on
this program attenuate the expected response to variations in design and
operating condi tions.
The premix element compatibility variations, illustrated in
Figure 18, are not negligible as demonstrated by the large differences in
maximum and minimum local O/F. This condition indicated a potential chamber
wall streaking problem. Note, for the premix triplet, Figure 18b, that
increasing the element width ratio tended to stratify the flow field. This
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can be explained by considering the geometry of the injector pattern. For a
narrow fuel slot width, the available fuel momentumis concentrated on the
center of the oxidizer stream, penetrating the bulk of the oxidizer resulting
in a homogenousflow field. As the penetration is reduced by broadening the
fuel slot, the fuel momentumis insufficient at the center of the oxidizer
stream. The net effect is to form a flow field edge condition that is alter-
nately fuel and oxidizer rich at 7/2 rad (90° ) intervals. The pentad ele-
ment does not appear to streak as readily because the available momentumof
any one fuel stream is only half of the equivalent premix triplet element.
In no case did the pentad completely penetrate the oxidizer stream and, in
general, always tended to result in unmixed flow rather than completely pene-
trate and mix with the oxidizer. The streaking characteristics of the
Af/A o = l.O triplet element can be attenuated by reducing the total fuel
momentumwith larger fuel orifice area, as illustrated in Figure 18c.
Data similar to those presented earlier for the premix and shear
designs are found for the like doublet element in Figures 19 and 20. Parti-
cular attention should be directed at Figure 19 where the element spacing
effects are parametrically illustrated. These data indicate that an optimum
is found at a fuel to oxidizer spacing of approximately 0.25 cm (O.l in.).
Element spacing lower than the optimumhave lower mixing efficiency because
the primary fans interact strongly forming secondary fans. These fans are
nonhomogenousin nature, with fuel on one side of the fan and oxidizer on the
other. Whenthe doublet spacing is larger than the optimum value, complete
mixing is prevented because the elements are too far apart. Compatibility
of this element, as shownin Figure 20 was not good since large circumferential
variations in O/F or streaks were measured. This result was caused by testing
a single pair of oxidizer and fuel elements. Multi-element injectors should
attenuate someof this unmixed flow.
Data for the parallel sheet elements are found in Figures 21 and 22.
Mixing efficiency as a function of length, thrust/element, and propellant tem-
perature is shown in Figure 21, compatibility in Figure 22. Like the other
elements investigated, mixing efficiency increases with length and decreases
with F/E. As a function of O/F, the data indicates an increase in mixing
efficiency, contrary to the trend of the similar coaxial element. Compati-
bility effects are similar to those observed with the doublet element: wide
O/F variations with (O/F)wall depending on which side the element is probed.
Again, someattenuation of this effect would be expected in a multiple element
configuration.
The external impinging F-O-F triplet data are depicted in Figures 23
and 24. In general, this element configuration is very sensitive to all oper-
ating and geometry variables. Figure 23 displays mixing efficiencies for
various impingement angles and area ratios as a function of thrust/element.
At the 67 N (15 lbf) level, the extreme sensitivity of mixing efficiency with
impingement angle is noted. Onealso notes that area ratio influences are
optimized in the l.O to 1.25 A#/Ao range. Referring to Figure 23b note that
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the Af/Ao = 1.0 mixing efficiency increases dramatically with impingement angle.
Inspection of the detailed flow field reveals that, as the radial momentumcom-
ponent is increased by increasing the impingement angle, increased penetration
of the axial oxidizer jet occurs, thus yielding a more homogenousflow field.
However, for the area ratio = 0.50 data, a contrary trend is noted. In this
case, overpenetration is achieved and increasing the impingement angle only
amplifies the excess penetration of the fuel. Mixing was also determined to be
a strong function of mixture ratio coupled with impingement angle as shownin
Figure 23d. On the fuel-rich side of the optimum, overpenetration occurred;
on the oxidizer-rich side, under-penetration occurred.
In general, the compatibility of this element was expected to be
poor. Figure 24 indicates the degree and magnitude of the potential compati-
bility problem for the overpenetrated oxidizer jet. The entire flow field
boundary is higher in O/F than the nominal with a large composition variance
in the circumferential direction.
B. MULTIPLEELEMENTCOLDFLOW
As an integral part of the cold flow program, three prototype
injection elements were flowed in a multiple element test configuration (four
elements). The intent of this testing was to generate information that would
allow evaluation of interelement mixing effects. The three injection elements
were 67 Newton (15 Ibf) thrust shear coaxial, swirl coaxial, and premix triplet
configurations. These elements are illustrated in Figure 9. They are arranged
in a square injection matrix as shownin that figure. Testing was conducted
as outlined in Appendix B and was essentially identical to the technique used
in single element testing. The reduced data and test conditions are tabulated
by test number in Table V. The first sixteen tests were conducted with the
shear coaxial element, tests 17 to 32 were with the swirl coaxial, and the
remainder of the tests were with the premix triplet element. Included in this
table are both the single element and multiple element mixing efficiencies.
The single element and multiple element data for the shear coaxial
element are comparedin Figure 25. The data in this figure represent identical
test points for both the single and multiple element testing. Inspection of
Figure 25b, c, and d indicates that a dramatic increase in mixing efficiency
occurred whenmultiple elements were used. However, two observations run
counter to this conclusion. The first is shownin Figure 25 where the data
show that element spacing influenced Emonly slightly during the multiple
element testing. In fact, as the element-to-element distance is increased
(from RowA to RowC), the apparent multiple element mixing efficiency
increased. If element proximity tends to increase mixing, then an increase
in element-to-element distance should decrease the relative mixing efficiency -
an effect not noted. The second observation was that a large amountof recir-
culation occurred between the elements. Flow apparently was coming from the
far downstreamregion. In this region, the flow is well mixed which, when
recirculated to the near field and sampled, would produce an apparent increase
in mixing efficiency.
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Some insight into this recirculation mechanism was gained by look-
ing at the element centerline oxidizer concentration data. This was done by
inputting, the multiple element design parameters and operating conditions
into the single element cold flow mixing computer program. It was found that
the single element model provided an excellent prediction of the multiple
element fuel and oxidizer element centerline mass fraction composition
(mixture ratio) and axial mixing distributions. This implied that multiple
element mixing rates were much closer to the single element mixing rates than
the higher experimental Em'S indicated.
In addition, it was noticed that the multiple element test inte-
grated mass factors were significantly higher than unity, indicating gross
recirculation occurring between the multiple elements. To adjust the data
for this influence, it was assumed that the recirculation gases flowing between
the elements would come from downstream and consist of essentially uniformly
mixed gases (Em -- 100%).
f
Em, ME = I00 I 1 -
it can be shown that the corrected
Then by the definition of Em, the corrected Em is:
n g_i FO/F-O/Fi]- _ I j O/Fj-O/F7}i_l _ L /F (l+O/Fi) j:n t 1 + /Fj ] (3)
Em, ME = I00 Wint [I00 - E ME Meas] (4)
_inj m' '
Results from this data re-evaluation for the multiple shear
coaxial elements test are summarized in Table VI. The measured multiple ele-
ment mixing efficiencies are shown for each of the test conditions evaluated.
The "mass integration" column in Table VI Smass, represents the ratio of the
integrated mass flowrate over the entire flow field divided by the injected
mass flowrates. This factor is approximately 4 except for two tests. Thus,
a constant factor of 4 was used as the mass integration factor for all tests
to determine the corrected multiple element mixing efficiency• Where the data
is available, the comparable single element mixing efficiency (Em, SE) also is
tabulated in Table VI. A comparison of both raw and corrected multiple ele-
ment vs single element Em's are shown graphically in Figure 26. The Em, ME
vs Em, SE is the data previously mentioned in Table V and Figure 25 When
corrected for the mass integration (recirculation) factor the multiple ele-
ment mixing efficiency is comparable to the single element data. Thus, it was
concluded that when recirculation effects are compensated for there is no
significant effect of multiple element interactions in comparison to single
element mixing.
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TABLE VI
MULTIPLE SHEAR CO-AX ELEMENT COLD FLOW SUMMARY
BASED ON RECIRCULATED DOWNSTREAM GASES
O/F L/D Row Em, ME Mass
2 3 A 87.53 3.99
2 7 A 95.68 3.47
o 7 C ')0.07 _). (_o
Y 15 A OO.'i7 _.I',
4 3 A 86.88 4.43
4 7 A 92.95 4.43
4 7 A 93.15 3.56
4 7 B 93.18 7.78
4 15 A 95.40 3.92
6 3 A 81 . 31 3.65
6 7 A 90.09 3.4[
6 7 C 95.17 12.46
6 15 A 95.77 4.39
6 15 A 96.03 3.13
4(IO0-E )
m, ME
49.9
17.3
I _.
I:'.I
'_2.4
28.2
27.4
27.3
18.4
74.8
39.7
19.3
16.9
15.9
Corrected
E
m, ME
50.]
82.7
,q(_. 7
47. _
71.8
72.6
72.7
81.6
25.2
60.3
80,7
83.1
84.1
E
SE
82. :
82, '
41. _-
72.1
72.1
72.1
96._,
35._
53, -'.
Corrected E - 100 - 4 (I00- E )
m, ME m, ME
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V. HOT FLOW MODELING
It is ALRC's belief that cold flow testing alone does not completely
describe the mixing process under combustion conditions. Chemical reaction
does impact adversely the mixing profiles generated in cold flow testing.
In Reference I0, this impact was described both analytically and empirically
for a conventional shear coaxial element. In general, the combustion adversely
biased the mixture ratio profiles, i.e., mixing profiles measured in cold flow
were displaced downstream axially by combustion. As part of this program, the
effects of combustion were studied for a high mixing efficiency element, the
swirler coaxial element.
The intent of this portion of the program was not to model the combus-
tion process, but rather to gain phenomenological information that would
broaden the insight into the combustion process. In order to accomplish this
end, a limited test program was designed that was structured to look at the
differences between "identical" combusting and noncombusting flow fields.
This testing was conducted with the cold flow swirler element at ambient
pressure maintaining Mach number similarity in both the injector and chamber.
The data generated was local mixture ratio distributed axially and
radially through the chamber. Both hot and cold flow gas flow fields were
generated with identical hardware and flow conditions. The only difference
between these tests was that in one case the H2/O 2 propellants were burning
and in the other case they were not. The hot flow hardware was the same hard-
ware used during the cold flow program.
This hot fire testing was conducted in a steam-cooled chamber and
utilized a double-walled, hot H2 cooled probe to withdraw the gas sample. The
sample was routed into the mass spectrometer via copper steam-heated tubing.
The resulting data conclusively indicated a combustion mixture ratio profile
substantially different than the cold flow profile. These data are presented
in Figure 27 as a function of the probe radial and axial distance. This figure
indicates that the cold flow mixture ratio gradients had essentially dissipated
at the first axial position, indicative of the desirable mixing qualities of
the swirl coaxial element. Comparing the hot flow profiles with the cold flow
profiles at the same length, it is apparent that the mixture ratio profiles
are steeper (greater deviations from uniformity) and persist to 18.2 cm
(7.17 in.). This data comparison substantiates that the combustion does
adversely affect the mixing. These data are plotted in a different format
in Figure 28 where three mixing zones are postulated.
*Particular care must be taken in this type of testing to ensure that the
combustion products (H2 O) do not condense anywhere in the system. Thus,
all components were heated to over 250°F during testing using either steam
or heated hydrogen.
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l • The near zone where high mass transfer rates of reactants
exist and combustion is initiated.
2, An intermediate zone where the large density gradients due
to combustion products displace the oxidizer inward and the
fuel outward.
e A region where the continued rotation of the oxidizer-rich
core promotes additional radial diffusion of the oxidizer-
rich products into the fuel-rich outer stream tubes.
Based on this data the scaleability of the cold flow data directly to combus-
tion conditions must be questioned. In later sections of this report the
effects of combustion are again investigated and a relationship is determined
that corrects the cold flow data to compensate for hot fire conditions.
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VI. SINGLE ELEMENT INJECTOR EVALUATION
A. TEST ARTICLES
Based on the cold flow work described previously, four 222N
(50 Ibf) single element injector configurations were selected as being poten-
tially high performing or having good compatibility characteristics. These
injectors were:
l ,
2.
3.
4.
Coaxial element
Swirler coaxial elements
Premix element
F-O-F triplet elements
The injectors are illustrated in Figure 29 together with the salient design
parameters. The coaxial and swirl coaxial units were the same hardware used
during the cold flow program, both high (Vt/V a = 1.0) and low (Vt/V a : 0.5)
swirl velocity elements were investigated. The only difference between these
elements and the cold flow elements was a seal surface added to the hot fire
injectors. The premix and triplet injectors were also fabricated from the
same components used during cold flow with the exception that new faces were
manufactured from OFHC copper rather than the stainless steel used for cold
flow.
Three 222N (50-1bf)-thrust chambers were built to interface with
the cold flow injector assembly shown in Figure 7. These chambers together
with the pertinent physical dimensions are illustrated in Figure 30. Two
chambers were 5.1 cm (2.0 in.) long with a 2.5 and 3.5 contraction ratio,
Ac/At, and referred to as the -I and -3 configurations, respectively. The
third chamber was 14 cm (5.5 in.) long with a 2.5 contraction (the -2 con-
figuration). All the chambers had an exit area ratio, Ae/At = 1.75. They
were copper heat sink in type and were designed to have a 2-sec test duration
and provide adequate thermal response to obtain heat flux data. Twelve
thermocouples were buried at approximately mid-wall depth. The thermocouples
were located 1.72 cm (0.5 in.) apart axially and in three rows, 7/4 tad (45 ° )
apart circumferent_ally. Provision was made for a spark type _gniter to be
located in the chamber wall. The two Pc taps were located near the injector
face and at the entrance to the convergent section of the nozzle.
B. TEST FACILITY AND PROCEDURES
The uni-element testing was conducted in the Physics Laboratory,
Test Bay I; a bay that has been used extensively for H2/O _ ignition and uni-
element combustion research. The facilities in Test Bay I include gaseous
hydrogen and gaseous oxygen feed systems of 0.754 m3 (5.5 ft3) capacity each,
an alternate hydrogen and oxygen feed system of smaller capacity, and complete
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instrumentation and process control capabilities. These systems are enclosed
within insulated cylinders which provided temperature conditioned propel-
lants. The propellants were conditioned by a LN2 spray over the vessels for
subambient tests. Figure 31 is a schematic flow diagram of the propellant
feed systems.
For ambient propellant temperature tests, system gas regulators
were used for setting the supply pressure to critical flow nozzles. For the
temperature conditioned tests, the feed systems were operated in a blowdown
mode, and critical flow nozzles were selected to provide the required flow
at feed system averaae pressure.
',.V'.lt'ln I)vq",',ll|'t"; ,|lId I.hl'll';I w_'l'l' IIl(,,Ig.lll'('d II,,ill(] ,| ,,iX-wi|'l' IIId.',|',lll'( '
lIlt:IlL ",y',l.tHll tlLili,'ilt_l ,,Ir,lill _l,lllt' t_lx",',lll'l' _l' I_l'_t' II',lll',_llllt'I",. Ih_' It',Ill',
ducers have 350 Ohm straill ga!jes ill a lul ly d_tiw, It_ur ,ll'ln bt'id,l_' t:_lll i,lUt',t-
tion. Typical transducers employed in this system are the lab_.,r Model ZOt,
pressure transducer or the BLil Model U3XXA load cell.
C. SINGLE ELEMENT TEST RESULTS
The following paragraphs summarize the resulting performance, heat
transfer and stability data from the 76 single element tests. Data is pre-
sented that was obtained using the techniques described in Appendices C and D.
Performance data is listed in Table VII and VIII in English and SI Units
respectively, and is plotted in Figure 32 through 35. Heat transfer informa-
tion is plotted in Figure 36 through 42 and stability data is presented in
Table IX and plotted in Figure 43.
I. Performance
A summary of the single element hot fire test series per-
formance is presented in Tables VII and VIII and illustrated in Figure 32
through 35. Identified for each data point are the applicable test condi-
tions, the measured and theoretical performance values, specific impulse per-
formance losses, and calculated performance efficiencies. Included under the
test conditions are the test number, injector and chamber identification, the
data period, and the chamber pressure, mixture ratio, and the oxygen and
hydrogen manifold temperature. Some of the ERE data were computed to be over
I00% for the triplet element. This inaccuracy is believed to be caused pri-
marily by the very large boundary layer heat loss calculated for these small
copper heat sink chambers. Under some test conditions, heat losses were as
high as 13% of delivered Isp. Also accuracy of measuring thrust values in
the 222 N (50 Ibf) range is-difficult to achieve, although the thrust cell
was quoted to be calibrated within + 0.5% thrust accuracy. These two effects
combined limit the accuracy of the s-ingle element data to be no better than 3%
on an absolute basis. However, when comparing element performance data for
different elements at a given test condition, the AERE values should be
accurate within <1%.
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Test
No.
103
t04
1058
106
i07
109
if0
I12
If3
If4
115
i16
117
it8
119
120
12[
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
L3L
132
134
135
138
139
140
141
143
144
145
146
147
[48
[49
L50
L5L
[52
L53
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
101
I02
103
104
L05
106
107
108
I09
110
IIi
112
113
I14
If5
ll6
Injector
rwe
Swirler
(Vc/Va_0.5)
Coaxial
Premix
High
Swirler
(Vt/Va=l.0)
1
-I Triplet
1
-2 Triplet
1
-3 Triplet
1
Triplet
TABLE IX
STABILITY DATA
FOR SINGLE ELEMENT INJECTORS
Pc, P (N/cm 2 )
c
Chamber MR ysia
-3 3.83 264 182
I 1.94 283 195
5.86 268 185
7.70 252 173
0.99 295 203
3.96 442 305
4.01 87 60
-[ 5.90 275 189
I 1.99 283 [95
6.03 89 61
3.98 240 165
2.03 274 189
5.93 217 149
6.23 69 48
1.94 93 64
[.98 447 308
3.89 374 258
-2 3.90 315 217
2.03 302 2086.01 302 208
6.00 96 66
-3 5.99 207 [43
7.73 194 [34
4.05 73 50
3.93 222 153
1,98 251 173
3.91 369 254
0.99 300 207
3.90 311 215
6.0[ 291 201
7.63 258 178
2.05 325 224
3.97 522 360
4.02 103 71
0.99 302 208
-2 3.93 303 209
2.03 304 2106.O1 291 201
4.12 98 68
-I 3.94 317 218
i 2,06 329 229
3.90 524 361
5.99 290 200
4.14 103 71
-3 6.08 91 63
1.96 105 73
3.89 284 196
2.02 299 206
5.93 275 190
-2 5.93 271 187
3.g2 304 2102.00 307 211
"3 3,86 262 180
2.00 312 215
4.08 84 58
5.94 233 161
5.92 233 160
4.15 83 57
3.92 261 180
2.00 319 220
3.88 305 210
1.93 323 223
4.11 99 68
5,77 255 176
-2 5.87 286 197
4.10 98 683.92 300 207
-2 1,98 300 207
6LP/Pc) ox QLP/Pc)fuel
0.059 0.119
0.026 0.227
0.037 0.040
0.044 0.023
0.005 0.438
0.057 0.110
0.057 0.098
0.129 0.037
0.188 0.256
0.034 0.031
0.008 0.098
0.005 0.200
0.019 0.062
0.026 0.056
0.005 0.208
0.004 0.207
0.009 0.103
0.007 0.057
0.005 0.199
0.014 0.032
0.015 0.028
0.023 0.078
0.031 0.061
0.030 0.137
0.031 0.137
0.028 0.318
0.027 0.133
0.003 0.437
0.226 0.288
0.182 0.208
0.[81 0.194
0.410 0.581
0.227 0.291
0.217 0.278
0.707 [,159
0.226 0.29l
0.438 0.625
0.166 0.[906
0.221 0.279
0.22[ 0.283
0.398 0.569
0.218 0.283
0.176 0.203
0.213 0.270
0.185 0.208
0.420 0.600
0.077 0.077
0.055 0.191
0.099 0.042
0.100 0.048
0.065 0.064
0.043 0.[6[
0.273 0.083
0.122 0.128
0.314 0.084
0.395 0.072
0.414 0.073
0.354 0.077
0.271 0.078
0.116 0.137
0.197 0.255
0.098 0.594
0.224 0.254
0.324 0.154
0.247 0.141
0,[78 0.232
0,If4 0.644
(1)
Stability
Freq. Hz
US 1050
US 1050
S
S
US 1050
US 1050
S
US [500
S
S
MS 750
S
S
MS 750
MS 750
S
MS 600
US 750
S
S
S
S
MS 750
MS 900
US 900
MS 750
US 800
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
MS 700
MS LLO0
S
S
S
MS 1[00
US 3500
S
US 3500
US 3500
US 3500
US 3500
US 3500
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
(i) US - Unstable
S - Stable
MS - Marginally stable
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Figure 32 shows the variation of energy release efficiency
with mixture ratio for the five injector elements tested and the two 5.08 cm
(2.0-in.) long combustion chambers (-l and -3). These data show that the
F-O-F triplet element is the highest performing at low mixture ratios, while
the premix injector is the highest consistent performing element over the
total mixture ratio range. The high swirler coaxial element, the low velocity
swirler element and the conventional coaxial element are in order of decreasing
performance. The effect of mixture ratio and contraction ratio on ERE is also
shown to be a function of the injector element design. The premix triplet ele-
ment ERE increases with decreasing mixture ratio over the entire test mixture
ratio range from 8 to I. The swirler coaxial element, on the other hand,
reaches a minimum ERE near the nominal design mixture ratio of 4 and increases
from this value for either increasing or decreasing mixture ratio. The coaxial
element achieves maximum ERE at a mixture ratio of 1 and decreases significantly
(_25%) with increasing mixture ratio to a minimum value at a mixture ratio of 6.
Further increases in mixture ratio result in slightly (_2%) higher energy
release efficiency.
The detailed F-O-F triplet performance is illustrated in
Figure 33. Energy release efficiencies for the three injectors and two cham-
bers are represented as a function of mixture ratio. Two characteristics are
apparent from the data in Figure 33: (I) all injectors are higher performing
at low mixture ratios; (2) the low area ratio element (Af/Ao = 1.0) is sub-
stantially higher performing than either of the Af/Ao : 2 elements. Both the
above trends indicate that this element is sensitive to fuel momentum; i.e.,
there must be sufficient fuel momentum to penetrate the oxidizer jet to effect
complete propellant mixing.
A correlation of these data as a function of momentum ratio
is depicted in Figure 33 as well. The stable data from all the injectors
correlate well with the mixing parameter, MP.
Vo
MP - o (4)
_f Vf sin
Referring to Figure 33a, note that the mixing parameter maxi-
mizes at a value of 0.5 in the short chambers and is flat up to a value of 2
in the long chambers. However, the value of 0.5 is not realistic for practical
engine systems, since low values of the mixing parameter are in the direction
of high fuel pressure drop. An 02/H2 engine operating at mixture ratio 4.0
with an oxidizer pressure drop of 10% of chamber pressure would have a sonic
fuel injection velocity if a MP of 0.5 were maintained. Depending on the
particular injector design, the fuel pressure drop would be on the order of
the chamber pressure, a value too high to be realistically considered for
practical engine systems. Since the mixing parameter tends to be rather flat
over the range of 0.5 to 2 for the longer chamber, it is therefore not an
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adverse compromiseto relax the criterion of MP= 0.5 to a value somewhat
higher. The performance penalty should not be large, and the fuel pressure
drop is more consistent with practical injector design practice.
The effect of chambercontraction ratio on EREis seen in
Figure 32 to be a function of the injector design. For the premix triplet
ele_nt, EREincreases with increasing contraction ratio. This is caused by
the increased cha_er stay time resulting from the larger L* (6.1 vs 4.8) cm.
The EREof the coaxial element is, on the other hand, higher for the lower
contraction ratio. In this case, it appears that the lower contraction ratio
enhances the coaxial mixing process by maintaining a higher absolute Av for
mixing so as to overpower the effect of the decreased chamberstay ti_.
The chamberaxial length (L') has a significant influence on
the energy release efficiency. The EREobtained with four of the injector
elements and the 14 cm (5.5 in.) long chamber is shownin Figure 34a. At this
chamber length, all four injector elements have ERE's greater than 95%. The
effect of chamber length is, however, a function of the injector design as
shownin Figure 34a. The EREof the premix element, increases only slightly
from about 96%to 99%as the chamber length increases from 5.08 to 14 cm(2 to 5.5 in.). The swirl coaxial element EREincreases from 88 to 98%, the
coaxial element EREincreases from approximately 67 to 97%,while the F-O-F
triplet injector increases from 93 to 100%over the samerange. The chamber
characteristic length (L*) has a similar effect on EREas shown in Figure 34b.
The L* was varied by contraction ratio or length changes as noted. These data
also indicate that characteristic length or stay time is the primary variable
that influences the premix element performance, while physical chamber length
is the first order influence on the coaxial element performance.
The effect of chamberpressure and propellant temperature on
the experimental EREis presented in Figure 35a for various injector element/
chamberconfigurations and overall mixture ratio. Over the range of chamber
pressures investigated (45.6 to 341N/cm2) 70 to 500 psia, little variation in
EREwith Pc is noted except for the triplet element. Its EREincreased over
2%when Pc was raised from 68 N/cm2 (I00 psia) to 200 N/cm2 (300 psia).
The propellant temperature shownon Figure 35 is a mass
weighted average of the fuel and oxidizer manifold temperatures, i.e.,
(1) ( oJF)TTp = 0-_ Tf + _O/F + I) o
The fuel and oxidizer temperatures were always within 28°K (50°R) of each other
and generally were within a few degrees of being the same. In all cases the
ERE increased with increasing propellant temperature. The premix triplet ele-
ment exhibited the smallest performance change with propellant temperature,
increasing 1.0% per 55.5°K (IO0°R). The coaxial element ERE increased 1.25%
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per 55.5°K (IO0°R) while the high velocity swirler element increased 2.7% per
55.5°K (lO0°R). Combustion stability variations experienced with the high
velocity swirler may have influenced the performance variation of this element
over the tested propellant temperature range.
2. Heat Transfer
The detailed calculational techniques are discussed in
Appendix D. The primary concern of this program was to understand injector
related heat transfer effects. The data is presented in the form of a heat
flux ratio, where the local heat flux expr is nominalized by the heat flux
calculated from a conventional turbulent heat transfer correlation:
Cnom = 0.026 k/D Rc0.8 PRO.4 (To-Tw). Values of one or higher indicate local
heat fluxes that are higher than nominal and values less than one indicate
values of relatively low heat flux.
The design point data for all the injectors is shown in
Figure 36. This data shows that near zone heat fluxes (in the first 1.27 cm,
(0.5 in.) of chamber length) can vary by an order of magnitude depending on
injector type. The swirler injector have @ expr/@nom ratios of 0.2 in the near
zone while the premix injector demonstrated heat flux ratios of over 2. The
conclusion from this data is that the single biggest variable that influences
the chamber wall heat flux is the element type.
The specific results for each element type are discussed in
the following paragraphs and are illustrated in Figures 37 through 43.
a. Coaxial Element Axial Heat Transfer
Characteristics (19 Tests)
The coaxial element data are shown in Figure 37. These
data group together reasonably well and a rather gradual increase in heat
flux with axial distance is indicated. The heat fluxes are generally low and,
in most cases, are less than one half of the nominal values, iqotable effects
indicated by the data are:
(I) Contraction Ratio Effect
Contraction ratio does not appear to exert a large
influence; however, there is a slight tendency toward higher heat flux ratios
in the 3.5 contraction ratio chamber (-3 chamber).
t2) Chamber Length Effects
A rather sharp increase in heat flux is indicated
at 4.44 cm (I.75 in.) axial distance in the long 2.5 contraction ratio chamber
(-2 chamber) but not in the short one (-l chamber). This behavior is
unexplained, but it could be an indication that the film cooling effect of
the fuel annulus deteriorates at about 4.44 cm (l .75-in. ).
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(3) Mixture Ratio Effect
Relatively high heat flux ratios (up to 0.85) are
indicated by the O/F = 1 data obtained at 205 N/cm2 (300 psia) chamber pressure
in the -3 chamber. This could be largely due to the high mixing rate and thus
performance of this element at the very low MR operating point.
(4) Chamber Pressure Effect
Chamber pressure effects on the heat flux ratio are
generally very small. The only notable Pc influence exists at 4.44 cm
(1.75 in.) axial distance in the -2 chamber.
(5) Propellant Temperature Effect
The propellant temperature influence appears small
since the heat fluxes measured at O/F = 4, Pc = 205 N/cm 2 (300 psia) are about
the same with and without cold propellants.
bo Swirl Coaxial Element (Vt/Va = 0.5) Axial
Heat Transfer Characteristics (7 Tests)
The low velocity (Vt/Va = 0.5) swirl coaxial element data
are shown on Figure 38. These data indicate a very low heat flux region exists
within about 0.6 cm (0.25 in.) from the element face. The heat flux increases
quite rapidly from this point and is about equal to the nominal value (+25%
except for the Pc = 341N/cm2 (500 psia) test) beyond 3.17 cm (1.25 in.) axial
distance.
(I) Contraction Ratio Effects
Contraction ratio effects^appear small. About the
same results were obtained at O/F = 5, Pc = 205 N/cm Z (300 psia) with both the
2.5 and 3.5 contraction ratio chambers.
(2) Mixture Ratio Effects
O/F effects are irregular. The O/F = 2 and 8 data
obtained at P_ = 205 N/cm 2 (300 psia) are about the same, whereas the O/F = 6,
Pc = 205 N/cmL heat flux ratios are about 30% lower.
(3) Chamber Pressure Effects
The heat flux ratio is inversely related to Pc
(decreases P_) This is demonstrated by the O/F = 4, Pc = 68 N/cm2 (I00 psia)
and 341 N/cmZ i500 psia) data as well as the O/F 6, Pc 68 and 205 N/cm2
data.
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C° Swirl Coaxial Element (Vt/V a = 1.0) Axial
Heat Transfer Characteristics (7 Tests)
The high velocity swirl (Vt/V a = 1.0) element heat
transfer characteristics are similar to those of the Vt/Va = 0.5 swirl ele-
ment injector as shown on Figure 39. All testing was done at 205 N/cm2
(300 psia) chamber pressure. The only significant difference between these
data and the Vt/Va = 0.5 swirl element data is the high heat flux ratios
measured at O/F = 2 with the long, 2.5 contraction ratio chamber. This
behavior is similar to that observed with the coaxial element in the long
chamber. With this injector element, the use of cold propellants reduced
the heat flux by about 25%.
d. Premix Element Axial Heat Transfer
Characteristics (19 Tests)
Premix element data are shown in Figure 40. A wide
range of results were obtained with this element as the calculated heat flux
ratios range from 0.7 to 3.0. The heat transfer environment produced by the
premix element is fundamentally different from the shear mixing elements and
is similar to the F-O-F triplet elements, in that the heat flux decreased
with axial distance except within the 2 cm (0.75-in.) long zone nearest the
element. This indicates that the premix element produces much more rapid
combustion than the coaxial or swirl coaxial elements.
(1) Contraction Ratio Effect
Two distinct types of heat flux distributions were
obtained for the 3.5 and 2.5 contraction ratio chambers. The distribution
drawn through the 205 N/cm2 (300 psia) data in Figure 40a shows that the 3.5
contraction ratio heat flux ratios are generally higher and that the peak heat
flux existed further downstream. The 2.5 contraction ratio distribution shows
a nearly uniform decrease in heat flux with axial distance (Figure 40b and c).
(2) Chamber Length Effect
No effect of chamber length is il_cJicated since the
-I and -2 chamber data agree reasonably well for the range ()f O/F and Pc values
tested (Figure 40b and c).
(3) Mixture Ratio Effect
Mixture ratio effects are very significant with the
premix element, especially in the 3.5 contraction ratio chamber (Figure 40a).
The data clearly show a decrease in heat flux ratio with increasing O/F. This
characteristic appears related to the momentum of the fuel stream {injected
perpendicular to the chamber axis in the premix element design) since the fuel
injection velocity decreases as O/F increases. This causes a decrease in fuel
penetration, resulting in more fuel at the outer edge of the jet.
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(4) Chamber Pressure Effect
The indicated Pc effect is not great and irregular.
At O/F = 4 (3.5 and 2.5 contraction ratio), the heat flux ratio tended to be
inversely related to Pc; however, the dependency was weak as the variation was
within + 15%. The opposite effect is indicated for mixture ratios of 2 and 6
as the 68 N/cm 2 (lO0 psia) data are slightly lower than the 205 N/cm 2 (300 psia)
data (3.5 contraction ratio data).
(5) Propellant Temperature Effect
The use of cold propellants at O/F = 4 and
Pc = 205 N/cm 2 (300 psia) test conditions reduced heat flux ratios by about
35%.
e. F-O-F Triplet Axial Heat Flux Characteristics
(16 Tests)
Axial heat flux distributions for the B row (the location
of this row is shown in Figure 42) of thermocouples are shown in Figure 41 for
each injector type in terms of the experimental to nominal heat flux ratio.
The results show that the heat transfer characteristics of the 60° and 90°
impingement angle injector designs are quite similar, thereby indicating that
the impingement angle has a small effect on wall heat flux. With both injec-
tors relatively high heat fluxes were measured at O/F = 2; where the heat flux
ratios range from 0.9 to 1.5. This O/F trend is consistent with the premix
results discussed previously. The axial heat transfer distribution with the
60 ° and 90 ° impingement angle injectors is considered normal at O/F = 4 to 6;
the heat flux increases fairly regularly with axial distance and the heat flux
ratio is in the 0.2 to 0.8 range. A tendency toward a heat flux peak at l.O cm
(0.75 in.) axial distance is apparent in the 68.6 N/cm 2 (lO0 psia) chamber data.
A quite different axial characteristic is indicated by the O/F = 2 data as the
peak heat flux occurs near the injector face and the heat flux decreases with
axial distance downstream of this point. The O/F = 2, Pc = 205 N/cm2
(300 psia) data for the 60° impingement angle injector has a characteristic
almost identical to the previously mentioned premix element; however, the
external triplet element heat fluxes are about 60% lower than the previous
data.
Generally, higher heat fluxes were measured with the
Af/Ao = l injector element. Heat flux ratios as high as 2.0 were indicated
as shown in Figure 41. Data were obtained with both the 2.5 and 3.5 con-
traction ratio chamber designs with this element. The heat flux ratios in
both chambers are about the same at axial distances of 4.45 cm (I.75 in.) or
more from the injector face but significantly lower in the 2.5 contraction
ratio chamber nearer the injector face.
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Axial and circumferential heat flux distributions are
given for each injector at O/F = 4, Pc = 206 N/cm2 (300 psia) operating con-
ditions in Figure 42. This graph shows that the Af/A o = l injector heat fluxes
are consistently the highest, but also the most uniform in both the longitudinal
and circumferential directions. The Af/Ao = 2 injector designs are classical
"streakers" in that the heat flux along Row C are about I00% higher than the
heat fluxes along Rows A and B.
Referring again to Figure 42 it is interesting to note
that the high heat flux values associated with the Af/A o = l injector are con-
sistent with the high performance of this injector as noted earlier. This cor-
relation is consistent with a good mixing elen_nt, i.e., high heat fluxes and
a small data spread. The data from the Af/Ao = 2 injectors have a contrary
characteristic that is again consistent with the performance data, i.e., low
average heat fluxes with low performance injectors. In addition, these injec-
tors indicated a chamber hot streak in an area rotated 90 ° from the plane of
the fuel holes. These streaks are the result of the poor mixing character-
istics of the injection elements. The fuel momentum of these injectors is not
high enough to penetrate the central oxidizer jet. As a result, the propellant
is incompletely mixed and a near-stoichiometric zone is formed locally at the
wall. This condition results in the streak noted in Figure 42. It would be
expected that a full scale injector with Af/Ao = 2 elements would behave in a
similar manner, i.e., lower performance, lower average heat flux with locally
high values.
3. Siin_le Element Stability
Unstable combustion was encountered during some of the single
element tests. The test-by-test stability characteristics are listed in
Table IX. The premix element exhibited stable operation for all test condi-
tions. The swirler and coaxial elements were, on the other hand, stable only
at mixture ratios of approximately 6 or greater, while the triplet injector
exhibited low frequency instabilities at high mixture ratio operating points
and low fuel side pressure drops. This data is plotted in Figure 43 as a func-
tion of oxidizer and fuel circuit _P/Pc- At lower mixture ratios, both ele-
ments were either marginally stable or unstable. The frequency of instability
varied from 700 to II00 Hz for the swirler element and 600 to 900 Hz for the
coaxial element.
The combustion instability undoubtedly influenced the energy
release efficiency as noted during Tests 132 (coaxial element) and 162B
(swirler element). During both these tests, the combustion stability varied
with attendant performance changes. During Test 132, the combustion would
shift back and forth from a moderately stable condition to an unstable con-
dition (800 Hz) and the energy release efficiency would shift from 93.5% during
stable operation to 89.9% during unstable operation. Similarly, during Test
162B (a cold propellant test), combustion occurred in two modes: marginally
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stable and unstable (1000to 1200 Hz). During the stable mode, the energy
release efficiency was approximately 83.5% while, during the unstable mode,
the energy release efficiency was 78.7%.
The triplet instability at 3500 Hz was evident at mixture
ratios of four and above for both Af/A o = 2 injectors. At mixture ratio two,
these injectors were stable. With the high fuel pressure drop injector
(Af/A o : I), the injector was stable over the entire operating range. The
triplet data are plotted as a function of (AP/Pc) o VS (AP/Pc)f in Figure 43.
All injectors were stable at (AP/Pc)f ratios in excess of 10%. No oxidizer
circuit AP related instability was noted for values of (AP/Pc) o as low as 10%.
Based en these data, both circuits should be held to AP/Pc ratios higher than
10% ef Pc as a good design criterion. The coaxial and swirler data indicated
a reverse influence on the fuel side, i.e., high values of AP/Pc were unstable
while low values of AP/Pc were stable as indicated in Figure 43.
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VII FULL SCALE INJECTOR EVALUATION
As a part of this prograI_ _ull sc_ test sc,'ies was conducted (at
the 6200 N (1500 Ib) thrust level! with inje _rs tibet were optimized based on
cold flow and single element testing. The it ent of this testing was to inves-
tigate performance, heat transfer and stability with full scale prototype hard-
ware under conditions representative of auxiliary propulsion systems, APS, for
the Space Shuttle. This testing was accomplished with three basic injectors;
a deep-cup premix, a F-O-F triplet and two zoned (barrier cooled) F-O-F triplet
injectors. The results of this testing are briefly summarized below.
Performance efficiencies approaching 100% ERE were achieved in 7.62 cm
(3.0 inches) long chambers using both the premix and triplet elen_nt injector
patterns. The zoned injectors were lower performing due to barrier cooling re-
lated mixture ratio maldistribution effects and due to the core mixture ratio
shift which caused the core elements to operate off of their uniform mixture ratio
peak operating point for which they were originally designed. Future barrier cooled
injectors should be designed so both barrier and core elements are optimized at
their respective barrier and core mixture ratios to minimize the latter effect.
High injector-end chamber heat fluxes were recorded for both the triplet and premix
injectors. Injector face thermal data indicated the need for active cooling of
the face. All three injectors resulted in at least one case of high frequence
instability, indicating the need for damping devices such as resonators and/or
baffles.
A. DESCRIPTION OF TEST ARTICLES
I. Injectors
a. Deep Cup Premix Injector
The premix injector designed for this program is con-
ceptually similar to that injector successfully demonstrated on Contract NAS3-
14354, Ref. 12. For this program, the basic injector body and manifolding de-
signs were retained. Only the injection element design was changed. A sketch of
the element is shown in Figure 44 and it is referred to as the deep cup premix
element concept. This injector was designed to satisfy the following conditions:
Number of Elements
Oxidizer Dia.
Fuel Slot Geometry
Pressure Drop
Injection Velocity
36
.60 cm (.237 in.)
.201 x .356 cm (.079 x .140 in.)
41 N/cm2 (60 psi)
330 m/sec (1080 fps)
The oxygen enters the mixing cup through a cylindrically etched passage formed
of 14 nickel platelets. Fuel is directed radially into the oxygen through a rec-
tangular passage etched through the same platelets. At the base of the fuel drop-
through-passage, 6% of the fuel is diverted into the face cooling circuit. A set
of three platelets redistributes this fuel over the injector face, where it is
injected axially into the combustion chJmber through 384 orifices.
The deep cup premix concept developed on this program
utilizes confined mixing ot the 02/H 2 propellants prior to injection into the
chamber. This is accomplished by impinging two fuel streams on a central
oxidizer stream in a mixing cup recessed into the injector face. The basic
design is similar to the injector that h_ been demonstrated successfully by
ALRC on the APS program (Contract NAS3-14354) Ref. 12. This design differs in
that the mixing cup depth is an order of magnitude deeDer than the APS design
(0.764 cm deep vs. 0.076 cm deep).
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This design modification was a result of comparing the
cold flow and hot firing test performance on this and the APSprogram. The
APSsingle element cold flow data for the premix element with a rectangular
fuel channel and a shallow cup depth indicated a strong relationship between
Em and momentumratio and a relatively low mixing effectiveness. This strong
functional relationship was not noted in the experimental data from this
program and the performance level was considerably higher for the deep cup
design. Also the single element hot fire data obtained on this program
indicated that the confined mixing imposedby the deep cup increases propellant
mixing, since the EREwas nearly 100%in a 5.08 cm (2.0 in.) long chamber.
The injector assembly and platelets are shownin Figure 45. The injector is
shownat an Intermediate step in the fabrication process. The body, platelet
stack, and individual platelets are depicted. Oxygenenters the injector
through a 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) diameter stainless steel tube and is distributed
through the injector body with the aid of sheet metal distribution plates.
The oxygen enters the face through 36 tubes brazed to the injector body and
face. Fuel enters the face platelet stack through 36 holes drilled through
the face plate. The injection platelet stack shown schematically in Figure 44
is bonded to the face plate, completing the injector assembly.
The 14 Nickel 200 platelets immediately joined to the
face plate are the fuel injection platelets, a detail of which is shown in
Figure 45. The "dumb-bell" shaped passages form the fuel geometry of the
premix element. Oxygen enters the element througil the 36 tubes joined to the
face plate, and flows into a cylindrical cavity formed by the 14 injection
platelets. The fuel is _njected into the same cavity and intimate mixing of
the H2 and 02 is accomplished. After the propellants are mixed, the gas
proceeds through the cup plate shown in Figure 45. The function of this plate
is to provide increased constrained mixing time as well as diverting approxi-
mately 6% of the fuel into the face cooling circuit.
The face cooling circuit was comprised of a three-
platelet stack. The first platelet (the coolant inlet platelet shown in
Figure 45) was located just below the cup plate, where further H2 coolant
_r_tering was accomplished by the 72 0.061 cm (0.024 in.> diameter holes.
After the coolant passes through this platelet, it was distributed over the
injector face by the distribution platelet illustrated in Figure 45. The fuel
leaving the inlet platelet entered the rectangular passages of the distribution
platelets and flowed over the surface of the injector face, serving to both
regeneratively cool the face and feed the face bleed holes. The last platelet
labeled face in Figure 45 provided the means to inject both the fuel coolant
and premixed gases into the combustion chamber.
b. F-O-F Triplet Injector
Based on cold flow data presented earlier an injector
composed of an array of external impinging F-O-F triplet elements had the
potential to be high performing. Also, this element was extremely sensitive
to design and operating point variables such as relative orifice area and
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impingement angle. This information was insufficient to design a full-scale
injector since the effects of combustion were not knownbut were suspected to
be important. The experience gained in the single element testing program
with elements similar to the prototype full scale injection elements, clearly
indicated that the combustion process did modify the cold flow characteristics.
This data was then used in conjunctions with the cold flow data to complete
the full scale injector design. An injector was designed based on the design
criteria discussed in Section VIII, which resulted in the following parameters.
Numberof elements
Oxidizer element diameter
Fuel element diameter
Impingementangle
Oxidizer injection velocity
Fuel injection velocity
72
0.283 cm (0.112 in.)
0.1325 cm (0.0521 in.)
_/3 rad. 60°
86 m/sec (281 ft/sec)
895 m/sec (2940 ft/sec)
The triplet injector assembly is shownin Figure 46
together with details of the injector face. The basic injector body was manu-
factured from a surplus premix injector from a previous program. Oxygen
entered the injector via a 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) diameter stainless steel tube
and was distributed throughout the injector body with the aid of sheet metal
distribution plates. The oxygen was routed to the injection elements through
72 tubes brazed to the injector body and face plate. Fuel entered the injector
through a manifold around the oxygen tubes. The hydrogen passed between the
tubes and entered the elements via holes drilled through the face plate. Up
to this point the triplet injector and the premix injector were virtually
identical except that the premix injector was composedto 36 oxidizer tubes
rather than 72 for the triplet.
Figure 46 shows the injector element. It was machined
into a 0.47 cm (0.185 in.) thick copper plate that contains additional fuel
injection orifices, the oxidizer injection orifices and the face coolant
metering orifices. This plate was bonded to the injector body such that the
oxidizer tubes were aligned with the oxidizer injection orifices and the fuel
galleries were aligned with the holes through the body plate. This plate
serves the dual function of directing both propellants into the chamber.
Immediately below the face plate was a set of three platelets that comprised
the face cooling circuit when bondedto the injection plate. These platelets
were madeof I/4 hard nickel 200 and were 0.0254 cm (0.010 in.) thick. The
first platelet, the coolant metering plate, controlled the amount of GH_
directed into the coolant circuit (7%of the total fuel flow). Fuel exlted
this plate and was directed into the distribution platelet. Fuel entered
each shaped passage of this platelet and was distributed throughout the
injector face. Covering these passageswas the last platelet in the stack,
which injected the coolant into the combustion chamberthrough 460 0.038 cm
(0.015 in.) diameter holes.
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_:._ Zoned Injectors
The third full scale injector was a zoned injector,
designed to produce an environment of lower temperature barrier gases composed
of fuel rich combustion products. This ,'as achieved by tailoring the triplet
injector describe(] ea_'lier to produce a low mixture ratio barrier at the
chamber wall by modifying the element design. The zoned injector was manu-
factured from the triplet injector by first removing the triplet face and then
bonding a zoned face and cooling circuit onto the triplet body. Two different
,njector patterns were tested_ the-l a1_a -_: injectors. These injectors
d': ffered i n _; :_. ,_L values of the barrier mixture ratio and mass flow. The -2
injectc_r was made from the _.l _njector ele,_en _ hy increasinq the diameter of
the oxidizer injection elements in the outer row. A detail drav_ing of the
"_'Iinjection .IE..lents at_d pattern is illustrated in Figure 47.
The flow distribution in the core and barrier circuits
of the -l and -2 injectors were determined empirically, by cold flowing the
injector with GN2. The individual orifice flow rates were measured with a
rotameter type flow meter, with the injector flowing GN2 at the design Mach
Noo The barrier mixture ratios and flow rates were then computed and are
plotted in Figure 48a. At an overall mixt,_re ratio of 4.0, the -I injector
flowed 35.6% of the total injector flow in the barrier at an O/F of 2.93 while
the remaining flow is in the core at an O/F ratio of 4.9. The -2 injector
(with increased diameter oxidizer orifices) at an overall O/F ratio of 4.0
flowed 39.2% of the toal injector flow through the barrier circuit at a
mixture ratio of 3.3 while the remaining flow was directed through the core
at an O/F of 4.6.
The zoned injector cooling concept results in a per-
formance loss due to off design mixture ratio operation of the barrier and
core circuits. The specific impulse loss was computed by assuming that the
combustion zone was comprised of two streamtubes operating at the respective
core and barrier mixture ratios and mass fluxes. The streamtubes were
assumed to expand one dimensionally through the full engine area ratio without
mixing. This analysis was completed by calculating an overall specific impulse
consistent with the sum of the mass weighed specific impulse of the individual
streamtubes. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figure 48b. The
specific impulse loss for these injectors at an overall mixture ratio of 4.0
is 0.8% and 0.5% of one-dimensional kinetic specific impulse (Isp ODK) for
the -I and -2 injectors, respectively. Additional performance loss was
expected because the elements were operating away from the optimum injection
momentum ratio as discussed in Section VIII.
o Chambe rsL.
The injectors were tested in the heat sink copper chambers
illustrated in Figure 49. These chambers had provision for high frequency
instrumentation, two static pressure ports and inner wall, C-A thermocouples
located both between and in line with the injection elements. In addition a
port was provided for a 2 grain RDX charge for stability evaluation.
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Twochambers (-I and -2) and a L* section were fabricated.
The -2 chamberdiffered from the -I chamber in that the throat diameter was
larger resulting in a smaller contraction ratio. Provision for increasing
chamber length from 7.62 cm (3.0 in.) to 13.9 cm (5.47 in.) was provided by
a cylindrical copper section also instrumented with flush-mounted thermocouples
and both high and low frequency response pressure transducers. The salient
chamberdesign parameters are listed in the following table.
-I Chamber -2 Chamber L* Section
Length cm (in.) 7.62 (3.0)
Throat Diameter cm (in.) 4.87 (1.92)
Chamber Diameter cm (in.) 8.94 (3.52)
Contraction Ratio 3.4
L* cm (in.) 13.5 (5.32)
Area Ratio 2.97
7.62 (3.0)
6.27 (2.47)
8.94 (3.52)
2.02
8.37 (3.29)
2.97
6.27 (2.47)
8.94 (3.52)
39 (15.3)( I )
B. TEST FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES
Physics Laboratory Test Bay 6 was selected for the full-scale tests.
The Bay 6 flow and instrumentation schematic together with the test hardware
installed in the bay are shown in Figure 50, This bay is equipped with complete
gaseous hydrogen/gaseous oxygen feed systems with sufficient capacity to run 6600
N (1500-1bf) engines for lO-sec duration. The facilities include a spherical
heat sink hydrogen conditioning vessel that was used for the temperature condi-
tioned propellant tests. Oxygen was temperature conditioned by flowing LN2
through a small packed bed. The 02 then was chilled by transfer of heat within
the bed.
The mass flow rates were measured with critical flow venturis.
Both ambient and propellant temperature conditioned tests used gas regulators
for setting the supply pressure to critical flow nozzles. These nozzles
provide reliable and accurate flow rate data while maintaining a constant
flow rate to the engine independent of downstream perturbations. System
pressures and thrust were measured using a six-wire measurement system
utilizing strain gage pressure or force transducers. The transducers have
350 Ohm strain gauges in a fully active four-arm bridge configuration.
C. FULL SCALE TEST RESULTS
Fifty four full scale injectors tests were compl eted . The test
series for the premix, triplet and zoned triplet injectors involved 21, 19 and
14 tests, respectively. A detailed list of test parameters, test configuration
and test results is found in Tables X and XI. Table X is in English Units and
Table Xl S.I. units. The following paragraphs summarize the performance, heat
transfer and stability results from this series of tests. The techniques used
to yield these results are discussed in Appendices C and D.
(I) With -I Chamber
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1. Performance
A summary of the full scale performance data is presented in
Tables Xll and XlII in English and S. I. units, respectively, and is plotted
in Figures 51 through 53. The performance is listed in the following table
for the four injectors at the nominal design point (206.7 N/cm 2 (300 psia)
chamber pressure, O/F = 4, 7.62 cm (3 in.) chamber length).
Injector Delivered Performance Comparison
Injector
Energy Release
Efficiency - %
Triplet I00
Premix 98.4
-2 Zoned 96.8
-I Zoned 96.2
The energy release efficiencies for both the triplet and premix injectors are
very high in a very short chamber. The achievement of this performance level
underscores the value of conducting single element cold flow and combustion
testing.
Triple t Injector Performance
The triplet performance was the highest recorded. In
chambers of 7.6 cm (3.0 in.) length the performance of this injector was 100%
ERE, as shown in Figures 51 and 52. The data groups very closely and with
the exception of mixture ratio, no single parameter appears to affect the
performance level of the injector. The highest performance occurs at the
mixture ratio four, design point. This is consistent with the design
parameter MP generated from the single element testing and discussed in
Section VI. The full-scale triplet data is replotted in terms of this design
parameter in Figure 53, which is a curve fit of the test data. This figure
indicates an optimum performance in the range of MP = 0.75 a value consistent
with what was predicted based on cold flow and single element testing. One
deleterious aspect of this design point is that it leads to very high pressure
drop fuel elements or very low pressure drop oxidizer elements. The observed
drop in performance on both sides of the optimum can be explained on the basis
of the cold flow work accomplished earlier in the program where it was apparent
that at low values of MP the fuel momentum completely penetrated and split the
oxidizer jet. At high MP values, the low fuel momentum jet failed to penetrate
the oxidizer but merely surrounded the oxidizer jet which resulted in unmixed
flow. At the design point, optimum penetration is achieved and a well mixed
homogenous fan is formed.
The triplet ERE as a function of chamber geometry is found
in Figure 52. Performance is not a strong function of chamber length
especially at O/F = 4. This fact is not surprising considering the high
overall performance in the short chamber. In fact, it is probable that good
performance could be obtained in a 5.08 cm (2 in.) long chamber. Contraction
ratio influences were insignificant.
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Premix Injector Performance
The premix performance data is plotted as a function of
mixture ratio in Figures 51 and 52. These figures indicate that ERE is
relatively insensitive to O/F changes. ERE was over 98% across a mixture
ratio range extending from I to 8. This characteristic was observed in both
the single element combustion and cold flow testing. Insensitivity to
mixture ratio is an advantage from an engine system standpoint. Shown in
Figure 51 are the influences of P and propellant temperature. Lowerina Pc
is in the direction of slightly i_creased performance [approximately 0.i%
ERE per 68 N/cm _ (I00 psia)] and lowering temperature is in the direction of
lower performance [approximately I% ERE/55°K (IO0°R)]. The effect of chamber
geometry is illustrated in Figure 52. As shown in this figure varying contrac-
tion ratio did not influence the performance. Increasing the chamber length
fr_jm 7.6 to 13.9 cm (3.0 to 5.5 in.) resulted in changes in perfo_larlce that
were small enough to be within the data scatter (+_1%).
Zoned Injector Performance
The ERE of the zoned triplet injectors is presented in
Figure 51. These injectors deliver substantially less performance than either
the triplet or premix injectors. The low performance of the zoned triplet
injector when compared to the triplet injector is due to two effects: (I) the
mixture ratio distribution loss due to zone cooling and (2) the off-optimum
element design dictated by the barrier concept. As discussed earlier in this
report, 0.8 and 0.5 percent I loss can be attributed to mixture ratio
maldistribution for the -I an_P-2 zoned injectors, respectively. If one
accounts for this loss, the remaining difference between the zoned triplet
and triplet injectors must be attributed to injector element design.
Referring to Figure 53, where the triplet element ERE as a
function of the mixing parameter is displayed, note the design point mixing
parameter values for the core and barrier circuits of both zoned injectors.
Both circiuts were composed of triplet elements removed from the optimum of
a F-O-F triplet element design. This departure from an optimum design is
forced because the barrier flow split is controlled by injection element area.
Without a complicated injector manifold (i.e., separate barrier and core
circuits) an overall optimum element can not be obtained. Therefore, in any
engine that uses F-O-F triplet elements, performance losses will result from
both the effects of barrier coolant (mixture ratio distribution) and non-
optimum element design. Based on this concept and the work presented in
Section III on film vs varrier cooling, it would appear that film rather than
barrier cooling would be a better design approach. In general, any GO2/GH2
injector-chamber that is comprised of injection elements that are mixture
ratio sensitive, should be cooled with a film rather than a barrier.
-II0-
2. Heat Transfer
a. ChamberHeat Flux
The fu}_ scale chamberheat transfer was evaluated in
a mannersimilar to the single element data. This approach is discussed in
Appendix D and it relies on a ratio of measuredexperimental heat flux
nominalized by the nominal heat flux based on conventional turbulent heat
transfer correlations (Bartz). This nominalization accounts for differences
in Pc, O/F, and chamberdiameter. The direction of this ratio away from one
therefore is a measureof the injector related influences on chamberheat flux.
The data for the various injectors is plotted in
Figures 54 through 63 and is discussed in the following paragraphs. All four
injectors are summarizedin Figure 54 for the nominal test conditions (O/F = 4,
Pc = 205 N/cm2, (300 psia) -I chamber).
The experimental chamberheat fluxes for the triplet
and premix injectors whencomparedto the predicted heat flux (as defined by
the simplified Bartz relation) were high in the injector end of the chamber,
decaying to one at the throat. This trend and the values of the heat flux
ratio is nearly identical to the data from the single elements. The chamber
heat flux using the zoned triplet injectors was a factor of three less than
the triplet injector near the face. This decrease in heat flux is not entirely
due to the effects of zoning. It is in part generated by the inefficient
injection elements of the barrier circuit. These elements, because they are
not well mixed, do not release heat equivalent to an optimum triplet element.
Therefore, the measured flux levels reflect a depression generated by both
the barrier cooling and decreased energy release.
(I) Premix Injector Data
Heat flux ratios calculated from the premix injector
data are plotted in Figures 55, 56 and 57. Figure 55 shows the -I chamber .
data for Pc = 68 N/cm Z (I00 psia) (O/F = 2, 5, 7) and Pc = 206 N/cmZ [300 _sla)
(_F = I, 2, 4, 8). Figure 56 shows the -I chamber data for Pr =_344 N/_m .
(500 psia) (O/F = 2, 4, 6) and the -2 chamber data (Pc = I19 N_cmZ (175 psia)
and O/F = 2, 4, 6). Figure 57 shows the premix data obtained with the L*
section positioned between the injector and the -I chamber.
The premix data indicate that mixture ratio does
not influence significantly the thrust chamber heat flux. Also chamber
pressure does not appear to influence the heat flux ratio distributions. This
is demonstrated on the bottom graph of Figure 55 where the band drawn for the
68 (I00 Dsia) and 344 N/cm2 (500 psia) chamber pressure data matches the
206 N/cmZ (300 psia) data. There is a slight tendency for the -2 chamber
(CR = 2.0) heat flux ratios to be less than the -l chamber (CR = 3.4) values
(bottom graph of Figure 56).
-III-
A distinct pattern of heat transfer characteristics
is evident in the premix injector/short chamberdata (Figures 55 and 56):(l) Heat fluxes are somewhatabove nominal near the injector face (heat flux
ratio = I.I to 2.0); (2) The heat flux ratio increases quite sharply downstream
of the injector and a peak ratio of 2.0 to 2.9 occurs at 1.9 cm (0.75 in.)
axial distance; (3) The heat flux ratio decreases from this point until it is
1.0 or slightly less (heat flux about nominal) at the throat; (4) The heat
flux remains at a nominal level in the divergent nozzle section to an area
ratio of 2.3.
The data from tests using the -I chamberand the
L* section is shownin Figure 57. Thesedata demonstrate that the high heat
flux ratios observed in the cylindrical section of the shorter chambersare
a function of distance from the injector face. With the L* section in place,
heat fluxes in the -I chambercylindrical are near nominal and the high heat
flux ratios exist upstream in the L* section. Apparently the -I+L* cylin-
drical length is sufficiently long that a near fully developed boundary layer
exists at the downstreamend, since the throat data are slightly lower than
the short chamberdata.
(2) Triplet Injector Data
Chamberheat flux ratios obtained from triplet
injector tests are plotted in Figures 58, 59, and 60 in the same format used
for the premix data. Figure 58: -I chamber results, Pc = 68 N/cm 2 (I00 psia)
O/F = 2, 4, 5) and Pc = 206 N/cm2 (300 psia) (O/F = I, 2, 4, 6) Figure 59:
-I chamber results for Pc = 344 NZcmZ (500 psia) (O/F = 2, 4, 6i, and -2
chamber results for Pc = 119 N/cm z (175 psia) (O/F = 2, 4, 6). Triplet data
for the -I+L* chamber configuration are shown in Figure 60.
Over most of the mixture ratio range tested, the
O/F effects are similar to those noted for the premix injector; slight,
irregular changes in heat flux ratio are produced by changes in O/F.
However, a fairly regular low O/F effect is evident in the triplet data as
the heat fluxes tended to be lower than nominal at the lower O/F values.
This occurred at O/F - _, Pc = 206 N/cm 2 (300 Psia) (bottom graph, Figure 58)
and at O/F =_ 2, Pc = 34, N/cm 2 (500 psia) (top graph, Figure 59). This
reduction in heat flux may be a film cooling 7ike effect produced by the
outer impinging fuel elements when excess amounts of fuel and high fuel
injection momentum create a fuel rich zone adjacent to the wall.
Some Pr effects are evident in the triplet data.
The heat flux ratio 0.634 cm (0.2_ in.) from the injector face tends to
decrease with increasing Pc (Figure 59). Heat fluxes in the -I chamber were
slightly higher than the -_ chamber values at comparable MR and Pc conditions.
Heat fTux ratios ca_cuTated from the triplet
injector/-l+L* test data, shown in Figure 60, are similar to the premix
_njector. lhe somewhat lower heat flux ratio calculated from the -I+L* data
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nearest the injector face maybe due to the use of the ID data reduction
model for the L* section (see Appendix D).
(3) Zone-I Injector Data
Data for the Zone-I triplet injector are plotted
on Figure 61. The top graph of Figure 61 shows that the effect of converting
the triplet injector to the Zone-I triplet design was to produce a pronounced
decrease in heat flux ratio in the cylindrical chamberregion (comparewith
top graph, Figure 58). The nominal heat flux decrease due to the decrease in
O/F along the wall is only I0 - 25%, but the data show that the actual
decrease ranged from 15%to 60%at 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) axial distance. The
largest effect was at O/F = 4 and the smallest effect was at O/F = 2. Heat
fluxes downstreamof the cylindrical section were about the sameas the
trip|et. Chamberpressure effects are small except that streaking at the
throat occurred at 344 N/cm2 (500 psia) chamberpressure (bottom graph,
Figure 61). This streaking was probably due to the non-optimum element
design of this injector.
(4) Zone-2 Injector Data
The Zone-2 triplet injector^heat flux ratios are
plotted on Figure 62. Comparisonof the Pc = 206 N/cmz (300 psia) data (top
graph) to the triplet results (top graph, Figure 58) reveals that the Zone-2
triplet injector also produced lower heat fluxes in the cylindrical region.
However, very pronounced streaking occurred downstream of the cylindrical
length, and the Row B heat fluxes were higher than the triplet injector heat
fluxes in the convergent region; again the result of non-optimum element
design. The low heat fluxes observed at O/F = 1 with the triplet injector did
not occur with the Zone-2 injector. No Pc effect is apparent in the Zone-2
data since the Pc = 68 N/cm L (I00 psia) and 344 N/cm2 (500 psia) data compare
reasonable well with the 206 N/cm L (300 psia) data band (bottom graph,
Figure 62).
(5) Generalized Correlation of the Data
The chamber throat heat transfer data are compared
to traditiona! turbulent and laminar boundary layer correlations in the graph
shown as Figure 63. The graph shows the St Pr 0-6 parameter as a function of
throat Reynolds number. This is the approach utilized in the Reference 13
study of relaminarization. The turbulent equation shown on Figure 63 is the
equation used to calculate nominal heat flux values. Data from the ALRC APS
thruster program (Reference 12) are also shown in Figure 63. For the purposes
of Figure 63 only, the MR = 4, 6, and 8 heat flux ratios were divided by
correction factors which adjust the data to a nominal heat flux based on
enthalpy driving potential rather than temperature driving potential. This
was done so as to be consistent with the Reference 13 approach. The correction
factors used were: I.I for O/F = 4, 1.4 for O/F = 6, 1.5 for O/F = 1.8.
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The data indicate a tendency toward laminar
boundary layer behavior at Reynolds numbersbelow 5 x 105 (about the same
transition point noted for the APSdata). At higher Revalues, the data
generally agree with the turbulent equation although a slightly lower
coefficient (0.023 instead of 0.026) is indicated. The trend toward
laminarization is more gradual than indicated by the APSresults.
A few of the data appear unusually low as they
comparewell with the laminar correlation at Reynolds numbers in excess of
106. These data are the Zone-2 row B throat values for Pc = 206 N/cm2 (300),
O/F : 1 and 8; the Zone-2 row B value for P = 681N/cm2I00, O/F = 4, andthe triplet value for Pc = 206 N/cm2 (300, _/F = ). It is not clear why
these four data points are so low, combustion streaking effects maybe a
factor in these data.
b. Injector Face Heat Transfer
The face temperatures of all the injectors are listed
in Table XlV. Tests I01 - 109, 134 - 144, 154 and 155 are with the premix
injector. The thermocouple locations can be referenced to the injector face
by referring to Figure 45 of this report. This data indicates a dependence
of face temperature on chamberpressure i.e., low chamberpressures result
in lower face temperatures. It is also apparent that the face temperatures
are hotter than would be desired with a long cycle life injector. They are
as high as 844°K (I060°F).
The triplet data are shownin Tests III - 133. The
locations of these thermocouples can be determined by referring to Figure 46
of this report. The data presented in Table XlV is not entirely representative
of the actual face temperature as the locations of TJ-I and TJ-2 were in a very
cool portion of the face. In fact, the visual appearanceof the injector face
indicated temperatures in excess of 925°K (1200°F), a value too high for long
cycle life injectors.
The zoned injector data is included in Tests 147 - 152B
and 157 - 164. This injector was designed and manufactured with increased
cooling capability when comparedto the triplet injector. The injector was
constructed with a face bleed circuit designed to flow 13%of engine fuel
flow. The triplet, by comparison had a design bleed flow of 6%of the total
fuel. Inspection of this data indicated temperatures as hot as I084°K,(1491°F) at the O/F = 2 run condition. Mixture ratios on either side of O/F =
2 were in the direction of lower temperature. Again face temperatures are too
high for long cycle life applications. By visual comparison, however, the
effects of increased coolant did reduce the overall face temperature, although
local hot spots were still present.
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3. Stability
The stability data for this program are listed in Table XV
by run number. The relevant run conditions and the stability conditions
including frequencies and amplitudes of unstable tests are included. As it
was beyond the scope of this program to attempt to formulate a generalized
stability model for gas-gas combustion, the data presented are intended to
be used for further development of existing analytical models.* To permit full
utilization of this data, a complete description of the engine system is given
in Figure 64 with the relevant engine flow parameters.
A summary of the data reveals the following stability
characteristics:
(1) The triplet injector exhibited unstable combustion in
the first radial and third tangential mode at mixture ratios near four. At
mixture ratios two and six the injector was stable.
(2) Using the premix injector, two tests with unstable
combustion were observed at mixture ratio of four. All the remaining tests
were stable. This instability appeared to couple with the first tangential
mode of the chamber.
(3) The -I zoned injector produced unstable combustion at
a mixture ratio of six which coupled with the first tangential mode of the
chamber. The remaining -l and -2 tests were stable.
Since at least one case of high frequency instability was
noted with each injector, stability damping devices probably would be needed
on a production engine. A designer could incorporate either a resonator or
face mounted baffles in any injector design.
Recently emerging gas/gas combustion stability models are underwork at NASA
Lewis Research Center. Dr. R. J. Priem using this data was able to successfully
correlate at least a part of this data. This model will be published by
LeRC as a NASA TN in the near future. This document title is listed in
Reference 20.
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VIII. DATA EVALUATION
A. INTRODUCTION - METHODS OF APPROACH
The objective of this task was to synthesize analytical models that
were based upon the experimental data of this program. The resulting design
equations and curves were prepared to provide an injector designer with a tech-
nique to estimate performance and chamber heat flux for prototype injectors.
This work culminated in the procedures contained in the Design Handbook. The
intent of the modeling work was to bring together all aspects of the performance
and heat transfer problem and unify the data within the structure of a firmly
based analytical formation. It became clear early in the program that these
aims could best be served by two fundamentally different approaches to the
mixing/combustion problem: (I) one based entirely on empiricism tempered by
physical fundamentals and (2) one based on an analytical approach tuned with
empirical data.
The first approach has as its advantage ease of computation and
accuracy. Its disadvantage is that it is tied exclusively to specific injec-
tion element and test conditions and can not be extrapolated beyond the tested
envelope with confidence. The second approach is more complex, but it has
modeled the first order mixing/combustion mechanisms. Thus it is general in
nature and can handle most design problems. However, approximation had to be
incorporated to make the model practical which reduces the accuracy of the
model as a prediction tool.
The empirical approach is based on correlation of the cold flow
data, leading to design equations that predict mixing efficiency (Em). These
equations are modified (where data was available) by appropriate constants to
account for combustion influences. The basic combustion influence was treated
by an "equivalent-length" function. This equivalent cold flow length is the
technique by which the cold flow based equations can be scaled to equivalent
combustion conditions. Energy release efficiency is obtained by scaling Em
by an empirically determined function that relates the two parameters.
In addition to the performance aspects of the model, chamber wall heat flux
data was correlated. This correlation estimates the local flux in the forward
end of the chamber as a function of injection momentum ratio.
The analytical approach results in much the same information except
that it is not element-specific. The details of the analytical modeling are
found in Appendix A. In this section a generalized approach is discussed that
simplifies the rather tedious computational procedures implicit in the analyti-
cal model for clarity in presentation of the concept. The discussion in this
section is a result of correlations formed by using the analytical model.
These correlations result in four non-dimensional parameters that characterize
the mixing process for both axisymmetric and two dimensional jets. By
appropriately selecting and/or calculating the various parameters contained
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within this correlation virtually any element or test condition can be analyzed.
Combustion is treated via an analytical technique that considers the thermo-
chemical impact of combustion in conjunction with the mixing process. In addi-
tion, chamber heat flux can be predicted based on computation of outer-edge
combustion gas properties.
The following paragraphs describe the details of both approaches.
The empirical approach is discussed first followed by a synopsis of the
analytical approach.
B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS - EMPIRICAL APPROACH
The objective of this section is to document the work that resulted
in the design equations and plots presented in the Design Handbook. The approach
taken here was empirically based as opposed to analytical approach described in
the next section. Basic design equations were formulated by correlation of the
cold flow data with the relevant data from the single element hot fire series.
The effects of combustion were treated by empirically determining a functional
relationship between cold flow length and combustion length. This functional
relationship was unique for each element type, and allows the design equations
based on cold flow data to be scaled to a combustion environment. In order to
predict combustion performance, it was also necessary to determine a relation-
ship between mixing efficiency and combustion efficiency. In addition, the
single element and full scale injector heat flux data were correlated as a
function of momentum ratio; resulting in a technique that estimates the char-
acteristic heat flux for various elements. The following paragraphs describe
the details of the cold flow correlation; the functional relationship between
Em and combustion efficiency; the determination of an equivalent cold flow
length, and the correlation of the heat flux data.
I. Cold Flow Data and Correlations
The cold flow data discussed earlier in Section IV, were used
to form correlations between Em and various operating and design variables.
These correlations were intended to organize the data into an easily used for-
mat that accounted for the effect of the primary variables on Era. In general,
this aim was realized. Single element data was correlated with an equation
that is of the following general form.
Em = K f (L/D° , O/F, Do/D f, Af/A o) (6)
where K is a function of the particular variables plotted vs K in Figures 65
through 69 for each element type.
The technique used to correlate the data was similar for each
element type. Each variable of the cold flow data was investigated to ascer-
tain its particular influences on Em. The variables were then grouped and
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plotted point by point versus experimental Em. If second order influences then
become evident, a new variable grouping was synthetized that accounted for the
observed influence and the resultinq data were replotted again point by point
versus experimental Em. This process was continued until the experimental data
grouped within _+ 5% or better. The experimental Em versus the variable-grouping
then defined a unique relationship between Em and the variable-group. This
relationship was then put into equation form by defining a new variable (K) that
was a function of the relevant physical parameters and resulted in Equation 6.
The single element and full-scale combustion performance data was then investi-
gated to see if the equations would predict the absolute values and trends of
the combustion performance data. In general, the combustion did influence the
mixing process resulting in modifications of the cold flow equations. These
modifications were constants that were applied to the cold flow equations to
account for combustion influences. The resulting equations, therefore, were
formulated such that one constant was used for the cold flow correlation and
another constant was used for the combustion correlation. The following
paragraphs describe the results of this work for each element type.
Coaxial Element
The coaxial element and increased shear element data is cor-
related in Figure 65. Referring to Figure 65, note that the equation:
K
Em = I00 - 26.2 In (,,--T_c ) (7)LJ eq
where K is a variable plotted in Figure 65, correlates the experimental
data toCwithin + 5% over the entire ranges of design and operating variables
tested. Inspection of the above equation and the relationship with
Vf-V o(,-_---) reveals the following information:
vo
Em is related inversely to L/D 0 . (Long chambers and small
d_ameter elements are in the direction of high performance.}
Vf-V o Vf-V o
in the direction of
Em is related to Vo with high Vo
high performance. At zero Vf-V o Kc is a maximum (minimum Era).
Vf-V o
Kc becomes asymtotic to a value of I0 at about I0
Vo
The maximum Kc was not precisely defined by the experimental
data of this program as there were no tests conducted with
Vf-V° less than 0 27 However, the fundamental physics of
V " "
0
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turbuier, t mixing, dating back to Prandtl's mixing length
hypothe_, is believed to be modeled by a criterion that
mixing is minimumat Vf - Vo = O. Therefore, the Kc curve
was defined with a zero slope at Vf - Vo = O, which was
Vf-V° Vf-V
....... o_ O.used to extrapolate Kc From V 0.27 to V
0 0
The effects of an increased shear area oxidizer tube can
be accounted for by use of the oxidizer hydraulic diameter
DH. Increased shear area (smaller hydraulic diameter) when
compared to an equivalent are_ ciY_dlar element (Deq) is in
the direction of incYea_ed i)erform_nce. This correlation
treats increased shear as a multiplier to the i,a'.,[_,Vf-Vo/V n
relationsl'il). That is, t.he _l(titio. of added Hiflu,.,i(_
surface area has the. same effuct a'; increasin41 t lH, rela Li v_'
velocity. In practice however, increased shear des i_ins ar_
difficult to fabricate and a better design choice would be
to increase the relative velocity between the propel]ants.
Swirler Elements
The relevant design parameters and curves necessary to esti-
mate the Em of a swirler (oxidizer swirl) coaxial element are found in Figure 66.
It must be noted that this is an equation valid for a swirl element with a tan-
gential to axial velocity ratio of 1 only. The equation correlates the bulk
of the swirler cold flow data to + 2%.
K
Em = 100 - Cln ([__-_--) (8)
O
Other values of swirl must be scaled using the empirical relationship defined
in the upper right hand portion of Figure 66. Because the swirler element is
such an efficient mixing element*, the Em data generated during this program
was all over 90%; a fact which limited the extent of the correlation. How-
ever, the single element combustion data discussed in Section V was as useful
as the cold flow data. By backing out Em from ERE, the combustion data was
used to supply some of the information necessary to complete this correlation.
The cold flow data was correlated with the constant "C" in the correlation
equation equal to 2.7. However, using the 2.7 value to predict performance
resulted in consistent overpredictions. A better combustion correlation was
obtained using C = 5. Therefore, C = 2.7 should be used for cold flow mixing
analysis and C = 5 should be used for the combustion problem. In addition to
the above the following information is relevant.
*In cold flow only - combustion influences the mixing of this element _,_re
adversely tilan any other element tested.
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Em is a function of L/Do. Again, long chamber lengths and
small element sizes are in the direction of high performance.
The degree of swirl does influence the resulting mixing per-
formance. The curve shownin Figure 66 is a crossplot of
the data shown in Section IV. Emfor values of Vt/V a less than
one were computedby applying this factor to the Emcalculated
through use of the swirler equation.
Inspection of the variable, Ks reveals a maximum(min Em) at
a Vf-Vo/Vo equal to ten. It can be reasoned that values to
the left of the maximumare controlled by swirl and to the
right of the maximumby shear mechanis_s. Since the total
swirl component is directly related to the amount of oxi-
dizer the mixing process is controlled by the oxidizer
flow rate. Low values of Vf-Vo/Vo are generated by high
oxidizer flow rates and thus swirl controls the mixing pro-
cess. At high values of Vf-Vo/Vo less of the total flow
is swirling, (less oxidizer), however, the relative shear
is increased and becomesthe controlling parameter.
Premix Elements
The relevant design correlating parameters and auxiliary
curves for both the premix triplet and pentad elements are found in Figure 67.
The design equation is
pl
I00 - K In (L-_o)
E - P (9)
m 1 + 3(0.07 W/Do - O.02)/(L/D o)
This equation correlates both the premix triplet and pentad cold flow data to
within + 4% Em using the cold flow KD curve. Applying the cold flow Kp to the
single e-lement combustion data overpredicted the performance at low fuel flow
rates (high mixture ratio). A Kp for combustion was found by applying the
above equation to the single element hot fire data. Figure 67 shows the
_f Vf
influence to be large (high Kp) at low V_oV° and becomes identical to the cold
flow at high values of momentum ratio. Because these elements were premixed
i.e., mixing occurs before combustion, it was expected that there would be
very little combustion influence. However, a combustion influence can be reasoned to
be a function of the bulk velocity in the mixing cup. As the H2 flow rate is reduced
bulk velocity of the gases through the mixing cup is reduced increasing the
likelihood that some combustion could take place inside the cup. Visual
inspection of both the full scale and single element injectors did reveal that
some combustion occurred locally inside the cup, which evidently modified the
mixing process Therefore the combustion Kp should be used for the combustion
problem while the cold flow Kp should be used for cold flow predictions.
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The design parameters and plots reveal the following addi-
tional information.
Em is sensitive to L/Do. Long chamber lengths and small
oxidizer (mixing cup) diameters are in the direction of
higher Em.
An optimum design is achieved at a
_f Vf
---- equal to three.
The width of the fuel injection orifice (w) is an important
mixing process variable. When the fuel slot is narrow with
respect to the oxidizer dia (0.33 W/Do in Figure 67), the
injected fuel penetrates the oxidizer and produces a well
mixed product. When the fuel slot is wide with respect to
the oxidizer diameter, the fuel jet is split by the oxidizer
forming a striated stream that is fuel rich on the periphery
and oxidizer rich in the core.
F-O-F Triplet Element
The relevant design parameters and curves are found in
Figure 68 for the F-O-F triplet element. The design equation is as follows.
Em = I00 - Kt In [9.5/(L/Do) ] (I0)
This equation, together with the appropriate Kt, correlates the data to within
+ 5%. Referring to Figure 68 note that a combustion influence constant "C" is
a-pplied to the momentum ratio to obtain Kt. The data plotted in Figure 68 was
generated with "C" equal to one and is based on cold flow data only. However,
as with the other elements discussed previously, combustion effects influenced
the correlation. Based on the single element and full scale data, an optimum
performance was obtained at _o Vo/wf Vf sin _ = 0.75; a value significantly below
the value of two obtained in cold flow. A possible reason for this shift
might be that the burning was occurring at the propellant impingement inter-
face. The resulting change in temperature and density formed a hot gas barrier
between the propellants analogous to the situation created by the liquid-liquid
"blow apart" phenomenon found with hypergolic propellants. In order to pene-
trate this barrier, relatively more fuel momentum was required resulting in an
optimum at a fuel momentum higher than the equivalent cold flow situation.
C = 2.3 correlates the combustion data, while C = 1 correlates the cold flow
data.
In addition to the combustion effects the design parameters
and plots reveal the following additional information.
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Performance increases with length and decreases with element
size as with every other element. However, the length here
should be based on distance from the impingement point, not
from the face. This distance was used to correlate the data.
The F-O-F triplet element has a well defined optimum at a
(_o Vo)/Wf Vf sin _ = 2 for the cold flow situation and
0.75 for the combustion case. Higher fuel momentumover
penetrates the oxidizer jet resulting in a fan that is
fuel-rich in the center and oxidizer-rich on the periphery.
Hi_]hoxidizer momentumresults in the reverse situation -
oxidizer in the center and fuel on the outside.
Impingementangle affects mixing in that it defines the
componentof fuel momentumthat is directed at the oxidizer
jet. Increasing the impingement angle increases the fuel
momentumavailable for mixing the propellants.
Like Doublet
The like doublet relevant design parameters and plots are
found in Figure 69. The design equation is as follows.
O. 77
Em (Kd _ I00 /FO.07 / \ 1.44
(L/Deq)l .08 /Deq i_° V_o-j
where:
Deq = 1.44 DO
It should be noted that no combustion data was generated with this element and
the correlation is based entirely on cold flow data. Considering the effects
noted before it is likely that combustion would modify the mixing process. The
following conclusions can be made.
Lenqth and element size were the single most important
variables affecting the mixing process.
Inspecting the Kd curve, a weak optimum in mixing efficiency
(high Kd implies high mixing efficiency) occurs at an element
spacing (S/D o ) of one. Element spaced either further or
nearer than one oxidizer diameter, tend to result in lower
mixing efficiencies. Large fuel to oxidizer spacing allows
the propellants to dissipate before they mix. Small spacing
does not produce better mixing because of interaction of the
individual oxidizer and fuel fans. That is, the secondary
i_,pingement of the fans produces striated flow that effec-
Lively blocks further mixing.
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Small mo_r_ntumratio and area ratio influences were noted.
High vaiues of fuel momentumand small fuel areas were in
the direction of increased mixing efficiency.
. The Relationship Between Combustion Efficienc X and Em
The work presented previously predicts Em for various elements
as a function of the injectio_ , flew, design and operating variables. Although
Em is a measure (and a very sensitive one) of an elements ability to produce a
well mixed stream, it does not in itself predict performance, i.e., it is not
combustion efficiency° In order to predict performance it was necessary to
determine a functional relationship between Enl and combustion efficiency.
If the local properties of a gas flow field can be determined
either experimentally or analytically,gombustion efficiency (:an be calculated.
A flow field can be subdivided into streamtubes each of which has an associated
mixture ratio and flow rate. A combustion efficiency for the total flow field
can be computed by summing the mass weighted contribution of each stream tube
and dividing by combustion efficiency based on overall properties.
nn
v_.. C*..
ii=l II 11
rlc- --It C*a
(12)
This calculation was performed for every cold flow data point tested in this
program (see Table III).
A calculation of rlc is based on the local flow properties and
Em as well is based on the same local properties (i.e., locdl mass fl_x and
O/F). It follows therefore that a functional relationship exists beLween Em
and nc. Plotting the values of Em against the corresponding values of r_c
(found in Table III) should define this relationship. This data is found in
Figure 70 and a functional relationship does exist. The two following items
are restrictions to this relationship:
a. This relationship is valid only for the H2/O 2 propellant
combination. Other propellant combinations could result in a function n_uch
different than that represented in Figure 70. This difference stems from the
relationship of C* with mixture ratio. H2/02 propellants have the character-
istic of a flat C* vs O/F curve while some propellants have a steeper func-
tional relationship between these parameters. The insensitivity of H2/02 to
mixture ratio distribution is demonstrated by the fact that an Em of 70%
results in a combustion efficiency of 96.2%. Other propellant combinations
at the same Em level may exhibit a lower combustion efficiency for an
equivalent Era.
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b. The distribution of massand mixture ratio through the
flow field is similar for each element and test condition; i.e., the same
proportions of oxidizer rich and fuel rich streamtubes are found in each ele-
ment streamtube. For the axisymmetric elements i.e., (the coaxial, swirl
coaxial and increased shear coaxial) this relationship is quite valid. In
general, the center of the flow field is oxidizer rich and progressively
becomesmore fuel rich towards the edge. As can be seen from Figure 70, the
axisymmetric element data spread is less than the total spread of all the data
and is more tightly grouped around the line identified as O/F = 4 on Figure 70.
The external impinging elements, however, can not be said to have similar flow
fields regardless of O/F. For instance, depending on the relative fuel to
oxidizer momentumratio the centers of the flow field can vary between very
oxidizer rich and very fuel rich. Fortunately this characteristic was experi-
mentally determined as is shownon Figure 70 for the curves identified as
O/F = 6 and O/F = 2. This data indicates that the impinging element data
tend to group above and below the O/F = 4 curve, established from the coaxial
data, for mixture ratios of 6 and 2 respectively. The curve in Figure 70
therefore is the functional relationship that allows the designer to convert
Em to combustion efficiency. The data spread is such that this technique
will yield a combustion efficiency that is usually accurate to within + 2%.
3. Discussion of Combustion Influences
The preceding discussion and data evaluation has been based
to a large extent on element mixing data obtained during the cold flow experi-
ments. It was noted in that discussion that combustion influenced the cold
flow mixing, resulting in the need for modification of the correlations based
on cold flow data alone. In order to explain this effect, the fundamental
differences between cold flow and combustion must be addressed. This is done
from an empirical standpoint in the following paragraphs and from a more
rigorous analytical standpoint in the following section and Appendix A.
The combustion process results in an overall flow field that
appears to be "stretched" in length.* That is, when comparing identical tests,
O/F and mass profiles that have decayed to a uniform value in cold flow, still
exhibit considerable nonuniformity under combustion conditions at the same
length. Therefore, cold flow correlations based on a cold flow length when
used to predict combustion performance would seriously overpredict that per-
formance. It was necessary therefore, to develop a functional relationship
between cold flow and combustion.
Chamber length or combustion length is a parameter that can
be scaled i.e., there exists a function that will transform combustion length
to an equivalent cold flow length. Neglecting the influence of combustion on
*See Sec-tion V where the results of identical combusting and noncombusting
tes[ing was discussed.
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the basic mixing process and considering only the differences between cold
flow and hot flow; results in the conclusion that the change in density
between the two processes is the single biggest difference. The effect of
combustion is to increase the temperature, decrease the density, and for con-
fined flow increase the flow field velocity when compared to the equivalent
cold flow case.
The last effect is the key to generating a stretching func-
tion. It implies that the contnon parameter between cold flow and combustion
flow is stay time; i.e., a relationship between cold flow length and hot flow
length can be equated on an equal time basis.
t _cold dLf dr= . v- (13)
0 o
t/ dt : comb dL (14)V
0 0
Equating time and noting that in cold flow the field velocity is a constant
results in the following expression.
cold o V
(15)
Evaluation of the integral in Equation (15) requires a knowledge of how the hot
flow velocity varies as a function of chamber length. The evaluated integral
then defines the cold flow length as a function of the combustion length and
the respective field velocities of the cold and hot gases.
The key to evaluating the integral was knowledge of how hot
gas velocity varies with length. _A priori this information was not available.
However, a number of reasonable relationships were postulated and various
solutions of the above equation were found that related equivalent cold flow
length to hot flow length. The validity of any one solution was determined
by comparison of combustion efficiency calculated from the empirical equations
at an equivalent cold flow length to the actual combustion efficiency at its
nominal length. If any one solution provided a good correlation it was
deemed a valid solution.
Shown in the following sketch are 3 possible ways that velocity
can vary with length.
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,r--
Ill _,comb/i_cold in Figure 72
(_ Vc°mb
(2) /Vcold
(l) Vcomb = constant
(2) Vcomb = K1L + Vco I d
(3) Vcomb = K2/e K3L + Vcomb
length
The first solution Vcomb = constant, assumes a step function
change in density from cold reactants to combustion products at the injector
face. This solution _s one that is a limit solution (i.e., it is the maximum
deviation from the cold flow situation). The second solution assumes a linear
distribution of temperature (velocity) with axial distance, and the third solu-
tion assumes an exponential increase of temperature with distance. The
equivalent cold flow length was determined by substituting for velocity in
the right-hand side of Equation 15, each of the three possible velocity-length
relationships described above and integrating the equation between zero and
Lcomb. The constants in the various velocity relationships were evaluated by
assuming that V = Vcomb at L = Lcomb and V = Vcold at L = O. The resulting
solutions expressed Lcold as a function of Lcomb, and the results are shown
in Figure 71 for the 3 assunmd velocity-length relationships.
Inspection of these results reveal that a factor as large as
3.7 in length exists between hot fire and cold flow conditions. This means
that if a combustion chamber is 37 cm long, the combustion efficiency pre-
dicted from cold flow correlation should be based on a I0 cm length.
In order to test this model, combustion efficiencies were
computed using the correlations of the previous section. These computations
were done at various cold flow lengths for the test conditions and element
types of the single element testing. The cold flow length equation that best
matched the experimental observed combustion efficiency was then a functional
equivalent of the hot fire length. These relationships are illustrated in
Figure 72 for the single ele,_nt F-O-F triplet, swirler, premix and coaxial
eleme,ts. Also included in this figure is the analytical solution of Vcomb =
constant from Figure 71.
The Vcomb = constant solution results in the maximum pre-
dicted change of cold flow length with hot fire length. Referring to Figure 72,
note that without exception experimentally measured combustion efficiency is
lower than the values analytically predicted by the Vcomb = constant limit
correlation. Thus the combustion chamber length must be significantly longer
than that predicted by Vcomb TM constant analytical model.
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T_o reasor_sfor this deviation can be offered; and their
relative importance is a function of the element type. The first is that
combustion does affect the mixing process and, as can be seen from Figure 72,
affects it to varying degrees depending on the element type. The elements
least affected by the combustion process lie closest to the analytically
predicted line based on Vcomb= constant. This element is the premix which
is not affected for obvious r_asons; the bulk of the mixing is accomplished
before combustion can take place. The swirler element and triplet elements,
however, depend on a mixing mechanismthat is highly concentrated near the
injector face. If combustion interfers with these processes, then the mixing
is dramatically reduced and as a result longer chamberswill be required to
effect mixing by turbulent diffusion. The data of Figure 72 indicates that
this is the case. The coaxial element is only slightly affected for the
second reason, i.e., the mixing process is so distributed over the length
of the chamber that the combustion does not have much impact on the mixing
rate. The above discussion indicates nothing about the absolute mixing
efficiency in a given length. Even though the triplet element is sensitive
to combustion effects it is still a higher performing element in a given
length than the coaxial element.
The fact that each element type results in a different com-
bustion pattern is unfortunate for it precludes the existence of a universal
stretching function. The designer must therefore use the empirical function
of Figure 72 to estimate the cold flow length appropriate for use in the
performance correlations. For element types different from those tested the
designer must use judgement or refer to the generalized prediction techniques
discussed in the following section (VIII,C, Analytical Model).
4. Empirical Heat Transfer Correlations
Heat flux at the injector end of the chamber was found to be
very sensitive to injector type and operating conditions during this program.
In fact, chamber heat flux near the injector was observed to vary an order of
magnitude depending on which injection element was used. The following para-
graphs describe how these effects were modeled.
A re]evant chamber heat transfer parameter for design pur-
poses is the ratio of experimental heat flux at the injector end to nominal
heat flux based on conventional turbulent heat transfer correlations. The
nominalization parameter accounts for all combustion parameters (Pc, O/F,
chamber dia) that are related to the chemistry and thermodynamics of the
combustion process. The deviation of this parameter away from one is a
measure of how the injector affects the chamber heat transfer. Values of the
heat flux ratio higher than one indicates local heat fluxes higher than would
be predicted based on conventional turbulent heat transfer correlations alone.
Values of the heat flux ratio lower than one indicate a benign environment due
to a relatively low heat flux.
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7he relationship between the heat flux ratio and momentum
ratio at the head end of the chamber, 1.9 cm, (0.75 in.) is shown in Figure 73
for coaxial, swirl coaxial, premix and triplet elements. The bands shown in
Figure 73 includes all the data from both the full scale and single element
testing. The values of the heat flux ratio illustrated in this figure should
be used to estimate local values of heat flux at the injector end of the cham-
ber. Heat flux ratios for axial positions between the injector and throat can
be estimated by ir.terpolation. As can be seen from the data of Sections VI
and Vil the heat flux ratio tends towards one at the throat independent of
injector type and varies reasonably linearly with length between X = 1.9 cm
and the throat plane. The heat flux ratio at any length can be estimated
using the following equation. ( xl x: +'co 
 oOmlx \ nom/h
(16)
Inspection of Figure 73 reveals heat flux ratios over three
for the triplet and premix elements at momentum ratios of 0.2 - 0.4. It is
important to note that all the elements tend to have a functional relationship
between heat flux and momentum ratio that is similar to that already dis-
cussed for combustion performance. The triplet element for instance has a
maximum heat flux at the identical momentum ratio that the correlation equa-
tions and experimental data would predict optimum performance (see Figure 68).
In addition the shape of the local heat flux curve is similar to the analogous
performance curve. The premix and coaxial element curves indicate the same
relationships; i.e., high local heat fluxes at injection conditions that favor
high performance. The significance of the above is that an injector designer
can expect high heat flux with high performing injectors, or conversely
designing for low wall heat flux will be in the direction of low performance.
5. Empirical Model ERE Prediction
In order to test the validity of the empirical model, it was
used to predict the performance of the single element injectors of this pro-
gram and the full scale injector data of this and other relevant APS sized
thrusters.
The model was used as detailed in the Design Handbook and
outlined below in the following procedure, Chamber lengths were converted
to equivalent cold flow lengths via Figure 1 of the Design Handbook. Mixing
efficiencies were computed using the specific equations and related curves
for each element. ERE was determined from the empirical relationship between
ERE and Em (Figure 70).
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Predicted vs actual EREfor the single element data is shown
in Figure 74. This correlation groups all the data to within + 5%. Reflected
in this + 5%accuracy is the inherent inaccuracy of the single-element data.
Becauseo-f the small size and large heat losses, the measuredenergy release
efficiency is probably only accurate to + 3%. It can therefore be reasoned
that the accuracy of the empirical model maybe better than + 5%.
A better indication of the accuracy of the model is shownin
Table XVI. This table comparesthe experimental performance of various H2/02
engines with the model predictions. The predictions were based on the nominal
de_iQn point of the particular engine With the exception of the TRWenqine
the nominal d_'si(m point w_3sO/F = 4, P,, _;'207 N/cm2. The TRWenqine predic-
[io_ wa._ h(i,,,e<i(m an ov('rall ()/Io-I !.;°._.lh(, I_,io,zo.ed in iecl.or l_redi(:tions
were based on d mass wei!lht(;_I prediction _)i file harrier aild _:Or_' _Ire,uiiLuhe,_.
AS can be seen by refering to the table the model predicts the performance to
within + 1.4% total scatter. It is also significant that the model predicts
the rank-of the injector performance accurately. That is, it predicts the
highest performance for the injector that was highest performing and predicts
lowest performance for the injector that was lowest performing.
The fact is especially encouraging considering the different
variety of injectors included in the list. There are four triplets (all at
different element design points*; two coaxial injectors, one designed by ALRC
and one designed by Rocketdyne; and two premix injectors both designed at ALRC
but with different element design points. Using this model, the injector
designer has a powerful tool for predicting GO2/GH2 performance.
C. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS - Ai_ALYTICAL APPROACH
I. Introduction
The preceding section has described the empirical approach to
data correlation. In addition, a parallel effort was carried on throughout the
program utilizing a more general analytical approach. The advantage of the
latter is that it identifies design and operating parameter interactions and
their influences on mixing rate which can not be accounted for using an empiri-
cal approach alone. The physical insight of the mixing and combustion pro-
cesses provided by the analytical model permits extension and extrapolation
of the data acquired on this program to untested future design requirements.
*-The TRW O-F-O trip-Tet injector was not modeled by the empirical correlation.
The model is based on F-O-F elements rather than O-F-O elements. An accurate
performance prediction for this element was obtained by using fuel properties
in the design equations where oxidizer properLies are indicated and vice versa.
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A description of the analytical model formulation requires a lengthy discussion
and is therefore documented separately in Appendix A. This section summarizes
how the analytical model was used to correlate the experimental data. The
methodology to use the analytical model to analyze or design future gaseous
injectors is covered in the Design Handbr_ok.
Based on the preliminary data correlations from the cold flow
portion of the program, the analytical model was initiated by postulating prob-
able physical mechanisms that ,light explain the observed data behavior. The
selection of pertinent process variable_, were ascertained by an approximate
mathematical mixing model formt'lation described in Appendix A and was based
on such considerations as i-he momentum and continuity equations, Newton's laws
of motion, equatior_ of state for idea]i_ed perfect gases, boundary layer equa-
tions, potential flow equation, etc. Ibis step of tile analysis was the most
critical and most important step in the analytical data correlation. The
mathematical analysis model suggested probable groups of primary design vari-
ables and their interactions. Absolute quantitative predictability was not
initially considered a primary objective. The latter was achieved empiri-
cally by appropriate curve fitting of experimental data vs predicted analytical
trends.
It was recognized that ,lodeling of fundame, ntal mixing pro-
cesses was necessary to obtain meaningful scaling criteria that could be
extrapolated to untested design variables. In addition, it was recognized
that basic differences between cold flow vs hot flow, single element hot fire
and multiple element hot fire mixing processes exist. Only by recognizing
and properly accounting for differences in the fundamental mixing processes
was it possible to accurately extrapolate to and predict hot fire mixing char-
acteristics. It was for this reason that the emphasis had been placed on
modeling and correlating mixing processe'.;, rather than correlating injection
element design parameters as was done i n the empirical approacil.
The concept behind the model is basically simple. The model
consists of definina the characteristic potential flow element dimension from
the functional relai=ionship of design parameter interactions. A boundary layer
approximation is then defined and intearated to analytically predict an axial
dynamic pressure decay rate which is used to predict mass diffusion profiles.
The model yields considerable understanding of t:he ,fixing mechanism, sheds
physical insight upon experimental data and is suggestive of design modifica-
tions required for element optimization. However, it is hindered by the dif-
ficulty that the design parau_ter interaction differs according to element
type as summarized in subsection 2 of Appendix A.
2. De_scT]!]_tiq_!_gf Genera!ize_d An_a]yti cal Model
Specific cold flow and hot fire mixing models were developed
during the program i:(_r each element ty!_' !,(tsted which successfully correlated
all types of Lest d_ta which was e×perime,_ti_lly generated on this contract.
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However, to attempt to disseminate this detailed knowledgecontained in six
different cold flow and four additional combustion mixing models would be
impractical. Therefore, based on the objective of reducing this vast body of
knowledge into a practical form usable to the average design engineer, a
simpler generalized approach was taken. This should encourage greater usage
because of its relative simplicity and yet maintain its generality, while
sacrificing someabsolute accuracy. This approach was only possible because
certain groups of non-dimensional design parameters were commonto all ele-
ments and had a consistently predictable impact on the model solution.
Cross correlations of the results from the specific element
models led to the development of only two sets of non-dimensional mixing
correlation parameters. Ba for axi-symmetric elements and Bt for two dimen-
sional elements. This generalized model has successfully correlated chemical
composition mixing rates, O/F; mixing efficiency, Em; performance efficiencies,
%C* and %ERE; and chamberwall heat flux, Q/A, for both cold flow and com-
bustion operation test data generated with every element type evaluated on
this contract. The choice of correlation parameters was selected on the basis
of maximizing its physical significance for the benefit of the designer. Those
parameters having maximumsignificance on performance improvementare visibly
identified. A conscious effort has been madeto minimize the "black box"
syndromeoften encountered in analytical models. Even if the designer does
not immediately satisfy all of his technical objectives on his very first
design attempt, at least the direction of change required and the quantitative
magnitude of changewill be identified for the desired improvementby inspec-
tion of the numerical values of his Ba or Bt parameters.
Twoversions of non-dimensional mixing correlation param-
eters, Ba and Bt, have been defined to characterize axi-symmetric and two
dimensional elements, respectively. The general form of these B parameters
are shownbelow for both the fuel and oxidizer jets emanating from their
respective source in any given injector element concept.
(L/Dho) (4 (O/F)) 0"45MWo/MWf f [Elem. Type]
Bao = 0.625 fRedolO.25 / Pdo I Fo
[Cdo (I + Dao)] Ii-_-- I IPTeq)
(17)
Baf = 0.13
4 (O/F) 7
MWo/MWf]
L/Dhf f [Elem. Type]
[Cdf (l +Daf _ 0.625 (Redf1105)
0.25
Pdf _f
(18)
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0.66
F4 o/Fll
(L/Dho) L_w_ ] f [Elem. Type]
: (19)
Bto ICdo (I + Dao _I 25 (Red°lO'25 /Pd° )FOI--_--} I --_-eq
(L/Dhf) f [Elem. Type]
Btf : 1.25
0.8 + 0.2 4 (O/F)MWo/MWf
RedflO'25 Pdf IFf
Cdf (I +
(20)
Physically speaking, these parameters represent a generalized
element L/D ratio. It has repeatedly been shown for all element types that L/D
is the sinqle most important parameter for correlating mixing efficiency_ all
elements tested show improved performance at longer L/D's.
An identification of specific element design parameters (type,
size, hydraulic characteristics), propellant physical properties (viscosity,
density, molecular weight, temperature, combustion characteristics) and engine
operating conditions (mixture ratio, injection z_P's, chamber pressure) uni-
quely define discrete numerical values of Ba or Bt for both fuel and oxidizer
elements. This information is sufficient to complete]y define everything of
interest about the gas mixing distribution. The generalized solution permits
bypassing all of the intermediate computation steps required by the various
specific element models.
To calculate the local oxidizer composition evaluate either
Equation (17) or (19). For that numerical value of the correlation parameter,
B, on the abscissa of Figure 75 find the local oxidizer-rich mixing ratio n;
on the ordinate, using the appropriate curve (axisymetrical or two dimensional).
Then the local oxidizer rich stream tube mixture ratio is as follows:
OIF (21)
OIFj - n .
3
Similarly the local fuel composition can be determined by using either
Equation (18) or (20) with Figure 75 to find ni on the ordinate for the
appropriate numerical value of the correlation parameter, B, on the abscissa.
Then calculate the local fuel rich mixture ratio.
OIF i : n i x (O/F) (22)
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To satisfy the overall continuity relationship, the mass
fractions contained in the fuel rich and oxidizer rich stream tubes are uni-
quely defined so that the overall mixture ratio is the design engine O/F.
This can be done by defining an intermediate parameter
(I - n i)
U : nj (I - n j)
(23)
from which it is possible to define the oxidizer rich stream tube mass fraction
and fuel rich stream tube mass fractions by Equations (24) and (25), respectively.
: U (24)
Xj l +--U- l + (O/F
X. : l - X. (25)
1 j
The local streamtube mixture ratios and mass fractions then
enable mixing efficiency and performance efficiency predictions as follows;
Em = lO0 , 1 - Xj l + (O/F)j ] Xi L(O/F) [l + (O/'F)i
nm = I00 [Xj . nj + Xi n i]
(26)
(27)
C* (O/F) iX. C* (O/F)j + Xi (28)
%C* = _ C* (O/F)
Xi I (O/F) + X I (O/F)
%ERE = v " sp j i sp i (29)
T (O/F)
sp
The term Em as defined in Equation 26 is a two streamtube ver-
sion of the Rupe mixing efficiency parameter (Ref. I). Although Em is a widely
used single value parameter which is useful for relative ranking of element
mixing efficiencies, detailed information about the specific mass distribution
is required to ascertain a quantitative performance efficiency prediction.
For example, if low nozzle area ratio sea level combustion efficiency data
(%C* or %ERE) were available, the corresponding mixing distribution and hot
fire Em would still remain unknown; and it would be impossible to analytically
extrapolate the sea level performance to high area ratio vacuum performance.
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To circumvent the above shortcoming in Em, the massweighted
mixing parameter, nm, defined in Equation (27) is proposed. The term nmis
likewise a single valued function between 0 to 1.0 like Era,but it can be used
directly to estimate performance efficiency. First of all, assumeq_ = ni = nm.
Then using Equations (21) through (25), the oxidizer rich and fuel rlch mixture
ratios and respective stream tube mass fractions can be calculated. Thus, if
experimental hot fire %C* and %ERE are available, nm can be estimated empirically
using Equations (28) and (29) through parametric variation. Then using this
empirically inferred value of nm, the vacuum performance can be analytically
extrapolated to any desired nozzle exit area ratio by using the appropriate C*
or Isp vs O/F characteristics.
The above discussion, encompassing Equations (17) through (29),
is a summary of the generalized analytical procedure. A brief description of
two of the terms in Equations (17) through (20) which are unique to this model
will be described, i.e., Daf or Dao and f [E1em. Type]. The remaining
terms in Equations (17) through (20) are standard parameters defined in the
nomenclature list.
Daf or Dao are symbols for the combustion influence parameter.
The combustion influence parameter was developed to relate the chemistry and
thermodynamics of the combustion process to parameters that controlled the
mixing process. The detailed development of this parameter is discussed in
Appendix A. Fgr cold flow the combustion influence parameter has a numerical
value of zero. For the GO2/GH2 propellants tested on this prograntthe com-
bustion influence parameter varied from 0 to I0 as shown in Figure 76. If
hot-fire performance and/or chamber heat flux values are required, then the
combustion influence parameters (Daf and Da ) must be included in the calcu-
lation. For combustion performance problent_ several iterations may be
required until the calculated combustion influence parameter converges upon
the assumed value used in the equations for obtaining the parameter B as
defined in Equations (17) through (20). This process is demonstrated in the
sample problem in the Design Handbook.
The second design correlation factor identified in the mixing
correlation Equations (17 through 20) is dependent upon element type. This
term designated "f [Elem. Type]" has a value of unity for shear mixing ele-
ments without transverse injection momentum component such as showerhead or
shear coaxial elements. The physical significance of this term is the ratio
of the characteristic jet or fan dimension at the injector face plane to a
downstream location. The mathematical derivation of this parameter is
described in Subsections 2 and 4 of Appendix A. In addition, penetration
mixing elements such as the premix or external impinging triplets are char-
acterized by an initial composition at the injector face plane which has been
already pre-mixed to some degree as described in Equations (A-64) through (A-73)
in Appendix A. The initial premix composition significantly enhances mixing
efficiency. For penetration mixing elements the adjustment for impingement
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mixing is accounted for by determining an apparent L/D increase for an analogous
shear mixing element. In addition, the swirler co-axial element in a combustion
environment requires special consideration as described in Subsection 8 of
Appendix A.
3. Analytical Data Correlation
A correlation of analytically predicted cold flow Em's vs
experimental test Em's are shown for various element families in Figures 77
and 78. These elements were tested over the following ranges.
Parameter
F/E - newtons (Ibf)
Nominal Ran_
67 (15) 13 - 222 (3 - 50)
O/F 4 2 - 6
Af/A ° l 0.5 - 2.0
L/D 7 3 - 30
T -°K (°R) 300 (540)
P
- Radians (degrees) 7/3 (60)
II0 - 300 (200 - 540)
_/4 - _12 (45 - 90)
Of these tests, experimental data from the smallest 13 newton
(3 Ibf) thrust element is least accurate. That is because all elements used
the same measurement rake resulting in relatively coarser (fewer probe
measurements) sampling with the smallest element. Furthermore, due to the
large quantity of test data, both experimental data reduction and mathematical
model analysis had to be highly automated. For example, element Cd's were
analytically estimated and input on the basis of orifice Reynold's number,
L/D, and assumed entry conditions. Only a few random tests were selected to
compare predicted injection dynamic heads against experimental injector AP's
to verify actual test Cd's. A more detailed input data selection could vary
predicted Em's by a few percent. On some tests (see Table Ill) the integrated
O/F differed from the injected O/F which may indicate some inaccuracy in the
experimental Em. For some elements at short L/D's where the gradients are
steep, the maximum fuel or oxidizer rich zones did not coincide with a probe
position resulting in the loss of a high mass flux region between the probe
positions. Thus, some disparity between the calculated and experimental data
could not be avoided.
The analytical predictions are in reasonably good agreement
with the experimental data attesting to the validity of the generalized analyti-
cal model. The analytical model is not only limited to its ability to predict
absolute Em. Even more important is its ability to identify significant design
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variables for a given type element and their interactions thus providing the
designer an analytical means for optimizing his design or extrapolating pre-
vious test data to future design requirements. The physical insight which the
mathematical model sheds on experimental data trends is likewise invaluable.
By incorporating the combustion influence parameter into the
generalized mixing parameters, Ba and Bt, the experimental single element hot
fire mixing performance data were predicted. As analytically predicted by
the approximate mathematical model, combustion effects significantly impeded
the mixing process and degraded performance compared to analogous cold flow
conditions.
The correlations for the single element hot fire test data
using the generalized analytical model are shown in Figure 79. For the latter
tests the cold flow GN2 properties (MWo, po, wo) were replaced by hot fire GO2
properties. Otherwise, the only difference between cold flow and hot fire
model calculations was the inclusion of the combustion influence parameter,
Oaf and Da_ to account for combustion effects. Satisfactory correlations
between predicted and experimental test energy release efficiencies were
obtained for the shear coaxial, premix, and external impinging F-O-F triplets
elements.
The swirler coaxial element data were correctly predicted in
their relative performance order (lowest to highest) but somewhat off on exact
magnitude. The reason for this is as follows. As explained in Section 5 of
Appendix A, the swirler coaxial element is characterized in a combustion
environn_nt with a collapsed oxidizer cone beyond which it is necessary to
evaluate its mixing rate by axisymmetric shear characteristics. A specific
swirler coaxial combustion model was developed consistent with actual physi-
cally occurring mechanisms. The specific model predictions quantitatively
agreed with experimental data in both magnitude and trend. Use of the modi-
fications required to develop the generalized model, however, resulted in the
loss of accuracy noted. The recommended procedure for utilizing the generalized
combustion correlation to describe the swirler coaxial element is described in
Subsection 8 of Appendix A.
In addition, the generalized hot fire swirler coaxial element
predictions shown in Figure 79 were based upon using only five axial analysis
stations (corresponding to the four measured thermocouple stations and the
nozzle throat plane) for the 5.1 cm (2-in.) chamber length tests and eight
axial analysis stations for the 14 cm (5.5-in.) chamber length tests. This
coarse grid results in a bias which accounts for the consistent performance
underprediction. An alternative procedure would be to use a comparable coarse
grid swirler calculation technique but adjust the anticipated performance effi-
ciency higher by using the empirical dependence between "predicted" and experi-
mental performance shown in Figure 79 for all hot fire swirler elements.
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4. Generalized Chamber Wall Heat Flux Correlation
The analytical compatibility model described in the Design
Handbook provides heat flux predictions in the absence of experimental
data. Although the predicted absolute heat flux values are not as accurate
as the performance mixing predictions, the model predicts relative trends
and identifies the approximate heat flux magnitude within approximately + 30
to 50%.
The heat flux is calculated based on the properties of either
the oxidizer or fuel rich streamtubes using the following relationship.
_ O. 026 _ Cp
_ij D_ p 0.6 (Tgas - Twall)
c r
(3O)
The designer must visually examine his injector pattern layout
to identify the local wall mixture ratio. For example, if annular fuel coaxial
elements are used the wall mixture ratio will be fuel rich. Hence the wall heat
flux will be more closely approximated by using _i. If external impinging
F-O-F triplets are used, the wall O/F will depend upon element orientation next
to the wall and whether the fuel underpenetrates or over-penetrates the oxidizer
jet. In the event of like doublets, predicted wall heat flux will depend upon
whether a fuel doublet or oxidizer doublet is nearest the wall. Figures 80 and
81 show correlations of predicted vs measured heat flux ratios for the various
injectors tested on this program.
The external impinging F-O-F triplet single element hot fire
tests were underpenetrated above O/F = 2.0 resulting in a generally fuel rich
boundary around two sides in line with the fuel orifices. However, two oxi-
dizer rich lobes are squeezed out perpendicular to the fuel rich spray regions
and somewhere in between, nominal O/F zones occur. Analytically, one would
predict widely varying heat flux ratios around the periphery of a single hot
fire F-O-F triplet element. This thermal streaking tendency is verified by
the measured heat fluxes experimentally measured around the single element
F-O-F triplet as shown in Figure 81. The predicted minimum/maximum heat flux
extremes predicted by the analytical heat flux model corresponding to fuel-
rich, oxidizer-rich, and nominal O/F stream tubes is in good agreement with
experimentally measured thermal flux variations.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this program was to develop an injector/chamber com-
bustion technology base for gaseous hydrogen-gaseous oxygen rocket engines.
The end product of this program was a design handbook that summarized the
resulting information into models that characterize performance and compati-
bility. These objectives were accomplished by: (I) empirically determining
the mixing characteristics of a number of elements in a comprehensive cold
flow test program. (2) empirically determining the effects of combustion by
comparing the mixing characteristics of a swirler element in a combustion and
non-combustion environment. (3) conducting an extensive series of single
element rocket tests to determine the performance characteristics and chamber
heat flux of selected elements. (4) designing and testing four full scale
injectors to obtain multielement performance and chamber heat flux information
and (5) utilizing the data from (I), (2), (3) and (4) to synthesize models
that relate performance and chamber heat flux to the design variables of the
injector/chamber.
The major conclusions from this program were:
I. Energy release efficiencies of 100% and 98.4% were demonstrated
with F-O-F triplet and premix injectors, respectively, in chambers 7.62 cm
(3 in.) long at nominal operating conditions.
2. Chamber heat flux is highly dependent on injection element type
with injector-end wall fluxes as much as three times that predicted by con-
ventional turbulent heat transfer correlations.
3. High performance GO2/GH2 injectors can be unstable at high fre-
quencies and provision for damping devices should be incorporated into the
injector and/or chamber design.
4. The zoned or barrier cooling concept results in a high performance
penalty in comparison to GH2 film cooling to effect a chamber wall temperature
and heat flux consistent with long life thrusters.
5. Mixing characteristics can not be modeled from cold flow data
alone; combustion is a first order effect on the mixing process.
6. Two models were developed that allow an injector designer to
a priori estimate the performance and chamber heat flux characteristics of
potential injector concepts.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYTICAL MIXING MODEL DESCRIPTION

This appendix describes the analytical mixing model which was developed
to predict the influence of design and operating variables upon gaseous cold
flow and combustion mixing rates. To facilitate cross reference, the appendix
is subdivided into eight headings. The first section below describes the
inter-relationships of the remainder of the model.
I. P__hs__l Basis for Analytical Model
One of the first significant discoveries which occurred while
analyzing the cold flow data was the observation that those injection element
types which rapidly dissipated their injection dynamic heads tended to be high
performing (rapid mixers). From this it was apparent that if the axial rate
of dynamic head dissipation could be analytically predicted, it might be
possible to analytically predict mixing rates, ALRC had previously predicted
dynamic head decay rates by integrating the element potential flow velocity
profile modified for viscous boundary layer effects. The methods for calculating
element potential flow characteristic dimensions are developed in subsection 2
and the boundary layer approximation in subsection 3 of this appendix. Some
element types are characterized by decreasing potential flow spray fan thick-
nesses. These elements, however, are limited in their spreading rate at a
critical length to diameter, (L/D)*, described in subsection 4. Combustion
effects and chemical species change on mixing rate are analytically developed
in subsection 5. Subsection 6 utilizes a shear coaxial element for illustra-
tion and mathematically predicts its mixing rate based on the above calculated
parameters. The mathematical mixing model is then extended to describe all
other element types tested on this program in subsection 7. Finally, sub-
section 8 describes the special treatment required for analysis of swirl
coaxial elements.
2. Potential Flow Characteristics of Several Conventional Gaseous
Injection Elements
A primary requirement of the analytical mixing model is a
quantitative description of the characteristic element fan or jet dimension
as a function of element design parameters and injector operating conditions.
This subsection summarizes characteristic fans for several conventional
injection elements which were tested on this and other program or which may
be of interest for future gaseous injection element designs. ALRC had
developed extensive injection models to parametrically predict element potential
flow dimensions as a function of variable design and operating parameters on
other programs. Liquid spray models had been developed at ALRC to analytically
predict and correlate experimental atomized drop sizes with significant element
design and operating parameters. These liquid element spray models were
modified to describe gas injection element flow fields. The results of these
modifications are described below.
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Shear Coaxial Element
The parallel stream shear coaxial element has been used exten-
sively with the 02/H 2 propellant combination on numerous programs. It is
mathematically characterized by a central oxidizer jet having a circular
diameter.
I/2Do = (A-l)
where:
Do = oxidizer jet diameter
Ao = orifice area of a single oxidizer element
The oxidizer jet is surrounded by a concentric fuel annulus having
inner diameter Dfl, and outer diameter, Df2. The fuel jet is characterized by
its hydraulic diameter:
Dhf= Df2 - Dfl (A-2)
Both oxidizer and fuel potential flow characteristic dimensions
remain constant as a function of increasing axial length.
Increased Shear Coaxial Element
A minor variation of the shear coaxial element is the increased
shear element. The increased shear element is achieved by convoluting the
oxidizer jet so that it is non-circular. Thus for the same oxidizer orifice
area (indicative of constant thrust/element) its wetted perimeter is greater
than the circular shear coaxial element, resulting in a smaller hydraulic
diameter. Similarly, the fuel wetted perimeter across which turbulent mixing
occurs is also increased resulting in reduced fuel hydraulic diameter.
Both oxidizer and fuel hydraulic diameters are calculated using
the standard equation.
4 Iarea) (A-3)D h- Wetted Perimeter
Swi rl er Coaxial Element
The swirler coaxial element is characterized by a tangential
oxidizer injection velocity component. The tangential velocity may either
be imparted by a hydraulic swirler or a mechanical swirler.
Three important characteristic design parameters of the swirler
coaxial element are its oxidizer diameter, D ; discharge coefficient, Cdo;
and oxidizer spray cone angle, 0o. Due to t_e tangential velocity component,
the oxidizer stream adheres to the oxidizer element wall resulting in an
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annular oxidizer jet at the injector face characterized by the oxidizer
element discharge coefficient. The oxidizer jet hydraulic diameter at the
injector face can be calculated from the continuity equation:
D ho (L = O) = [I - /l - Cdo] DO (A-4)
The oxidizer sheet thickness at the injector face is one-half the above
hydraulic diameter.
(I - /I - Cd°) D (A-5)to (L = O) = 2 o
The tangential velocity component results in a hollow oxidizer
cone of angle, eo, in the absence of fuel injection. Because of the annular
axial fuel injection momentum impinging on the oxidizer cone, the resultant
bipropellant cone angle is reduced. The resultant spray cone angle, @, can be
calculated as follows from the momentum equation.
{ WoVosineo )
¢ = tan -I - - -- (A-6)
wf Vf + wo Vo cos 0°
It is readily evident that the bipropellant cone angle depends upon the element
O/F and design Af/A o ratios, as well as the oxidizer spray cone angle.
Because of the divergence of the spray cone, momentum and conti-
nuity considerations dictate that the oxidizer potential flow thickness
diminishes with increasing displacement from the injector face as shown below.
t o (L) _ Cdo (A-7)
Do 4 [I + 2 (L/D o) tan ¢]
Similarly, the fuel potential spray fan thickness can be shown to vary as
follows. [D..\ 2
tf (L) Cdf [1- IDf2-tl)
]
- (A-8)
Df2 4 [I + 2 L tan #]
Df2
Equations (A-4) through (A-8) above can then be used to provide the necessary
input for the analytical swirler mixing model.
Parallel Sheet or Showerhead Element
The showerhead injection element is the simplest to fabricate and
analyze. It merely consists of axial injection orifices. In the case of
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circular showerhead elements the circular orifice diameter is the character-
istic potential flow dimension.
D =_/4 (Area) (A-g)
_T
For non-circular parallel sheet elements the hydraulic diameter is the charac-
teristic dimension and can be calculated from Equation (A-3) above. In any
case the showerhead element has a constant characteristic potential flow
dimension for any axial length.
Like on Like Doublet
The like on like doublet element incorporates both impingement
and shear principles. The impingement momentum is mathematically characterized
to describe a gaseous potential flow fan similar to a conventional liquid
propellant spray fan. A like doublet is mathematically characterized by equal
stream diameters, equal density, equal injection velocity, and equal momentums
from the opposing orifices. Thus, the impingement fan is symmetrical.
Consider a like-on-like doublet having stream diameter, Dn;
discharge coefficient, Cd; injection velocity, Vo; impingement half-angle, _;
propellant density, p; and viscosity, u. The axial component of stream
injection velocity is (Vo cos _). The component of injection velocity normal
to the plane of impingement is (Vo sin _). This component is locally stagnated
at the point of impingement on the stream axis, but from energy conservation
must result in a component (Vo sin _) flowing radially outward from the impinge-
ment point in the impingement plane. The axial component of injection velocity
(Vo cos _) is conserved at the outer fan boundary envelope after impingement,
from axial momentum considerations.
This impingement process corresponds to a constant radial
(Vo sin _) velocity source traveling in a constant axial (Vo cos _) velocity
coordinate system. Thus, solving for the resultant fan propagation angle
= sin -I (tan _) (A-IO)
defines the shape of the fan envelope.
From continuity relationships
Do2 ) = 2_ (L tan _)wt = 2p Cd (# Vo t V cos _ (A-I I)0
where :
wt = total flow rate from both orifices
L = axial fan location from point of impingement
t = fan thickness at axial location, L
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Therefore, the like double fan thickness decreases with
increasing displacement from the impingement point as
t_LL_Z
= (a-12)
D 4 (L/D) tan _ cos
0
Thus, in principle the like on like doublet is similar to the swirler coaxial
element described previously from the standpoint that its characteristic
potential flow spray dimension decreases with increasing L/D from the injector
face. The local fan thickness can also be functionally related to the orifice
diameter, discharge coefficient, and impingement angle as shown in
Equation (A-12).
External Impinging F-O-F Triplet
The triplet element is characterized by both impinging fan
potential flow and boundary layer shear principles. The fuel/oxidizer orifice
diameter ratio is an important parameter for unlike impinging element designs.
Except for the Af/A o = 2.0 design which has equal fuel and oxidizer diameters,
the other F-O-F triplet designs tested result in partial oxidizer mis-
impingement because of the smaller fuel diameter. The fraction of oxidizer
which does not impinge with the fuel is calculated below.
Om - _ - sin _ (A-13)
where:
= _ - 2 sin -I [Df/D o] (A-14)
The two misaligned oxidizer lobes are each approximated by an equivalent
showerhead orifice of apparent diameter, D_.
/_ - sin _ (A-15)D' D
o o V 2_
The next step in the F-O-F triplet element analysis is to evaluate
the relative fuel penetration distance into the oxidizer jet to determine
whether the F-O-F triplet should be approximated with an oxidizer rich core
between two fuel rich fans or a single fuel rich core with a split oxidizer
fan.
From the momentum equation considerations the F-O-F triplet fan
propagation angle normal to the impingement plane can be mathematically shown
to be
1 _ wf Vf sin _f
= sin- (a-16)L(wf Vf cos _f) + wo Vo (I - Om)J
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In the case of underpenetrated jets (Y < 0.5 D ) from continuity
equation formulations the fuel potential fan thickness canUbecalculated as
indicated below.
tf (L) _ Cdf
Df - 8 (L/D)f cos _f tan _ (A-17)
Similarly, the oxidizer fan thickness can be calculated by the following
equation.
t o (L) _ Cdo (l One)
Do 8 (L/D o ) tan @ (A-18)
If the fuel injection momentum over penetrates the oxidizer jet
(Y > 0.5 Do), the comparable fuel and oxidizer spray fan thicknesses are
indicated By Equations (A-19) and A-20), respectively.
tf (L) n Cdf
Df 4 (L/D)f cos _f tan ¢ (A-19)
t o (L) _ Cdo (I -Ore)
_- 16 (L/D) tan _ (A-20)
Deep Cu_ Premix Elemen_s
The premix elements evaluated on this program consisted of a
circular axial oxidizer jet with either two (triplet) or four (pentad)
rectangular fuel jets injected normally into the oxidizer stream. The pre-
mixing cup consisted of a circular cross section identical in area to the
oxidizer jet and a moderate (approximately 1 to 5) cup L/D ratio. The deep
cup provides constraints for the premix gases and directs the gas jet in a
nearly circular axial jet. For the premix injection element it was assumed
that the mixing cup diameter is the characteristic potential flow dimension
for both fuel and oxidizer jets.
4 cup (A-21)Df = Do =
Unlike the other impinging elements such as the like doublets,
swirler coaxial, or F-O-F triplet, the characteristic potential flow dimension
does not diminish with increasing L/D from the injector face. In the event
that shallow cup (L/D < 1 or Acu p >> Ao) premix injectors are evaluated in the
future, its characteristics could be expected to behave more like the external
F-O-F triplet (or pentad) model described previously with af = R/2 radians.
Other Element Types
Based upon the above illustrated analysis concepts utilizing the
injection momentum and continuity considerations, it is possible to synthesize
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potential flow models for any conceivable injection element type based upon
the physical insight of the injection process. For example the unlike
doublet (which was not evaluated on this program) can be synthesized with
only minor modification of the like doublet and F-O-F triplet element models.
. Boundary Layer Approximation to Predict Axial Velocity Head
Decay Rate
ALRC had previously developed a mathematical model describing
liquid injection element hydraulics in reference 14. In this analytical
hydraulic model, potential flow characteristics and approximate viscous
boundary layer solutions had been combined to describe many diverse hydraulic
phenomena including axial static pressure distributions.
To reiterate the analytical objective, it was not the intent to
develop a mathematically rigorous gas mixing model. It was only intended to
utilize an approximate mathematical model to identify significant design
variables and their interactions which could then be used to correlate the
experimental data for numerical accuracy. Consistent with this limited
objective, Figure 82 schematically illustrates the basic concept underlying
the mathematical assumptions.
Tile injection velocity profile at the injector face plane is
assumed to be described by potential flow. It is readily recognized that a
finite velocity profile exists at the injection plane depending upon feed
system design parameters, but the uniform velocity approximation greatly
simplifies the mathematical solution. During cold flow testing, the gases
within the combustion chamber are relatively quiescent. Therefore, the high
injection velocity gases from the injection element are decelerated by viscous
drag. Strictly speaking the viscous boundary layer equations should be solved
in cylindrical co-ordinates for the jet with increasing radial and axial
static pressure gradients simultaneously with the momentum and continuity
equations. Because of its mathematical complexity it was more practicle to
solve the problem using boundary layer approximations to identify the
general form of the solutions and use the empirical data to fine tune the
model for numerical accuracy. For the gas injection elements evaluated on
this program the Reynolds numbers were on the order of 105; indicative of
turbulent boundary layer characteristics. For simplicity the velocity boundary
layer growth rate as a function of axial distance was approximated from the
flat plate solution.
6 = 0.375 k (A-22)
ReL O' 2
For convenience the above equation was transformed to the following
representati on.
6 _ 0.75 (L/D) 0"8 (A-23)
R 0.2
o Red
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To be exact, the injection velocity profile should have been
integrated to simultaneously satisfy the momentumand continuity equations
with appropriate boundary conditions. However, for mathematical simplicity,
the assumption was madethat the initial potential flow diameter is reduced
radially inward at the samerate that the boundary layer grows radially out-
ward. Then a reduced oxidizer potential flow boundary coefficient, Cb, can
be defined by
= _ )2 (A-24)Cb (v_ do 6olRo
Similarly, an increased oxidizer boundary layer contraction coefficient, Cc,
can be defined by
Cc = ( C/_ddo+ 6o/Ro)2
Next, it was approximated that the local oxidizer velocity profile in the
boundary layer varies linearly from VoJ at Cb to zero velocity at Cc as shown
schematically in Figure 82. The momentumtransfer (dynamic head dissipation)
rate can now be calculated by integrating the dynamic head throughout the
local velocity profile.
Pd(L) = l
Cc _Ro2
Ro C/_-b
I
0
(I/2 Po Voj2) 2_rdr
[ u'°- II' 1. o - 2_rdr+ r 1,,2oVoj2 
Ro C/Cbb
Integration of Equation (A-26) results in the following solution.
(A-26)
I Cb ICb13/2 Cb2]cb 6 c + 4/3/_c/ - 1/2 J
= __+ c (A-27)
The dynamic head dissipation rate in the near zone can be adequately approximated
by neglecting the second term in the right hand member of Equation (A-27). This
makes the mathematical solution computationally tractable for manual
calculation.
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m Cb [ /Cdo- 6o/Ro]2
C - _o/Ro]2 (A-28)Pdo c [ {_-do +
The above derivation has been limited to an axi-symmetric element such as the
oxidizer circuit of a shear coaxial element.
For a two dimensional element such as the coax annular fuel jet,
a parallel derviation is as follows. From subsection 2 it was shown that the
fuel hydraulic diameter for a shear coax is
whe re:
Dhf = Df2 - Dfl
Df2 = outer fuel annulus diameter
Df] = inner fuel annulus diameter
and the fuel gap thickness
(A-29)
tf : I/2 (Df2 Dfl) (A-30)
Equation (A-22) can then be transformed as follows.
5 0.75 (L/Dhf) 0"8
--: 0.2 (A-31)
tf ReDhf
The comparable definitions of the two dimensional boundary and contraction
coefficients are indicated in Equations (A-32) and (A-33), respectively.
Cb = Cdf - 2 (_f/tf) (A-32)
Cc = Cdf + 2 (_f/tf) (A-33)
The dynamic head ratio associated with the two-dimensional annular fuel velocity
profile described by Equations (A-32) and (A-33) was numerically integrated.
The two dimensional solution is shown on Figures 83 and 84 along with the axi-
symmetric solution.
4. Minimum Potential Flow Fan Characteristic
Of the element types evaluated on this program, the swirler
coaxial element, like-on-like doublet, and external impinging F-O-F triplet
result in fan spreading characteristics. A mathematical description of the
jet spreading rate is developed in subsection 2.
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Swirler Coaxial Element
follows:
The oxidizer spray fan thickness for the swirler is given as
Cdo * Do
to(L) = 4 [l + 2 (L/D° ) tan @] (A-34)
The velocity boundary layer thickness can be approximated as shown below.
(L/Do)0"8 (Do/Dho)0"8 o O (A-35)
O.75
a(L) = 0.2 o
ReDho
The critical (L/Do)* can be solved by equating twice Equation (A-35) to
Equation (A-34) and approximating with the quadratic solution.
2 tan @(L/Do)I'8
0.2
+ (L/Do)O'8 " TCd° ho . = 0
1 - /I - Cdo
O.2 I/2 1 "IIII I 1 ( RedH° 1 tan_l- 1
+ 8 1 /I Cd°
(L/Do)* = - _ Cdo
4 tan
Similarly, solving for the fuel side,
(A-36)
tf(L) =
Cdf [] - (Dfl/Df2)2] Df2
4 [l + 2 (L/Df2) tan @]
(A-37)
0.8
0.75 (L/Df2)O'8( Df2Df2 : Dfl
b.2
ReD
hf
af(L) : ( Df2 2- Dfl ) (A-38)
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2 tan _ (L/Df2)I'8
0.8
+ (L/Df2)0"8 Cdf [I + Dfl] [I Dfl-] Red 0.2 : 0
3 D-_ Df2 hf
(L/Df2) = I { 8 ]/2 Ii'IIIIf O. 2 tan _ -I
+38- + _-_2 ) 1 DfD-Df_)O" ReD,_f Cdf ]
4 tan -_
(A-39)
If the local L/D's exceed the critical values indicated by Equations
(A-36) and (A-39) for oxidizer or fuel, respectively; the oxidizer and fuel
minimum fan thicknesses predicted by Equations (A-34) and (A-37), respectively,
must be evaluated at the critical length.
Like-on-Like Doublet
A similar derivation can be developed for the like doublet.
_Cd D
t(L) = 4 (L/D) tan _ cos (A-40)
_(L) = 0.75 (L/D) 0"8 (D) (A-41)
ReDO. 2
0.555
* 0.III( _Cd 1(L/D) = ReD 3 tan _ cos
External Impinging F-O-F Triplet
Prior to calculating critical (L/D) 's for the F-O-F triplet, it
must first be determined whether we are analyzing under-penetrated or over-
penetrated conditions.
(A-42)
If Y<O.5D
0
_Cdo (I - Om) Do
to(L) = 8 (L/D o ) tan
The oxidizer velocity boundary layer can be calculated from Equation (A-41)
above. Solving for the above set of equations,
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(L/Do)
The corresponding fuel side equations are (A-41) and A-44) shownbelow.
(A-43)
_Cdf Df
tf(L) = 8"(L/Df) cos _f tan _ (A-44)
f \ 0.555
from which (L/Df)* : 0.111 { _Cdf 1
ReDf _6 cos _f tan @! (A-45)
On the other hand it can be shown that if Y > 0.5 Do , Equations (A-46) and
(A-47) replaces (A-4_ and _-45), respectively.
0.III _Cdo (I - 0mi0"555(L/Do)*
= Redo _ _ tan
(L/Df)* 0.111 I _Cdf _] 0.555: Redf 3 cos _ tan
(A-46)
(A-47)
5. Hot Fire Mixin 9 Model Derivation
Prior to this program, ALRC had recognized that combustion effects
significantly impeded the mixing process. Elements which developed 90-100%
cold flow Em within approximately 2.54 cm (I in.) from the injector face were
observed to deliver only about 70% Em or less under combustion environments
with approximately 12.7 cm (5 in.) chambers.
In recognition of this limitation a series of one atmosphere
chamber pressure combustion tests designated herein as hot flow tests
utilizing GH2/GO2 (without gaseous helium) propellants was conducted with the
low velocity swirler coaxial element (see Section V). Other nominal element
design parameters were F/E = 222 Newtons (50 Ibf), Af/A n = 0.5, O/F = 4, and
Tp = 300°K (540°R). Mass spectrometer data were obtained at six radial
locations at each of three axial stations to obtain local chemical composition
data both with and without combustion. As expected on the basis of previous
observations radical differences were noted in the mixture ratio profile with
and without combustion. In support of this hot flow test data analysis, a
general combustion model was formulated to describe the effects of combustion
on the gas dynamics of the diffusion/mixing process. This portion of the
analysis is general and applicable to any element type or propellant combina-
tion tested. Results of this general model were then extended to apply to the
GH2/GO2 propellant combination and in particular to the swirler coaxial
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element which was hot flow tested. It was thereupon found that the
mathematical cold flow model previously derived for non-chemical reacting
elements must be modified as indicated herein to account for combustion
effects on the mixing process.
General CombustionModel Formulation
follows:
The continuity equation can be written and differentiated as
(A-48)wt = pAV
dwt dp
+_+_dAdV (A-49)P
wt
From the principle of conservation of total mass, dwt = O.Equation (A-49)
Therefore, from
The equation of state for a mixture of assumed perfect gas approximation can
be written and differentiated as follows:
Ro T (A-51)P = P M--_-
dP _ dp dMW + d_T_ (A-52)
P p MW T
Equations (A-50) and (A-52) can be combined and transposed into the following
form.
d_P_P+ d__ + dV _ dT dMW (A-53)P V T MW
The right hand member of Equation (A-53) characterizes the
combustion effect of a gaseous propellant stream. The left hand member
describes the gas dynamic result acting upon the reacting stream. Equation
(A-53) is a basic derivation which is applicable to any element type and any
gaseous propellant combination. (To be applicable to a liquid or solid
propellant mixture, additional terms are required to account for the inter-
mediate phase change.)
The physical significance of the right hand member is as follows.
If the combustion stoichiometry is such that the mole-weighted molecular weight
of the product gas mixture is lighter than the mole weighted reactant gas mix-
ture, its contribution is positive, and vice versa. This chemical effect is
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a relatively small contribution in comparison with the thermodynamiceffect
reflected in the temperature term. All reactions of interest for rocket
engines dependon propellant systems whose product gas (combustion flame)
temperature is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the incoming
reactant gas temperature. Therefore, the summationof the right hand member
of Equation (A-53) is always positive and generally between 3 to 30 and
depends only upon the propellant combination and O/F.
The physical significance of the left hand memberis as follows.
If combustion were to occur at constant volume, dA = dV = 0 and the static
pressure would have to rise proportional to the chemical effect characterized
by the right member. On the other hand, near the injector face plane the
total propellant orifice area is considerably smaller than the chambercross-
sectional area. Fromthe momentumequation dV = O, and if dP _ 0 then the gas
flow area must increase; dA > O. If low contraction ratio chambersare used
it is probable that at somepoint the hot gas cross section mayfill the
entire combustor flow area. Beyondthat point no recirculation exists,
dA = 0 and dV > 0 due to flow acceleration dictated by the continuity equation.
Fromthe subsonic compressible flow equations, the increase in gas velocity
must result in a reduction in static pressure, dP < O. Even if chemical
reaction is completed (right hand memberof Equation (A-53) equal to zero), in
the throat convergent section (dA .-O) the gas velocity must accelerate
(dV .- O) and the static pressure must decrease (dP < 0). Incidentally, if the
right hand member of Equation (A-53) is set equal to zero, the trivial
solution which results, characterizes non-reacting cold flow conditions. If,
in addition, dP = O, the solution is characteristic of a free jet diffusion.
In spite of the gross simpliciations made in the derivation of
Equation (A-53), it is obvious that many additional real conditions of gaseous
propellant systems can be described by Equation (A-53) depending upon the
assumptions made concerning applicable boundary constraints. The inter-
relationships of chemical reaction, heat release, static pressure, flow area,
and velocity are linked through Equation (A-53). The necessary limiting
assumptions and simplifications can only be readily obvious by considering
the real physical mechanism under analytical consideration, i.eo, Equation
(A-53) is a mechanistic equation.
Application of Hot Flow Model to Swirler Coaxial Element Using
GH2/GO2 Propellants
The following simplified stoichiometry is suggested to describe
GH2/GO2 combustion at an overall O/F = 4.0.
4 H2 + 02 _ 2 H20 + 2H2 (A-54)
A numerical example is presented that illustrates the combustion
effect on the right hand member of Equation (A-53). In this example the
reactants are characterized by the subscript 1 and the products by the sub-
script 2. Assume initial reactant temperatures are at 300°K (540°R).
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MW1 = [nH2 MWH2 / (nH2 )+ no2 MWo2] + no2
MW1 = (4 x 2 + 1 x 32) / (4 + I) = 8
= + MWH2] / (nH20 + )MW2 [nH20 MWH20 nH2 nH2
Therefore :
MW2 = [2 x 18 + 2 x 2] / (2 + 2) = I0
T l = 300°K = 540°R
T2 = 3020°K = 5436°R
dMW MW2 - MWI I0 - 8
- +0.25
MW MW1 8
dT _ T2 - T1 _ 3020 - 300 5436 - 540 = +9.07
T T1 300 or 540
dT dMW
T MW
- 9.07 - 0.25 = +8.82
From which
dP dA dV
P1 A1 V1
- +8.82 (@ O/F = 4)
Similarly the right hand member of Equation (A-53) was evaluated
in an identical manner at a multitude of other mixture ratio points ranging
from O/F = 0.I to lO00. The numerical results are shown on Figure 76 of the
main text. At O/F = 0 (pure H2) and O/F = _ (pure 02), the limits correspond
to non-reacting cold flow and the right hand member vanishes. Figure 76 shows
the right hand member varies from approximately 0 to I0. It is not surprising
to find that the peak occurs at the stoichiometric O/F. Thus incipient
combustion effects will always tend to separate the unreacted fuel from the
unreacted oxidizer to impede the mixing process. The method of incorporating
the above calculated reaction data into the earlier cold flow mixing model is
described in Section VIII of the main text.
It has been shown that the non-reacting cold flow swirler coaxial
model incorporates a diverging hollow cone oxidizer jet with an annular fuel
stream. The initial injection momentums define the resultant hydraulic cone
divergence angle. Incipient combustion must initially occur along this fuel-
oxidizer interface. Viscous boundary layer drag initially decelerates a
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small portion of the fuel and oxidizer causing initial species diffusion from
the potential core. This causes minute concentrations of oxidizer and fuel
to diffuse into each other forming a near stoichiometric boundary separating
the two. Due to the momentumequation and in spite of the viscous boundary
layer drag, dV is negl_gfb_e very close to the injector face plane. Empirically
it is known that gases cannot sustain high shear forces or radial pressure
gradients and dP/P 1 is on the order of I% or less and is negligible. There-
fore the energy release must be accounted for almost entirely by an increase
in the injection gas stream area.
As an initial approximation, the combustion effects on the Reynolds
number were neglected since the calculated boundary layer thickness is only
weakly dependent to the 2/lO-th power of the Reynolds number. On the other
hand, the heat release was assumed to have a first order effect on the
potential flow gas stream characteristic dimension. Heat addition to and
area increase of the hollow oxidizer cone relative to its resultant hydraulic
momentum angle show that the rate of oxidizer flow area increase is greater
than the rate of cone divergence causing the hollow oxidizer cone to collapse
into a solid cylindrical jet within a short distance from the injector face.
Thus at any given L/D from the injector face, the hot flow boundary layer
thickness is comparable to the corresponding cold flow boundary layer thickness;
but the hot flow potential flow stream characteristic dimension is considerably
larger than the cold flow dimension. This results in a very slow rate of
decrease in the hot flow boundary coefficient (Cb). Likewise, the local
dynamic head to injection dynamic head ratio (pV2/pV2), decreases very slowly
accounting for the slow rate at which the initial injection concentration
approaches the equilibrium design value. In addition to the above features,
the hollow oxidizer cone collapse reduces the wetted perimeter on which dif-
fusion occurs from both inner and outer surfaces of the hollow oxidizer
annulus to only the outer surface of the collapsed cylindrical surface. This
increases the hydraulic diameter, reduces effective L/D and further retards
turbulent mixing with combustion.
A high oxidizer swirl cone angle and low oxidizer discharge
coefficient can delay the swirl cone collapse. This in turn improves perform-
ance. Downstream of the collapse point the mixing rate is similar to the shear
coaxial element. However, within the distance from the injector face plane to
the initial swirl cone collapse point, the swirler coaxial element achieves a
much higher mixing efficiency than a shear coaxial within the same length.
Thus, it is necessary to calculate the longer equivalent chamber length which
would have been required by a shear coaxial element to achieve the same
mixing distribution as the swirler coaxial element at its collapse point.
This length differenti_l quantitatively represents the advantage of the swirler
over the shear coaxial in a combustion environment.
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6. Shear Coaxial Element Mixing Model
Having established the above mathematical preliminaries, it is
now possible to analytically predict and verify with experimental data the
mixing rate for a shear coaxial element.
Two fundamental types of cold flow data were measured at various
transverse probe positions and variable axial stations on this program. A
mass spectrometer measured the local mole fraction chemical compositions of
H2 (fuel), N2 (oxygen simulant), and He (base bleed). From this data it was
possible to determine the local mixture ratio profile. Pitot tube measure-
ments of local dynamic pressure heads were also obtained to determine local
mass flux at each probe position.
For shear coaxial elements the oxidizer injection dynamic head
at the injector face plane is essentially equal to the oxidizer injector
manifold pressure to Pc differential. At the injector face plane it is known
that the initial cold flow oxidizer mole fraction must be 100% N2 and that
Em = O. Far downstream when the gas is assumed uniformly mixed (E m = 100%),
and the local dynamic head is negligible, the equilibrium N2 mole fraction
can be calculated as follows.
_N 2
MWN2
XN2, eql = • • WH (A-55)
WN2 + WH2 + __-9--e
MWN2 _ MWHe
Figure 85 shows the experimental relationship between the measured
dynamic head ratio vs the measured N2 mole fraction on the element axis. It
was noted from Figure 85 that the empirical rate of change of species mole
fraction from its 100% pure initial value to its asymptotic equilibrium value
was directly proportional to the rate of change in local element dynamic head,
starting from its initial injection value to its asymptotic uniform negligible
value. The above relationship indicated that the empirical mass diffusion
rate is directly proportional to the momentum transfer rate. Based on the
above data, it became clear turbulent diffusion is a force initiated mechanism
which can be characterized better by Newton's equation of motion rather than
by the molecular diffusion equation modified with a turbulent eddy viscosity.
The driving force responsible for turbulent mixing is the radial pressure
gradient potential. The dynamic pressure dissipation rate was analytically
predicted by integrating the velocity head across the potential flow character-
istic dimension described in subsection 2 of this appendix modified for the
boundary layer calculated from subsection 3. Thus, it was postulated
that if it were analytically possible to predict the axial rate of dynamic
pressure dissipation that by inferrence it would also be possible to predict
the mass diffusion and mixing rate.
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The analytically predicted axial profile of oxidizer local dynamic
head using the numerical solution from Figures 83 and 84 is plotted on Figure
86 vs L/D for the 67 Newton (15 Ibf) shear coaxial element. The experimental
oxidizer dynamic head measuredon the element axis probe is shownfor comparison.
Figure 86 shows that, in spite of the manygross mathematical approximations
which were made, the calculated dynamic head decay rate based on a viscous
boundary layer mechanismclosely approximates the experimental trend. The
predicted fuel dynamic head profile is also shownon Figure 86. It is obvious
that the calculated fuel dynamic head dissipation rate occurs considerably
faster than for the oxidizer.
The experimental dynamic pressure downstreamof the fuel annulus
was not available for direct comparison with the analysis. This is because
the midpoint of the fuel annulus occurs on a 0.092-in. radius and the nearest
experimental probes are on a 0.125-in. radius. Near the injector face where
the gradients are steep, the 0.033-in. radial mismatch is significant in
comparison with the fuel annulus dimension (tf = 0.028 in.). Nevertheless,
for lack of better data, the eight probes on the 0.125-in. radius were averaged
as a measured lower limit of the fuel dynamic head. The correlations indicated
in Figure 86 show that it is possible to analytically predict either axi-
symmetric or two dimensional jet dynamic head dissipation rates based on a
consideration of design parameters.
The above dissipation rates have been treated independently as if
each were acting alone. In reality, the two solutions must be coupled and the
interaction of one must be considered on the other. The above equations are
only valid upstream of the point where the oxidizer and fuel boundary layers
initially comeinto contact. Downstreamof this point, the two jets combine
to act as one. The contribution of each to the resultant jet must be
proportional to their respective mole fractions since mixing occurs on a
molecular basis. Since the rapid mixing zone near the injector face is
controlled by Newton's equations of motion, the primary normalizing parameter
must be the injection dynamic head since this provides the mixing potential.
Therefore, define an equivalent injection dynamic head, Pd_ which is the
overall result of the separate fuel and oxidizer contributions.
Pd
eq
_/0
MW
0
wf
-- x Pdo +MTf x Pdf
Wo wf
+
MW° MWf
The above relationship can be simplified to
(A-56)
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Pdeq -
Pd
0
+ MWo/MWf
O/F x Pdf
MWo/MWf
1 +
O/F
(A-57)
It is then possible to analytically predict the axial mole
fraction decay rate of both fuel and oxidizer as indicated below.
Xo(L) = Xo, eql
F
(PdoI °+ Pdo _F_qeq-] (Xo initial - Xo, equilibrium ) (A-58)
xf(L) : xf, eq]
_ (Pdf) Ff+ Pdf P-deq [xf initial - xf, equilibrium ]
(A-59)
In general the cold flow interaction exponent (F) represents the
ratio of the common fuel-oxidizer wetted perimeter available for inter-
propellant mixing divided by the total fuel or oxidizer wetted perimeter
available for diffusion and shear mixing.
F - Bi Propellant Interaction Area
Total Wetted Perimeter (A-60)
For example, the shear coaxial element has Fo = 1.0 because the oxidizer jet
is completely surrounded by the fuel annulus; but Ff = 0.5 because bipropellant
interaction only occurs on the inside surface of the fuel annulus.
The analytically predicted oxidizer mole fraction decay rate for
a shear coaxial element using Equations (A-l), (A-2), (A-8), (A-57), and
(A-58) is plotted on Figure 87. The experimentally measured maximum oxidizer
mole fraction which occurs on the coaxial element axis is plotted for compari-
son. Again, the mathematically predicted N2 composition profile provides an
adequate first order approximation to the measured local compositions. Like-
wise, the calcu]ated fuel mole fraction profile is plotted on Figure 87, and
the 0.125-in. radius probe measured compositions were averaged and plotted with
the full realization that the actual maximum fuel mole fraction might be some-
what higher than shown.
It should be remembered that, near the injector face, the radial
dynamic head gradient and species gradient are very steep. A deviation as
small as one probe diameter from perfect concentricity between the element
centerline and the probe measurement position could significantly influence
Che measured datd. _hus, iL is pro_aBle that the real (unmeasured) data {nay
actually be in better agreement with the analytical prediction than the
experimentally measured data shown in Figures 86 and 87. Therefore, it can
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be concluded that the viscous boundary layer solutions provide an acceptable
theoretical model of the shear coaxial mixing rate as a function of length.
The experimental shear coaxial mixing data in Figures 12 and 13
indicate high performance at low Af/Ao or low O/F. Both cases result in low
Pdo/Pdf ratio. From Equations (A-57) and (A-58) these influences are
quantitatively predicted. Figure 88 shows a correlation of experimental Em's
vs the aforementioned oxidizer diffusion parameter prediction. In the range
from 0 to 30 L/D at nominal (4.0) O/F and 2.0 to 6.50/F at L/D = 7, a nearly
linear correlation is obtained verifying the validity of the approximate
mathematical mixing model.
The analytical development described thus far has utilized the
shear coaxial element as an example becausemany02/H2 injectors have been
developed using coaxial injectors. Another reason is that two basically
different analytical solutions result for axi-symmetric and two dimensional
mixing characteristics and the shear coaxial incorporates both characteristics
for oxidizer and fuel respectively. The fact that axi-symmetric and two
dimensional mixing characteristics differ has been experimentally verified
by empirical turbulent eddy viscosity correlations which notethat two different
empirical correlation constants are required.
7. Other Element Mixing Models
The model derived to this point is valid for those element types
whose potential flow characteristic dimensions remain constant with increasing
axial length. For a summary of elements that satisfy this condition review
subsection 2.
Another series of element families exist whose transverse injection
momentum components cause diverging fans whose characteristic potential flow
thickness initially decrease inversely proportional to increasing L/D.
K1 (A-61)
t-_ a L/D
where:
or
K2 (A-62)
_ l + K3 (L/D)
t(L) = characteristic potential flow dimension at length, L
D(O) = characteristic potential flow dimension at the injector face
plane
Ki = appropriate design constants defined in subsection 2
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Again, see subsection 2, to determine which elements satisfy this behavior.
These latter element types dissipate their injection dynamic heads at a
considerably faster rate with L/D because not only do their velocity boundary
layer thickness increase proportional to (L/D)O.8, but their characteristic
potential flow dimension from which _ is subtracted to define Cb (Equations
(A-4) and (A-12)) decreases.
The characteristic potential flow dimension of these diverging
fans do not decrease in thickness indefinitely with increasing (L/D), however.
A critical (L/D)* exists for each element which characterizes its minimum
allowable potential flow spray fan thickness. This critical (L/D)* occurs
when the increasing velocity boundary layer thicknesses from both sides of
the spray fan just equals the local potential flow thickness.
2 x ,._ [@ (L/D) ] = t (@ (L/D) ] (A-63)
Specific application of this criterion to the various applicable elements is
derived mathematically in subsection 4. The physical significance of (L/D)*
is as follows. The normal component of injection momentum causes the spray
fan to spread perpendicular to the orifice plane. Lateral spreading of the
spray fan causes the fan to become thinner from momentum and continuity
considerations (see subsection 2). At the critical (L/D) _ when Equation (A-63)
is satisfied the radial component of the injection momentum has been dissipated
by viscous drag with the chamber recirculation gases and further radial fan
spreading ceases. Thus (L/D)* represents the asymptotic limit beyond which the
potential flow fan geometry essentially remains constant.
The equations introduced thus far in conjunction with those from
subsections 2 and 4 are sufficient to predict the axial mole fraction decay
rate of any shear mixing family of elements. The shear mixing elements
include shear coaxial, increased shear coaxial, swirler coaxial, like-on-like
doublets, and parallel sheet (showerhead) elements. The shear mixing elements
are characterized by having their initial fuel mole fraction start with 100%
H2 and whose initial oxidizer mole fractions are 100% N2 or 02 . On the other
hand, the penetration mixing elements (premix and external impinging F-O-F
triplets) start with an initial concentration already premixed to some degree
very near the injector face plane even with zero boundary layer growth and
diffusion. The degree of premix effectiveness depends upon the design
parameters as described below.
In spite of the difference in numbers of fuel orifices per element,
the premix triplets and pentads can be characterized similarly. The primary
design parameter of the premix element was discovered to be its cup _P. In
the designs tested on this program the mixing cup area was equal to the
oxidizer area; and the fuel area varied between 0.5 to 2.0 times the oxidizer
area. The measured cup AP was averaged between the fuel and oxidizer injector
AP's less their respective injection dynamic heads entering the mixing cup.
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1
APcup: 2 [(PfJ - Pc - Pdf) + (PoJ - Pc - Pdo)] (A-64)
The initial premix oxidizer and fuel concentrations at the mixing cup exit
were calculated from Equations (A-65) and (A-66) below.
Pd
o (I 000 x ) (A-65)
+ AP " o, eqlXo(O) = Xo, eql + Pdo cup
Pdf
+ (] .000 (A-66)
= xf eql )xf(O) xf, eql Pdf + APcup
Notice the similarity between Equations (A-65) and (A-66) with Equations
(A-58) and (A-59), respectively. Again, the similarities are based upon the
premise that turbulent mixing is governed by Newton's equation of motion and
pressure potentials. The initial concentrations at the injector face plane
predicted by Equations (A-65) and (A-66) are then utilized in Equations (A-58)
and (A-59) to determine local concentrations as a function of chamber length.
In general, the cup AP calculated by Equation (A-64) is maximized
at low O/F which increased the total numberof gas moles at constant weight
flowrate because of lower fuel molecular weight; or at constant O/F, cup AP
increases at low Af/Ao ratios because higher fuel injection momentumnormal
to the axial oxidizer jet decreases cup discharge coefficient.
The initial premix composition of the F-O-F triplet element
depends upon the fuel penetration ratio into the oxidizer jet. For two fuel
impinging diametrically opposed on a single oxidizer, a penetration ratio of
one-half is optimum and results in highest performance.
that
where:
In reference 15 it was found from empirical penetration studies
Y - Kp (A-67)Df Vo
Y = fuel penetration distance into oxidizer stream
Kp : empirical penetration coefficient
The investigators in Reference 15 found Kp = 2.5 for gas/liquids and Kp : 3.2
for GHe/GN2.
Based upon the experimental test data from the current program,
Equation (A-67) above was transformed to the following form for single element
F-O-F triplet cold flow tests.
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0.I
D_f_f II/2 pf Vf2)Y - 0.62 sin _f D
Do o I/2 Po Vo2
(A-68)
For underpenetrated jets (Y < 0.5 Do) the initial oxidizer and
fuel premix concentrations can be approximated as follows.
[ J[ ]Y/Do 1Xo(O) = 1.000 - 0.5 (I - Om (O/F)p
1 + MWo/MWf
(A-69)
and xf(O) - 1(O/F)p (a-70)
I+
MWo/MWf
(Y/Do)
where (O/F)p = 0.50 (I - Om) (O/F) (A-71)
For over-penetrated jets (Y >__0.5 Do ) the initial concentrations
are calculated below.
(O/F)p
Xo(O ) - MWo/MWf(O/F)p
1 +
MWo/MWf
(A-72)
1
xf(O) - (O/F)p (A-73)
1 +
MWo/MWf
The above equations can then be used as applicable to predict the
initial concentrations to be used in Equations (A-58) and (A-59) for external
impinging F-O-F triplets.
As part of the data correlation analysis, specific mixing models
were developed for eacil family of elements which were cold flow tested.
Element design parameters and test operating conditions were then input into
the analytical mixing computer model to predict local dynamic heads, mole
fractions, mixture ratio distributions, Em, nm, C* efficiency, energy release
efficiency (ERE), and other hydraulic parameters for each test point summarized
in Table III.
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Although the details contained in each specific element model
are too numerousto itemize_ a cursory description of the basic equations
will be summarizedbelow to provide the reader with an understanding behind
the model formulation concept. It was felt that to include all the details
of each element model formulation would becomeso complex that it would
discourage the reader from attempting to utilize the models for design or
analysis purposes. In Section VIII of the main text, the solutions from
these individual models are condensedinto a generalized analysis technique
which is applicable to any of these elements and in simple enough form to
encourage its use as a universal gas/gas Design Calculation Procedure.
For each element and test point, the following parameters were
given or assumedas model inputs. For sake of brevity where both fuel and
oxidizer parameters are applicable the propellant subscripts will be deleted
and the equation will only be written once with the understanding that in the
model, oxidizer and fuel were accounted for separately. Tile input parameters
were propellant temperature, Tp; molecular weight, MW;pressures, P; weight
flow rates, _; base bleed massfraction, _He/(_Q + wf + Wile); orifice areas,
A; discharge coefficients, Cd; viscosities, _; interaction exponents, F, and
axial length, L.
The first step was to calculate propellant gas density.
P (MW) (A-74)
P = R° Tp
Injection velocities and injection dynamic heads were calculated next.
V = _ (A-75)
oA Cd
Pd = I/2 p V2 (A-76)
The hydraulic diameters at the injector face, L/D b, and one dimensional
Reynolds numbers based on diameter were calculated next.
4 (Area) - and L/D (A-77)
D n- Wetted Perimeter h
p (Cd V) D h (A-78)
Red =
h _J
Equilibrium mole fractions and equivalent dynamic heads were previously defined
in Equations (A-55) and (A-57). Equations (A-23) and (A-31), based on injector
face potential flow properties, were used to calculate the velocity boundary
layer thicknesses for axi-symmetric or two dimensional element characteristics.
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':",, :i_,,e_!._:.nt fan two dimensional elements, if LIDh < (L/D)* use LIDh_ if
t/L_, (t/[;) ' use (L/D)* to calculate t(L) at (L/DJ*-(see subsections 2
:;,... :i). F_,Y two dimensional characteristics
Cb _ t(L) - 26 (A-79)
cd t-CQ
[_ .T., . ii_ f"ind axi-symmetric dynamic head ratio from Equation (A-28) or
. -f_ ,_F_.:i:_,'u ._. and Lwo dimensional dynamic head ratio from Figure 83. If Cb < 0
', .... .j,:.:_w.i: head ratios From Figure 84.
F-Ir penetration mixing elements, the initial premix mole concentra-
•- .... _. ,!efined in the front of this subsection. For all shear mixing
:_>: : _: _,-_, it;itial mole concentration is I00%. Equations (A-58) and (A-59)
:.... _ ,.._,, p, edict the oxidizer rich and fuel rich mole fractions for any
e!.c___,it _r_d any cold flow test.
Xo(L) [I - Xo, eql ] MW
o (A-80)
O/Fj - xf, eql [I - Xo(L)] MWf
x [I - xf(L)] MW
O/Fi _ o, eql o
xf(L) [I - xf, eql ] MWf (A-81)
FuY_ner, define the following parameters
n. = n1_o_ < 1.0
a _u/rjj
(O/F) i
n. - < 1.0
1 O/F --
(A-82)
(A-83)
(I - n i)
U= n.
a (1 - nj )
(A-84)
l. rom which the mass fractions in stream tubes i and j can be calculated so
l:n_! the overall O/F is nominal.
U [I + (O/F)-]
xj = (I + U) [I + (OIF)_ (A-85)
x. = 1 - x. (A-86)
1 J
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Based upon the above calculations the following performance parameters can
be predicted.
Em I00 1 -xj 1 + IO/F)j i
n = I00 n + x i (A-88)m [xj j n i ]
C* C*
x. (O/F)j + x i (O/F) i (A-89)
%C* = J-- C* (O/F)
x. I (O/F). + x. Isp (OIF) i
%ERE = _ sp lO/F)l (A-90)
Isp
8. Generalized Treatment of Swirler Coaxial Element with Combustion
Effects
Section VIII,C in the text described the synthesis of the specific
element mixing models detailed herein into a simpler generalized mixing
correlation _rocedure. In a combustion environment, the swirler coaxial
element requires special treatment in the generalized model. The
following procedure utilizing the generalized charts is recommended. Evaluate
the hollow cone swirler for hot fire conditions using small increments of
axial step sizes. Calculate the axial length at which the hollow cone
col I apses. ][ ]I I12l - /Cdo (l + D aO) 4 A°Lcollapse = 2 tan _ (A-91)
Notice that Daoin Equation (A-91) is a function of L. To assure numerical
accuracy it is recommended that at least ten points be evaluated between the
injector face plane and the collapse point and evaluate the oxidizer composi-
tion at the collapse point. Then parametrically analyze a similar shear coaxial
design as a function of L and define a transition length, L-Prime, at which
the shear coaxial oxidizer composition is identical to the swirler composition
at the collapse point. Again, at least ten intermediate points from the
injector face to L-Prime are recommended for numerical accuracy. Finally, use
the hollow cone swirler combustion profile from the injector face to the
collapse point and the shear coaxial solution evaluated at a pseudo-length
defined by Equation (A-92).
+ [(L-Prime) ] (A-92)
= Lphysical Swirler - LCollapseLApparent Shear
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APPENDIX B
COLD FLOW TEST AND DATA CORRELATION PROCEDURES

I. Cold Flow Facility and Test Procedures
The basic means of generating mixing information is to measure dis-
crete species and mass concentrations throughout the injector element gas flow
field. A parameter termed, Em, relates these discrete measurements to a single
nun_)er which indicates deviations from uniform mixture ratio. Any measuring
technique must therefore be assessed by its ability to accurately measure local
mixture ratio and mass flux.
The cold flow test setup shown schematically and pictorially in
Figure 89 consists of a twenty element probe and a gas supply and flow meter-
ing system for accurate control of mass flow rate. The flow tests were con-
ducted using hydrogen for fuel and nitrogen as an oxygen simulant. The need
to scale different molecular weight propellants was avoided by using nitrogen
as an oxygen simulant during the cold flow tests, and ignition of the exhaust
gases was precluded. The cold flow hardware was used also for single element
hot fire testing.
Gas samples are taken with the twenty element probe which can be
traversed axially and radially throughout the complete mixing zone. The rake
shown in detail in Figure lO has 20 total pressure and 3 static probes to yield
mass flux data. The individual probes are arranged so that by rotating the
rake, fine sampling of the flow field can be obtained at any radial and circum-
ferential location. Composition samples were sequentially drawn through the
total pressure probes and routed to the mass spectrometer via a 24 position
valve.
The individual gas samples were obtained with the sampling system
that connected the total pressure tube of each probe to one of the 24 input
ports of a 24-position single-throw selector valve (Scaniswitch, Mod W1261,
qualified for 500 psia operation). The single output of this valve was con-
nected to the input of the mass spectrometer. Operational experience with the
mass spectrometer indicated that the time constant for the system is on the
order of three seconds. Therefore, the sample selector switch was triggered
every three seconds by a remotely controlled rotary stepping solenoid; and a
complete scan of the injector flow field was accomplished in about 160 sec.
The output of the mass spectrograph consisted of four continuous analog signals
which were related to preset atomic mass numbers. Any four atomic mass numbers
(AMU) may be selected, but for this testing AMU's of 2, 4, and 28 -- corres-
ponding to hydrogen, helium, nitrogen -- were preset. The hydrogen and nitrogen
concentrations gave mixture ratio data. Helium was used to prevent gross face
recirculation.
Measurement of local pressure ratio and total pressure was required
to determine local mass flux. To obtain the necessary precision for mass flux
resolution, both total pressure and the difference between total and static
pressures had to be measured. Therefore, in addition to the sample being con-
nected to the mass spectrograph, the sample had to be monitored for both static
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and total pressure. This was accomplished by connecting the output of the
first Scaniswitch to the home channel of a Scanivalve. The Scanivalve, an
integral 48-position valve and pressure transducer, permits very precise
repeatable data by making up to 48 pressure measurements on the same trans-
ducer. For this testing the Scanivalve used a + 2 psi differential transducer,
providing less than I% full-scale error (+_O.02-psi) and capable of withstand-
ing 500 psi overload in either direction.
The static pressure taps of the pressure rake are connected to the
low side of the Scanivalve differential pressure transducer. To obtain a pres-
sure reading, a solenoid valve was closed, thus putting total pressure on one
side of the differential transducer and static on the other. A separate pres-
sure transducer was used to obtain total pressure. As a system check, a third
transducer measured the absolute static pressure.
A high-accuracy digital data acquisition system was used to record
data during these tests. It provided an on-line digital printout of test data
in engineering units as well as a digital magnetic tape for detailed computer
data reduction. The system has the required accuracy (+ O.Ol% four significant
figures) at reasonable sampling rates. The accuracy requirement was very
important, considering the relatively low velocity flow field and thus small
differences in total and static pressure. The data acquisition system operated
at up to 40 channels per second, with 30 channels of input.
During flow test the propellants were set at a desired flow rate
and mixture ratio. When the flow rates stabilized, chamber pressure was set
using a remotely operated throat pintle. When chamber pressure was set, the
automatic rake scan was started. At the end of the complete rake scan --
which required about 120 sec -- the gas flow was stopped, the system purged,
and the rake repositioned. Marker voltages were recorded that indicated
Scanivalve, Scaniswitch, and isolation valve position. Sufficient scans of the
data system were made to assure that steady-state pressure and concentration
data are obtained.
The same setup and procedures as described above were used in both
the single element and multiple element cold flow testing. To permit use of
the same rake for the multiple element testing, it was mounted off the center-
line of the chamber, centered on one of the elements. Rotation of the aft
closure relative to the injector permitted mapping the complete injector face.
2. Cold Flow Data Acquisition and Reduction
The initial step in reduction of a typical cold flow test was to
create an Engineering Unit File (EUF) from the raw signal received by the
digital acquisition system. The full data acquisition process is outlined in
Figure 90. The EUF computed and created a master tape that contained the
fol lowing informati on.
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aQ
b.
c.
d.
Local sample pressure
Local sample composition
Rake sample position
System flow parameters
This program adjusted the data for tare values of pressure, compo-
sition and flow rate. Pressure data sampling was adjusted for transducer zero
shift which was monitored continuously during the test. Composition data as
recorded on the EUF was corrected by two factors: (I) the raw mass spectro-
meter peak voltage reading (for a particular species) was reduced according to
the average voltage residual recorded during the time in which pressure data
were being sampled. That is, the mass spectrometer transmitted a small voltage
reading (on the order of ten percent of a typical steady-state peak height
sample) when it was not actually sampling gas, which was subtracted from
regular composition voltage values; (2) the second correction involved adjust-
ing the mole fraction data to maintain consistency with a known composition
calibration gas, which was continuously sampled by the mass spectrometer.
Essentially, the calibration gas was utilized to calculate the constants KI,
K_, and K3 in the following equation. The equation is derived from the fact
tnat the Hartial pressure of a particular species is proportional to its mole
fraction in a gaseous mixture.
K1 " PHI (B-I)
Xl = K1 " PHI + K2 " PH2 + K3 " PH3
where:
x I = mole fraction of species one
PHI = mass spectrometer peak height voltage for species one
PH2 : mass spectrometer peak height voltage for species two
PH3 = mass spectrometer peak height voltage for species three
When both of the adjustments have been made, the composition data for each
rake position were entered in the EUF summary table.
System parameters such as weight flows, pressures and temperatures
were averaged over the time period. All data was then stored on tape where it
served as input to the analysis program Datnal. Following tape storage of the
engineering unit file summary block, the data analysis program acquired the
EUF data and computed the key test analysis parameters. It first calculated
parametric test data based on system information and computed 24 non-
dimensional parameters such as injection velocity momentum ratio, velocity
ratio and delta velocity. These variables were based on the run conditions
and injector geometry of the particular test.
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Measured_P and static pressure matrices were computed. A complete
flow and composition matrix was constructed by assuming flow field symmetry.
Thus the data in the nonmeasuredquadrants was constructed from the data in the
measuredquadrant. For someelements(doublets and parallel sheets)symmetry
was based on a 180° section of the flow field ratherthan a 90° section.
Figure I0 of the main report shows the rake element locations. Probe 1 lies
on the zero-degree boundary, while probe 8 lies on the ninety-degree boundary.
The measuredtotal pressure matrix was calculated by adding corresponding terms
of the delta pressure and static pressure matrices.
The local mixture ratio matrix was calculated with the equation
shown below, from the mole fraction data obtained from the EUF program.
(MFN2) 1 x MWN2
(O/F)1 : (MFH2) 1 x MWH2 (B-2)
Local total mass fluxes were calculated based on subsonic compres-
sible flow equations, where the gaseous mixture properties (ratio of specific
heats, molecular weight) used to solve the equation were calculated based on
the mole fraction data input from the EUF program. In essence, local proper-
ties were obtained for the flowing mixture based on mass or mole weighting
local nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium properties.
The analysis of the engineering unit data was accomplished in a
program termed DATNAL. After the local mass flux and mixture ratio matrices have
been established from the EUF program, DATNAL was used to characterize the total
chamber flow field. The total, fuel, and oxidizer local mass flux matrices
were integrated over the entire chamber. The integrated mixture ratio through
any radial location was calculated by dividing the integrated oxidizer flow
rate by the integrated fuel flow rate. Typically, integrated flow rates do
not equal measured flow rates when the entire chan_)er flow field is examined.
Most tests were characterized by integrated flow rates that were higher than
the measured value. The reason was suspected to be chamber recirculation
zones. To characterize all cold flow tests on a common basis, key analysis
parameters were typically compared at the radial location, R-. R is the radial
location at which the integrated mass flow rate (oxidizer and fuel) equals the
measured flow rate. If the flow field integrates low, Ris equated to the
chamber wall radius (0.75 in.).
The analysis parameters Em, r(m and percent c* were computed.
is the mixing coefficient, defined by the equation below.
Em = lOO - _ v_O _ Mtl} z _f v_to n Mtl ]
Em
(B-3)
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Em is the central parameter in cold flow element modeling. It was calculated
for the six flow regions formed by considering each rake probe radial location
to be the outside flow streamline. Emwas also calculated at R by interpo-
lating between the Em values at the bounding radial positions. The R Em was
the value which was usually utilized in intra- and inter-element correlative
analysis.
nm is a mass-weighted mixture ratio distribution term defined by
the following equation:
In (_ti1 (O/F) i n v_I_tt} (O/F)olnm = I00 s x +o o (B-4)
Effectively, nm indicates the mass-weighted deviation from nominal mixture
ratio, nm is calculated through the same flow field boundaries as Em. Per-
cent nominal c* was the final analysis parameter calculated in DATNAL. It was
determined by calculating a local c* matrix based on local values of O/F. The
local c* distribution was mass-weighted, integrated and divided by the total
integrated mass flow rate to produce a c* value characteristic of a particular
test. Percent nominal c* was found by dividing test c* by nominal c* at the
flow field integrated mixture ratio. Percent c* was calculated for the same
regions and at R in similar manner to Em and nm.
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APPENDIX C
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Summaries of the single element and multi-element hot fire test series
performance are presented in Tables VII, VIII, XII and XIII of the main report.
Included in these tables for each test are the test conditions (Pc, O/F, and
propellant temperatures), the one-dimensional equilibrium specific impulse and
characteristic velocity for the test conditions, the delivered vacuum specific
impulse, the delivered characteristic velocity based on Pc-l, Pc-2, and thrust,
and the delivered Isp, C* (Pc-l), and energy release efficiencies. The tech-
niques used to calculate the various performance parameters are described
herein.
The chamber pressure values reported in the performance have been cor-
rected to stagnation condition_, i.e.
Pc-I : (Pc-l)meas (Pt/P) (C-l)
Pc-2 = (Pc-2)meas (pt/P) (C-2)
where:
y/(y-l)
(Pt/P) = (I + I_-M 2) (C-3)
y = f (O/F) (C-4)
M = f (¥, _c ) (C-5)
The chamber pressure calculated in the above manner is equivalent to the throat
stagnation pressure providing that no additional momentum pressure loss occurs
within the combustion chamber between the Pc tap location and the nozzle throat
and that parallel flow conditions exist at the pressure tap location. The
Pc-I pressure tap is located on the combustion chamber wall immediately upstream
of the contraction section, while the Pc-2 tap is located on the chamber wall
an inch or more upstream of the Pc-I tap. In reality, the Pc-I static pressure
is probably increased by the subsonic deceleration caused by the flow turning
at the inlet to the contraction section. In addition, both the Pc-I and Pc-2
static pressure measurements should be corrected (lowered) for losses due to
heat addition and friction downstream of the pressure tap location. The exact
pressure correction, however, is a function of the gas properties, chamber
contour, tap location, and the energy release profile established by the injec-
tion and mixing process. The derivation and calculation of these correction
factors was beyond the scope of this effort. However, the thrust based C*
and energy release efficiency (ERE) are not affected by these considerations.
The theoretical (ODE) specific impulse and characteristic,velocity are
computed using the ODE option of the JANNAF TDK computer program_16). The
calculations are made on the basis of one-dimensional flow assuming complete
chemical equilibrium. For these calculations, the oxidizer was assumed to be
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comprised of 99.398% 02, 0.549% Ar, and 0.053% N2 on a mass basis. The fuel
was assumed to be comprised entirely of H2. The effect of mixture ratio,
chamber pressure, propellant temperature, and expansion area ratio were con-
sidered in evaluating the theoretical performance for each data point.
The delivered specific impulse (Ispd) is calculated from the ratio of
the measured thrust corrected to vacuum conditions (F + Pa Ae) to the total
propellant flow rate. The delivered characteristic velocity is calculated
by two methods. In the first method, c* is calculated by the conventional
chamber pressure basis, i.e.
c* = Pc At gc/Qt
where Pc is the measured value (Pc-l or Pc-2) corrected to stagnation condi-
tions and At is based on the measured cold throat diameter. No corrections
are applied for the nozzle throat discharge (two-dimensional) or boundary
layer (displacement thickness) effects on c*. In the second method, the
characteristic velocity is calculated on the basis of measured thrust and
an analytical estimate of the delivered thrust coefficient (CF). Thus, the
thrust based c* is calculated as follows:
c* (F) = Ispd gc/CFd
where:
Ispd = Fvac/_ t
CFd = CF (ODK)* (nDIV - AFBL/Fvac)
nDIV = Divergence Efficiency
aFBL = Boundary layer thrust decrement from the
nozzle throat to the exit
The nozzle divergence efficiency (nDIV) is evaluated using the charts from
Appendix A of CPIA No. 178 (Ref. 17) while the boundary layer thrust decrement
is evaluated using the turbulent boundary layer charts of Appendix B of CPIA
No. 178. The thrust base c* is equivalent to the chamber pressure c* since no
correction has been made for the chamber boundary layer and heat loss effects
and the throat discharge coefficient effect.
The specific impulse efficiency is the percentage ratio of the delivered
Isp to the ODE Isp. The c* efficiency is the percentage ratio of the delivered
c* based on Pc-I to the ODE c*. Finally, the energy release efficiency is com-
puted as follows:
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whe re:
ERE = (I.0 - ERL/Isp (ODE)) * I00
ERL = Isp (ODE) - Ispd - [AIsD KL + Alsp DL + _Isp BL]
Alsp KL = Kinetic performance loss
Alsp DL = Divergence performance loss
_Isp BL = Boundary layer performance loss
The performance losses used to calculate the energy release loss (ERL)
from the measured specific impulse were determined as follows:
The kinetic performance loss accounts for the performance degradation
because of chemical recombination lag during the gas expansion process. It
is calculated using the ODK option of the JANNAF Two Dimensional Kinetic
Computer program. Reaction rates used for the kinetic calculations were
those recommended by the JANNAF Liquid Rocket Performance Subcommittee
(Ref. 18). The kinetic loss was computed as the difference between the ODE
and ODK specific impulse at the test conditions under consideration, i.e.,
Alsp KL = Isp (ODE) - Isp (ODK)
Nozzle divergence loss is a measure of the performance which is lost
due to non-axially directed momentum at the nozzle exit. The divergence
efficiency used to calculate the Isp performance loss was taken from
Figure A-I of CPIA No. 178. The performance loss is then computed as follows:
Alsp DL = [Ispd/T'DIV] - Ispd
The boundary layer loss (BLL), which accounts for the degradation in
performance due to shear drag and heat transfer, was evaluated using the
simplified design charts presented in Appendix B of CPIA No. 178. In the
case of the single element test data where the heat loss was often substantial
(0 5 to 12% of Is ), an additional heat loss term was included in the boundary
• p .
layer loss calculation. The shear drag effect was included using the simpli-
fied boundary charts assuming an adiabatic chamber wall. Next, the heat loss
effect on performance was estimated by calculating the total heat transfer from
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the chamber based on the heat flux data calculated from the thrust chamber
thermocouple measurements*. The performance loss was calculated as follows:
AIsp = Isp (ODK) 1 - OTo
where:
AT = sQ/Cp @t
T : f (O/F)
o
C = f (O/F)
P
The total boundary layer loss is taken as the sum of the shear drag and heat
flux components. The above procedure was used to calculate the boundary layer
performance loss because it accounted for the test-to-test differences in heat
transfer effects without expensive test-to-test TBL computer analysis. The
procedure was checked for a few selected injector/chamber combinations and it
was found that the boundary layer loss was within 5% of the boundary layer
loss value calculated using the JANNAF TBL computer program analysis procedure.
* sQ = f q dA, where q (heat flux - Btu/in.2-sec) is evaluated from a curve
fit of the 4 experimental values. Within the chamber contraction section
the heat flux was assumed to be inversely proportional to the chamber
diameter to the 1.8 power (q _ D-I-8). For the -2 chamber, in which the
last thermocouple measurement is 3.75 inches from the nozzle throat, the
heat flux in the chamber downstream of the last thermocouple was assumed
to increase to the theoretical value i.e., qtheo = DB * _t (T O - 500)DI.8.
Since nearly 2/3's of the -2 chamber contained no thermal instrumentation,
the heat flux and thus the resulting boundary layer performance loss for
this configuration is much less certain than the B.L. losses calculated
for the shorter -I and -3 chambers.
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APPENDIX D
HEAT TRANSFER EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Sinqle and multiple element thermal data was evaluated using the same
basic r,_thods. Local -_eat flu_ values were obtained and the ratio of local
heat flux to nominal heat /lu>" was computed.
Velues of local heat flux in the case of the single element testing
were obtained using a ,lata reduction com_uter program written specifically
for this test program. I_ essence this computer' program performed a heat
C i . _,balance on an interior elemer:t of the hamster accounting for heat trans-
ferred throuqh the wall and heat conducted to or from adjacent elements. An
internal surface heat flux trar_sient was inferred based on the wall acting as
a heat sink, with correlatiq;jns for axial ana circumferential conduction. A
_yyeL_,ion was also made f_)_ heat loss L_ a cor, star_t temperature sink or to an
external mas_ such as a flange. Thus,
Heat Flux = (Internal Surface Area) -l (Heat Storage Rate (D-l)
+ Axial Heat Loss + Circumferential Heat Loss
+ Heat Loss to Sink)
In the case of the full scale 6660 N, (1500 Ibf) hardware, a different
heat flux technique was used. The local values of heat flux were obtained
from the wall temperature measurements by inputting them as boundary condi-
tions to transient conduction models for the chamber walls. These transient
models were constructed within the framework of the SINDA computer program
(Ref. 19). Two dimensional and one dimensional models were utilized. Heat
flux values were calculated by assuming a linear temperature gradient between
the gas-side surface and the first interior node (a distance of about 0.060 in.).
[he equation for experimental heat flux is given as Equation D-2.
(Grad) AT
#exp .... A- .......
s
_'exp = experimental heat flux (Btu/sec in. 2)
(D-2)
2 ._,RALK
Grad ...... _r ...... conductance between surface node
and first interior node
/_T = Temperature difference between surface node
and first interior node
A = Surface node area
s
R = Average radius between surface node and first
interior node
AI. = Axial length of nodes
/,r---: Radial Histance between surface node and first
interior n_!de
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This approach for calculating heat flux has been employed in previous programs
at ALRC; however, only one-dimensional conduction models were used previously.
Two-dimensional conduction models were used as much as possible to analyze
data from the -l and -2 full scale chambers. It was found that heat fluxes
calculated with the 2-D model were about 15% lower in the throat region than
the l-D values. Smaller differences were noted upstream and downstream of
the throat.
The two-dimensional node network were determined for both the -l and -2
chambers, while a one-dimensional model was used for the L* section data.
While processing the data, the situation sometimes occurred where one of the
surface temperatures was not measured. In these cases, the radial string of
nodes attached to the missing surface node was eliminated from the analysis
by assuming it was insulated from the adjacent node strings. This assumption
probably produced less accurate heat flux values and in some cases produced
a one-dimensional analysis.
Axial heat flux distributions and the effect of chamber geometry, O/F,
Pc and propellant temperature on heat flux were evaluated in terms of the heat
flux ratio defined below:
Measured heat flux
Heat flux ratio = Nominal heat flux
The nominal heat flux values were calculated from a turbulent flow correlation
for heat transfer coefficient (Equation D-3) which was then used in
Equation (D-4) :
hg = 0.026 _ Re0"8 Pr0"4 (D-3)
where hg is evaluated based on nominal combustion gas properties.
Measured heat flux, _ = hg (TO - Tw) (D-4)
where:
T = theoretical combustion temperature
o
T = gas-side wall temperature 523K (960 R) (assumed to
w be representative)
Equation (D-3) is a correlation for heat transfer coefficient in fully
developed turbulent pipe flow. This equation is commonly known to ALRC as the
DB equation and can also be stated in the more familar form shown as Equation
(D-B).
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hg
v)tO'8
= DBdT.8 , Btu/in.2-sec-°F (D-5)
where:
DB= the DBfactor given as output by the THERMOCALcomputer
program (includes all physical properties and the
appropriate constants )
Experience at ALRChas shown that Equation (D-5) also yields reasonable
predictions for heat flux within rocket thrust chambers. In actual design
practice, the 0.026 correlation coefficient is often adjusted to account for
contraction ratio and injector streaking effects. The 0.026 value was used
in this study because of convenience and because it yields a representative
heat flux value which is adequate for comparing the relative heat transfer
characteristics of injector elements. Use of a heat flux ratio for comparing
the element heat transfer characteristics is preferred to the use of heat flux
alone because the ratio accounts for the knowneffects of massflux and
physical properties variations (O/F and Pc variations) in fully developed flow.
The heat flux ratio parameter, groups someof the data reasonably well,
but does not yield a completely generalized correlation for injector element
heat transfer characteristics. The ratio does characterize the relative
severity of the heat transfer environment produced by each element and shows
the effects of O/F and Pc variations over the above the effect normally
expected due to overall changes in massflux and gas physical properties.
Axial distributions of the heat flux ratio were obtained for each injector
element tested and are discussed in the main section of the report.
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APPENDIX E
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

AAPS
Ar
a
B
C
C*
CR
D"
D
Da
d
E
ERE
ERL
F
F-O-F
G
g
h
I
a
K
k
Area, Alumel
Aux i I i ary Propu I s ion Sys tern
Argon
constant in Rupe equation
Mixing correlation parameter
coefficient, chromel, constant, specific heat
characteristic velocity
contraction ratio
apparent showerhead diameter
Diameter
combustion influence parameter
differential
Efficiency, activation energy, element
energy release (combustion) efficiency
energy release loss
Fuel, thrust, interaction exponent
Two fuels impinging on ox (Triplet Element)
gaseous, conductance
gravitational constant
hydrogen
heat transfer coefficient
Impulse
Injector related
Empirical factor
thermal conductivity
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LL*
In
M
ME
MP
MW
N
n
Om
0
O/F
O-F-O
ODE
ODK
P
Pd
Pr
Q
R
r
Re
R
S
SE
St
length, liquid
characteristic length
natural logarithm
mass flux, Mach number
multiple element
mixing parameters
molecular weight
nitrogen
number of moles
Oxidizer misimpingement fraction
Oxygen
mixture ratio
Two oxidizers
One-dimensional
One-dimensional
Pressure
Dynamic pressure, =
Prandtl number
Energy Release Rate
gas constant, radius
radi us
Reynol ds number
Bounding radius in Em
element spacing
single element
Stanton number
impinging on fuel
equilibrium
kinetic
2
___
2g
(Triplet
cal cul ation
Element)
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TTBL
TJ
TDK
t
U
V
W
X
X
Y
ID
Y
L_
n
n
ii
p
!emperature
turbulant boundary layer
Injector face temperature
two-dimensional kinetic
time, thickness
mass distribution parameter
Vel oci ty
premix fuel slot width
flow rate
axial location, mass fraction
mole fraction
penetrati on parameter
one-dimensional
impingement half angle
non-dimensional parameter
ratio of specific heats
di fferential
boundary layer thickness
area ratio
efficiency, mixing ratio
ERE at area ratio one
viscos ity
oxidizer spray cone angle
3.1416
dens ity
summations
heat flux, fan propagation angle, resultant spray cone angle
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Subscripts
a
c
cold
comb
d
e
eq
eql
exp
f
g
h
i
ii
in
int
J
l
m
n
nn
nom
axial, average, axisymetric, ambient
chamber, coaxial, combustion
refers to cold flow length
refers to combustion chamber length
doublet, discharge, diameter
exit
equivalent
equilibrium
experi mental
fuel
gas or gas-side
hot, hydraulic
refers to fuel rich streamtube
streamtubes
injector related, injected
integrated
refers to ox rich streamtube
local
mixing
number of fuel rich streamtubes, nominal
number of oxidizer streamtubes, nominal
number of streamtubes
nomi hal
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0ODK
P
s
sp
T
tcv
t
v
wal l
x
oxidizer, overal 1
one-dimensional kinetic
propellant, premix, at constant
swirl er
s peci fi c
reci rcul ation
thrust chamber valve
tangential, total, throat,
venturi
chamber wall properties
axial location
pressure
triplet, tank, two-dimensional
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this guide is to present succinct design procedures for
gaseous propellant injectors. Methods are presented for estimation of combustion
efficiency, chamber heat flux and stability characteristics. Except for
thermochemical data, which are readily available, the design guide contains all
required procedural and empirical data for making preliminary design calculations.
The design procedures are derived from a data base consisting of 405 cold flow and
fire tests with six basic injector element types. Thus, the designer is assured
reliable injector and chamber preliminary designs and associated performance
characteristics.
The design procedures are based primarily on data from NASA Lewis Research
Center Contract NAS 3-14379, Investigation of GH2/GO 2 Combustion. However,
industry wide data sources for gaseous propellant data were consulted and
utilized in derivation of the design procedures and correlations.
The experimental portion of the subject contract was restricted in scope
to tests using gaseous hydrogen/gaseous oxygen propellants under test conditions
representative of auxiliary propulsion systems, APS, for the Space Shuttle.
However, from the start, the motivation for this program was a recognition
of the fact that no significant design procedures were available for injectors
using propellants which are both in the gaseous state. Therefore, the intent
during the development of design approaches on this contract has been to make
them as applicable as possible to all gaseous propellant injectors.
It became apparent that this could be done most effectively by pursuing
two approaches to gaseous injector modeling. The first approach had the objective
of using the test data and correlating it directly with injector/chamber design
parameters which are recognized from both theoretical and empirical standpoints
as the controlling variables. This approach was defined as the Empirical Model
and is located in Sectionll of this document. It has the advantages of
(]) inherently being the most accurate procedure for gaseous injectors which are to
-l-
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be designed within the operating envelopes and using the samepropellants as this
program, and (2) simplicity in the calculation procedure itself. Both of these
advantages accrue from the process used to develop the model, i.e., it was de-
rived directly from the test data and only correlated with the sensitive design
and operating parameters. However the Empirical Model has a corresponding dis-
advantage; it lacks generality since it stressed utilization of the test data
and did not concentrate on quantifying the mechanistic causal relationships
of the mixing combustion process itself. Therefore it should be used with
caution when the desired propellant combination or operating envelopes differ
significantly from those used on this program.
The second approach had the objective of understanding the mixing/com-
bustion process to the maximumextent possible, using both available theoretical
knowledgeand new techniques suggested and developed from close observation of
the test data. This approach was defined as the Analytical Model and is located
in Section III of this document. It is somewhatmore complex than the Empirical
Model, but it has quantitatively characterized the mixing/combustion process for
gaseous propellants so that it is general in nature and can handle all gaseous
propellants and operating conditions. To make this procedure practical many
second-order physical and mathematical influences had to be ignored. However,
the procedure is based on sound principles and accurate modeling of the first
order influences. It places at the disposal of the designer a preliminary design
tool that is broadly applicable and should be particularly valuable in trade-off
studies that need to consider both the influence of design parameters and propellan
combinations. Further it provides the foundation that can later be calibrated,
if required, in any particular region of interest encompassing gaseous propellant
thrusters.
Both the Empirical Model and Analytical Model are described in detail in
the main volume of the final report. This design handbook provides only the
procedural steps, with most of the required information displayed in charts,
graphs, and tables for clarity of presentation. The figures and tables applicable
-2-
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to each methodology are located at the back of their respective sections.
An example problem is included for each procedure, so that the reader can be
assured that he is using the model correctly. The nomenclature is listed at
the end of the handbook and comprises Section IV of this document.
-3-

II EMPIRICAL MODEL
A. Introduction
This portion of the Design Handbook is intended to provide
a design approach for estimating combustion performance, chamber heat flux
and stability of GH2-GO2 rocket engines based on empirical data correlations.
The sources of data for the calculation procedures were from test series
conducted over the following ranges of operating conditions:
Injector mixture ratio, O/F
Injector orifice area ratio, Af/A °
Chamber pressure, N/cm 2 (psia)
Propellant temperature, °K (°R)
1 to 8
0.5 to 2
68 to 340 (I00 to 500)
167 to 333 (300 to 600)
The injector element types used to obtain these correlations
and their basic characteristics are identified in Table I. The accuracy
of the combustion performance and chamber heat flux correlations are generally
within the measurement accuracies of the test data used for the correlations
(See Final Report). The stability characteristics are correlated with injector
pressure drop for low frequency data, and the high frequency data is tabulated
with corresponding design and operating conditions.
The performance correlation of this section of the Design Handbook
should be used to determine combustion performance predictions only i.e., energy
release efficiency, ERE. The mixing efficiency, Em, correlations are different
in some cases if the end product desired is a predicted cold flow Em and not
ERE. The cold flow E correlations and the reasons for their deviation from
m
the corresponding hot fire values are contained in Reference I. Section III,
Analytical Model, includes calculational procedures which are applicable to
obtaining both cold flow and hot fire Em predictions.
B. Combustion Performance Prediction
The calculation procedure is structured such that it analyzes an
engine point design and predicts aspecific combustion perfornlance efficiency.
-4-
ll.B. Combustion Performance Prediction (cont.)
In general, a desired performance level must be found by iterations of the
design variables, as shown in the following flow chart.
.
Problem Specification
I. Injector design and
operating variables
I Chamber Length,Lcomb
Equivalant Colu iFlow Length (Lcold)
Lcold ] 3. Mixing Efficiency
7
Iterate Design
Variables
,
L
im
Combusti on
Performance
ERE
STEP NO.
I. To begin, a complete specification of the problem must be given.
The following items must be either known, assumed or calculated:
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Chamber length
Injection element type
Mixture ratio
Injection orifice area ratio
02 and H2 injection velocity
Element size
2. Using Figure 1 and the known chamber length, determine an equivalent
cold flow length. (For elements not shown on this curve, an engineering judge-
ment will have to be used to select the most applicable generic curve depicted
on Figure I; e.g., for unlike impinging elements such as doublets, pentads, or
-5-
II._. Combustion Performance Prediction (cont.)
STEPNO.
o
,
quad]ets, the triplet curve would be the most applicable).
Compute the mixing efficiency, Em, using the equations and figures
listed in Table II. Em for elements that are not represented can
be approximated by selecting the closest generic element type. For
swirler elements with less than Vt/V a = l.O, combustion performance
can be estimated by using the correlation displayed in Figure 6 for
the effect of Vt/V a on ERE.
Determine the energy release efficiency (ERE_y using Figure 7 which
is the correlation between ERE and Em. For the external impinging
elements (F-O-F triplet), the mixture ratio dependent curves should
be used. For all other elements, use the O/F = 4 curve.
An example problem, illustrating the use of this technique to calculate
ERE is enclosed as the last subsection (II.E.) of the Empirical Model.
C. Heat Transfer Predictions:
This portion of the design guide provides estimates for the
combustion chamber heat flux. Use Figure8 where the estimated to nominal heat
flux ratio,_ /_nom,iS displayed as a function of oxidizer to fuel injection
momentum ratio. This ratio is the estimated wall heat flux to the heat flux
based on nominal properties of the combustion products.
equation:
The nominal heat flux, _nom" is calculated from the following
Onom 0.026 k/D Re "8 Pr "4= (Tcomb - Tw)
-6-
ll.B. Combustion Performance Prediction (cont.)
where:
D = Local diameter
Re = (_U) e D =
Pr =
T ___
conlb
T _._
W
k
Reynolds number based on diameter, over-
all mass flux, and gas properties at
nominal O/F and P and adiabatic wall
temperature, c
Prandtl number of combustion gases based
on nominal O/F and P and adiabatic wal
temperature, c
Nozzle mass flux (one dimensional flow value)
Thermal conductivity, viscosity, and specific heat of
combustion gases at nominal O/F and Pc and adiabatic
wall temperature.
Theoretical combustion temperature
Nominal design gas side wall temperature
Calculate a nominal heat flux using the above equation or a similar
technique. Then determine the chamber heat flux ratio, _est/Bnom for the first
3.8 cm (1.5 in) from the injector face by referring to Figure 8 for a particular
element and injection momentum ratio. The estimated value is the product of the
heat flux ratio and the nominal heat flux:
Best
_est = nom _nom
Estimated heat flux values at other chamber stations can be estimated using
the experimental observation that the heat flux ratio tended to a ,:alue of one at
throat plane independent of element type. The Best/_no m value at any station is
determined by linearly scaling the head end _est/Bnom as a function of injector
to throat distance. The following equation can be used to calculate a heat flux
ratio at any chamber length.
Best Best _ X bl + X
x h Lcom Lcomb
-7-
D. Stability
The injector designer should be aware that both low and high
frequency instabilities can occur using GH2-GO2 propellants under the conditions
specified at the start of this section. Low frequency stability criteria for
momentum mixing and shear mixing elements are shown in Figure 9A and B. This
data should be used as an approximate guide to stiffness requirements. The
high frequency stability data listed in Table III in conjunction with the
engine system schematic shown in Figure lO, constitutes a consistent set of data
which can be used by the injector designer iN conjunction with existing
analytical models such as Reference 5.
E. Sample Problem for Hot Fire Performance (Empirical Model)
TASK: Predict the following:
Injector/chamber design required to achieve a ERE = 98%
GIVEN DESIGN REqU.IR.EMENTS:
Oxidizer: GO2
Fuel: GH2
Fva c = l,O00 Ibf
P = 300 psia
C
O/F = 4.0
= 40:I
T = 540°R
P
Injector Allowable
Oxid:
Fuel :
_P
60 psi (max)
60 psi (max)
ASSUMEU PRELIMINARY uESIGN PARAMETERS:
Element Type:
Lcomb:
F/E:
Shear Co-Axial
5in.
50 Ib
f
-8-
II.E. Sample Problem for Hot Fire Performance (Empirical Model) (cont.)
CALC ULAT IONS:
Number of elements N
F I000
= FIE = _-0 = 20
and
Isp vac ode = 453.5 Ibf-seclbm (Source: JANNAF One Din_nsional
Kinetic Program, Ref. 2)
Fixed Isp Losses = 15 Ibm
Ibf-sec [assumed using JANNAF
procedure Ref. 3)
Perfect Injector I = 453.5 - 15 = 438.5 Ibf-sec
sp Ibm
The delivered Specific Impulse (Ispd) = ERE x 438.5 = .98 x 438.5 = 430 Ibf-s
Solving for weight flows
Total flow rate (WT)
Fuel flow rate (Wf)
F
I
spd
WT
I+ OIF
1000 Ibm
= 2.33 set
2.33 Ibm
= = .467
5 sec
Oxidizer flow rate (Wo) = WT - Wf = 2.33 - .467 = 1.86 seclbm
Total pressure at injection inlet (Po)
p = p +_P
o c
On oxidizer side use .lO P as a _P criteria.
c
-9-
II.E. Sample Problem for Hot Fire Performance (Empirical Model) (cont.)
Po = .I Pc = .I x 300 : 30 psia
On fuel side use all the available drop i.e., 60 psia.
APf = 60 psia
One should note that this value of_Pf is in the range of expected stability
problems as shown in Figure 9 of this handbook.
and
Pc ) Pc= +4poPoT Pc
300
= - .910
330
= P + A Pf 36---0- =
fT ," c
From isentropic relationships the Mach numbers are:
Mach NO.ox = .37
Mach NO.fuel = .515
and solving for injection velocity:
Vf = .515 _g_ = .515 404 x 32.2 x 766.4 x 540
Vo = .37 _g_ = .37
i
1.395 x 32.2 x 48.3 x 540
The _V ratio is:
u
= 2220 fps
405 fps
Vf - Vo 2220 - 405
V 405
0
= 4.5
and determining orifice injection area Ao
-lU-
II .E. SampleProblem for Hot Fire Performance (Empirical Model)
Wo Ro To 1.86 x 48.3 x 540
A :
o Pc Vo N 300 x 405 x 20
(cont.)
= .020 in2
and diameter (D)
0
DO = _
From Figure l @ Lcomb of 5,Lcold is:
I/2
.160 in.
Lcold = .88 in.
and
.88 5.5
Lcol d/Do = .-T60--=
and from Equation l of Table lithe mixing efficiency Em is calculated from the
following expression:
[<<c1Em = lO0 - 26.2 In LcoldiDeq)
From Figure 2 determine Kc at Vf - Vo (Deqo/DH o)I.6 = 4.5
Vo
Kc = 14.6
_4.6]
Em = lO0 -26.2 In L_) =
74.4%
and from Figure 7 the ERE is 97.6%. If this first try had not agreed with
the ERE goal, the above procedure would have to be repeated, varying
preliminary design parameters such as, F/E, Lcomb or element type until
agreement had been achieved.
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SHEAR MIXING ELEMENTS
Unstable
0 Swirl Vt/V ° = 0.5
O" Swirl Vt/V a = 1.0
Coaxial
Open Symbols - Stable
Half Open - Marginally
Stable
Closed Unstable
• am
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7
Injector Pressure Drop - Fuel Circuit, (AP/Pc) F
PENETRATION MIXING ELEMENTS
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FIGURE 9.
/< Triplet
z3 Premi x
z _A Open Symbols - Stable
Closed - Unstable
&
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
Injector Pressure Drop - Fuel Circuit (AP/Pc)f
LOW FREQUENCY STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF CASEOUS I[IJECTOR
ELEMENT
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III ANALYTICAL MODEL
A6 Introduction and General Procedure
The analytical model described in this section can be used
by the designer to select the element type and independently vary injector
and chamber design parameters to determine performance and chamber heat flux
predictions. The effects of allowable ranges of feed system pressure drops,
element geometry and size, and hydraulic characteristics a|so can be evaluated
by the model. The chamber length parameter can be varied parametrically
to analyze the effect of length on mixing rate. The chamber contraction ratio
and design (or experimental test) wall temperature need to be specified only
if chamber heat flux estimate_ are required.
The flow chart shown in Figure II illustrates how the general-
ized analytical model is utilized to predict either cold flow or combustion
performance and chamber wall heat flux. The upper left block represents
required model input data which must either be specified by system design require-
ments or assumed as preliminary design criteria. The Injector, Chamber, and
Element Selection blocks represent the designer's discretion in selecting the
design combination which best satisfies all of his requirements. The upper
central blocks may be bypassed if chamber heat flux estimates or combustion
performance effects are not required. The bottom group of blocks convert the
non-dimensional mixing parameters Ba or Bt into oxidizer-rich and fuel-rich
stream tube mixture ratios. The two upper right blocks list the tables which
contain generalized equations used to predict performance and chamber heat
flux, respectively, for all element types.
B. Description of Calculational Procedure
The above outlined procedure can be used as a generalized
model to calculate local mixing distributions. For the elements specifically men-
tioned, both oxidizer and fuel calculational procedures are defined step-by-ste9
in Tables IV thru IX. For elements not listed, the appropriate generalized
equations can be developed by following the modeling instructions given in the
-26-
III.B. Description of Calculational Procedure (cont.)
final report. Appropriate equations to calculate hydraulic diameters at the
injector face plane and spray angles are listed on the tables if applicable.
The tables specify recommended values of interaction exponents and specify
whether the axi-symmetric correlation Ba or the two dimensional correlation
Bt labeled on Figure 12 should be utilized• As a final output from these
tables, values for mixing correlation parameter, B, are determined. Values for
Bao or Bto and Baf or Btf are then used to enter Figure 12 to determine the local T_
ratios,_j and_i, respectively, which are required in the combustion performance
and chamber heat flux predictions to define the fuel rich and oxidizer rich
stream tube mixture ratios.
If hot-fire performance and/or chamber heat flux values are
required, then combustion influence parameters (Da) must be included
in the calculation. For combustion performance problems several iterations may
be required until the calculated combustion influence parameter converges upon th_
assumed value used in the equations for obtaining the parameter B as defined in
Tables IV through IX. This process is demonstrated in the sample problem in-
cluded at the end of this section.
The combustion influence parameter for ambient temperature
GO2/GH 2 is plotted vs. O/F in Figure 13, and for 82.6% FLOX/CH 4 in Figure 14.
For other propellant combinations, the following procedure must be followed
to determine the combustion influence parameter.
l • One dimensional equilibrium thermochemical data must
be generated for the particular propellant combination
and combustion chamber conditions (inlet temperature
and pressure) over a range of mixture ratios from about
lO-2 to lO2 times stoichiometric proportions. A prografn
such as JANNAF ODE is recommended (See Reference 2).
, From the data obtained in Step l, the combustion in-
fluence parameter can be calculated at each mixture
ratio from the terms in the right hand side of the
following equation:
-27-
III.B. Description of Calculational Procedure (cont.)
Combustion influence parameter = dP dA dV dT dMW
P--_+ T - T - MW
o The combustion influence parameter is then plotted
vs mixture ratio as shown for the two propellant com-
binations used in this section (Figures 13 and 14).
Using the i_ parameters obtained from Figure 12 the
performance and chamber heat flux predictions can be determined according to the
procedures outlined in TaBes X and XI, respectively. The only additional
data required for the performance prediction procedure outlined in Table X are
values for theoretical C* and I vs O/F for the desired propellant combination.
sp
It is recommended that this theoretical data be obtained from the JANNAF ODE
computer program (Reference 2). A sample problem is included in the next section
to assure the reader that he is following correctly the intended calculation
procedure. The only additional data required for the chamber wall heat flux
prediction procedure outlined in Table XI are values for theoretical gas temp-
erature and gas properties vs O/F for the desired propellant combination. The
theoretica] gas temperature can be obtained from the Reference 2 JANNAF program and
the gas properties can be obtained from other sources available to the user such
as Reference 6 for conventional rocket propellants or Reference 4 for air-
hydrocarbon reactants.
After calculating heat fluxes for the oxidizer rich and fuel-
rich stream tubes as outlined in Table XI and comparing them with the nominal
uniform mixture ratio value, the designer must visually examine his injector
pattern layout to identify the local wall mixture ratio. For example, if annular
fuel co-axial elements are used the wall mixture ratio will be fuel rich. Hence
the wall heat flux will be more closely approximated by using _i If external
impinging F-O-F triplets are used, the wall O/F will depend upon element orienta-
tion next to the wall and whether the fuel underpenetrates (Y _C.5 Do) or over-
penetrates (Y _'.5 Do ) the oxidizer jet. In the event of like doublets, pre-
dicted wall heat flux will depend upon whether a fuel doublet or oxidizer doublet
is nearest the wall. For a detailed description of how these factors influenced
chamber heat flux on this program, the reader is referred to the Final Report,
Reference I.
-28-
C. SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR COLD FLOW AND HOT-FIRE PERFORMANCE
TASK: Predict the following performance parameters:
lo
2.
Cold Flow E @ L = 1 & 5 in.
m
Hot Fire E and % C* @ L = 5 in.
m
GIVEN DESIGN REQUIREMENTS:
Oxidizer: 82.6% FLOX
Fuel: CH 4
Fva c = 1,000 Ibfj Pc = I00 psia,
MW T
36.8 400°R
16. 800°R
O/F = 5.75,
P
0.86
3
Ibm/ft
0.19
Ibm/ft j
e = 40:1
•95 x II
Ibm/f t-:
9.0×I _
ibm/ft -
ASSUMED PERFORMANCE GOALS: 96%C*, 92% I
sp
C* (5.75) = 7100 fps;
ASSUMED PRELIMINARY DESIGN PARAMETERS:
I
sp
(e = 40, 5.75) = 42()
Eleme_t Type: Shear Co-Ax
AP C d
Oxid: 15 psi .85
Fuel: 25 psi .75
N = 20
L = 5 in.
CR=3.0
TW
= 1800°R
CALCULATIONS :
In_ec£or Flow Rates
. F
vac
W t =
(% Isp) (Isp, theo
(I,000)
(.92) (420)
= 2.59 Ibm/sec
" O/F "
W = . W
o I + O/F t
5.75
l+ 5.75 (2.59)
= 2.206 Ibm/sec
-29-
Injector Flow Rates (cont.)
t
W£ = i + 0/F
2.59
1 + 5.75
= .384 Ibm/sec
Chamber Design
(%C*) (C*theo) W t
it =
P g
c
• 96 (7100) (2.59)
(i00) (32.2)
2
5.48 in
A = A • CR =
c t
5.48 (3.0)
2
16.5 in
A = A • E =
e t
5.48 (4o) = 219 in 2
In ector Design
_ ,]
V = \I 2 g
o
= 12 in 2 (32 2)
Oo ft " .86
400 fps
Vf =
A
o
12 2 (32.2) .I--_
W
o
V
N Po o Cdo
= ii00 fps
2
(144 i___n ) (2.206)
ft 2
2o (.86) (40o) (.85)
2
.0543 in
Af =
144 (.384)
20 (.19) (Ii00) (.75)
2
.0176 in
4 (.0543 in 2)D O =
= 0.263 in = DHo
Let Tube wall thickness (tw) = .010 in.
D[[ -_ I) + 2 (t)Q w
_ .263 + 2 (.010) = .283 in.
-30-
_jDfl2 4 Af _ 4 (.0176)Df2 = + -- = .2832 +
.320 in.
-HD = Df2- Dfl = .320- .283 = .037 in.f
R% o
Po (Cdo Vo) DHo
U
O
(.86) [.85 (400)] (.263)
in
(.95 x i0"5) (12 _)
= 6.75 × i¢
•19 [.75 (Ii00)] (.037)
Redf = (9.0 x 10 -5 ) ( 12 in)
ft
0.54 x 104
Pd = 1 V2 86 [__4OO]2
O _ DO O = 2 (32.2) _2 in/ftJ =
111oo].19 2
Pdf = 2 (32.2) L 12 j = 24.8 psi
Pd =
eq
Pd +
O
MWo/MW f
Pd
OIF f
i + MWo/MWf
O/F
14.8 psi
14.8 +
(36.8/16)
5.75 [24.8]
Pd = = 17.6 psi
eq 1 + .40
4 (O/F) 4 (5.75)
MWo/_ f = 36.8116.
= i0.0
The above parameter is not within 0.5 to 2.0 range. Therefore we must use
Figure 15 instead of using mole fraction terms in B or B
-- a t
parameters.
Ba @ (I0)
for B B @ (i)
ao a
= 2.43
B_ _ (i0)
for Btf Bt @ (I)
.43
-31
Cold Flow Distribution
L = 1.0 in.
[_ _ (lO>](L/DHo) @ (I _0)]
B =
ao [Cdo (i + Dao ) ].625FRedo].25 _Pdo ]
Llo_J L -- ed
F
o
1.0 q [2.43]
.263 J
B = r- -].625 .25 1.0
ao __L85 +0U JF!4. 
Use the above value of B to find n. from Figure 12.
ao ]
qj
= 0.55) (O/F)j = O/F/ nj = 5.75/.55 = 10.4
Btf
Bt @ (lO)]
(L/DHf) Bt @ (I.0_
_df (I + Daf)] 1.25 _Redf] .25 -I Pdf ]Ff
L -TeJ
= 7.54
Btf
_.i.0 ]
o-frJ[43]
E75 (i + 0)_ 1"2'5
"25_4.8]'5[.054] Lly.6J
Use the above value of Btf to find ni from Figure 12.
qi = 0.66; ni (O/F) = .66 (5.75) = 3.79 = O/F i
29 .C_
U rl.
3
(I - qi ) (I - .66)
= .55
(l - qj) (I - .55)
.415
-3Z-
Uxj = I+ u I + O/F / =
.415
I + .415
1 +5.75
.495
xi = i- xj
E = I00 _ i -
m _ Xj
= i00 [I.0 - .495
I - .495 = .505
<o,,q
1_ (oz_)j _1" x_ L)ZF:l + (o"/F)i]_]
.4 5.75"
- .75- 3.79
,-- + lO._ .75 (I + 3.79)
76.2%
at L = 5 in. (Cold Flow)
Bao = 37.7 nj
Btf = 145 ni
u = 1.16 xj
= .951 O/F = 6.04
J
= .940 OIF = 5.40
i
= .560 X i = .440
I0.29 o.35 \I
E = lO0{i- 56 k6.75) - 44 I = 97
m " " 5._5 _6.40 _] .2%
For Hot Fire Mixing at L = 5 in.
From above cold flow solution at L = 5-in., (O/F). = 6.04 and (O/F) =
3 i
5.40. So from Figure 14
Da = 13.9 at O/Fj _ 6.04
o
Daf = 14.0 at 0/Fi_5.40
However, the above combustion influence parameters were for ambient (540°R)
temperature propellants. Thus, they must be corrected for design inlet temp-
eratures as shown below.
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Assume Da
o
Tre f
(TO ) = [Da (Tre_J To
o
540 OR I _
Dao (400°R) = 13.9 _400oR J --
_i540°R 1
Daf _800 OR) = 14. uI_ = 9.4
/
18.8
Go back and re-calculate hot fire B & B at L = 5 in.
ao tf
B
ao
5.0) [2.43]
.2--_,
_.85 (i + 18. - [6.75]-- 8il "625
nj = .313 O/F. = 18.43 Da o (540°R) = 8.5
5.07
Da
o
"-(400°R) = 8.5 540
400 = 11.5
Iterate on 0/_ andDa
j o
Assume Da _14.0
o
B
a
(l+18 >62si+14_ (5.07) = 6.03
n. = .415 o/E
J J
.540.
Dao = 10.3 (_-_)
= 13.8
= 13.9
Da
o
(540°R) = 10.3
O.K. (Close enough)
Similarly for hot fire fuel
Btf
-5.o I
0-_7! [0.43]
•_F,5 (I + 9.4 "25F24.8-I 0"0[054]
= 9.25
rji == • 32 O/F. = 1.841 Daf (540°R) = 7.6
Daf (800°R) = 8.6
540
8OO
5.1
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On next iteration assume Daf _ 6.0
_ + 9.4.-] 1.25 (9.25) = 15.2
= .45 O/Fi = 2.59n i
Daf (800°R) = 9.5 540 =8O0
(1 - .45 )
u = .415 = .39(I - .415)
Daf
6.4
(540°R )
OoK.
X°
J
= 95
(Close enough)
•3_.__9_ i + 13"8 _1.39 i + 5.75
X. = .615 X. = .385
.l z
Em = i00 [i, .61 5 (13.8 - 5.75_14.8 3.16 9__.385 5.75 x 5.5 =
60.7%
Notice the difference from 97.2% cold flow E to 60,7% hot fire E with same
m m
propellants and chamber length. Combustion Em at 5 in. is less than 76.2%
cold flow E at I in.
m
%C* =
C* (O/F)
.615 [5540] + .385 [6600] 5950
%C* .... 83.8%
7100 7100
Note that for this initial preliminary injector design that the predicted
combustion performance is significantly lower than the 96% design goal assumed.
At this point 3 options are available to the designer:
I. Increase numbers of injection element, N _20, to decrease
hydraulic diameters to improve efficiency.
o Increase chamber length to improve mixing.
-35-
1teristics.
Select another element type which has higher mixing charac-
Option 1 may be limited by already narrow fuel annulus gap, tf = 1/2
(Df2 - Dfl) = .0185 in. Option 2 for present injector requires factor of 2.5
to 3.0 increase in present chamber length and may be impractical. Option
3 appears most attractive.
Go back and re-iterate until a satisfactory design is achieved.
In any event this one hour hand calculation using the generalized charts
will have prevented the designer from selecting a dismal performing injector in
spite of its attractive 97.2% Em which could be expected from experimental cold
flow tests.
-36-

I(Cold Flow)
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TABLE IV
SHEAR COAXIAL ELEMENT EQUATIONS
Diffusion
Characteristic :
Hydraulic
Diameter:
OXIDIZER
Axi- Syrmne t r ic
DHo _-- i_ 1 1/2
COLD FLOW
Da = 0.0
o
F -- 1.0
O
FUEL
Two- Dime n s iona 1
DHf = Df2 - Dfl
Daf = 0.0
Ff = 0.5
Dao = f (O/F)j
F = 0.2
O
HOT FIRE
Daf = f (O/F) i
Ff = 0.0
B
ao
(L/DRo) 4 (O/F) ]0.45
MW ° /MWf
_do (i + Dao) ]
0.625 Redo .25 p_o I
F
O
Btf
(L/DHf)
•_8 11.25 .25
L-CTod
NOTES :
Io
,< and
i_o/_f I is not 7 0.5 and _ 2.0 in Bao
t..J
use mole fraction correction factor in Figure 15 to evaluate
MW°IMWfJ -42-
Btf equationsl

Diffusion
Characteristics:
Hydraulic
Diameter:
TABLE V
SWIRLER COAXIAL ELEMENT EQUATIONS
OXIDIZER
Two-DimensionaJ
ID_o = "_ 1-_doCdo
Da = 0.0
o
F = 0.5
o
COLD FLOW
FUE_____L
Two-Dimens ional
DHf = Df 2
Daf = 0.0
Ff = 0.5
Df i
Da ° = f (O/F)j
F = 0.0
o
HOT FIRE
Daf = f (O/F) i
Ff = 0.0
(O/F) tan c_O _IL<°IF>+%_os_o
(i + Daf) tan
-i
= tan
(I + Da o ) Cdo tan ¢
_ I + 8 _( Red__o .7 .2<LID>o*= _ 1-_-F=-_o_
, 4 tan
I _ _fl- °f1"_"8, I+ _ Cdf (1+ %2 k _2 /
(L/D)f =
.2
Redf
4 tan #
<LID"°)CHWolMWf (l 2 (L/D) °
to
Btf
,0d [, oi7j
2 [ I + 2 (L/D)f tan ¢31
(L/DHf) Df_
1+
Dfi
F
F.,do] °
L_-_jj
1.25
8 + .2|MWo/_f/
l_14J L,ded
Ff
l.lll
I .ll.lll
1.25
NOTES:
I.
If F 4 (O/F)I is not_0.5 and _ 2.0 in B and
LMWo/MWfJ to Btf
use mole fraction correction factor in Figure 15 to evaluate
Equations_
2,
i._o,_,,j
If design LID _ (L/D)* calculated in above equation, use design LID instead
of (L/D)* in Bto and Btf equations.
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DiffusionCharacteristics:
Hydraulic
Diameter:
TABLEVI
L_KEON LIKE DOUBLET ELEMENT EQUATIONS
OXIDIZER
Two-Dimensional
DHo = _I 1
/2
FUEL
Two-Dimensional
DHf h"_'_'-_ 3
COLD FLOW
Da
o
F
O
= 0.0
= 0.1
Daf
Ff
= 0.0
= 0.I
HOT FIRE
De
O
F
O
= f (O/F)j
= 0.0
Daf
Ff
= f (O/F) i
= 0.0
t/2
_O = sin "I [tan _oJ
_f = sin "l [tan _f]
(L/D) o
B
to
B
tf
NOTES :
i.
2,
_Cdo (l + Da ° ) I'555Redo.l
...... Ii *
L 3 cos a ° tan @ (L/D)f
r, "=(L/DHo)LMWo/MWfj (L/D)o* cos s °
Cdf (l + Dal ) I
3 cos _f tan @fj
tan $1 1"25
i .o+=o>i r,.7'°
L-?To_J LPdeq.]
(L/DHf) (L/D)f cos _f tan
40/F _I IC (l +Daf ) I8 + .2 (MWo MWfJj df
Cfl 1.25
1.25 F -_25 r- -]Ff
l=_dEdfJ
.555
Redf0. I i i
F4 (O/F) ]If [MWo/MWf is not•0.5 and _ 2.0 in Bto and Btf
use mole fraction correction factor in Figure 15 to evaluate
If design L/D _(L/D)* calculated in above equation, use design L/D
instead of (L/D)e in B and
to Btf equations.
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Equations)

TABLE VII
SHOWERHEAD ELEMENT EQUATIONS
Diffusion
Characteristics:
Hydraulic
Diameter:
OXIDIZER
Axl-Sym_etrlc
- 112
Circular: DHo = [4_'J
4 ab
Non-Circular:
DHo = 2 (a + b)
FUEL
Axi- SynTne t tic
DHf =
4 cd
DHf = 2 (c + d)
i12
Da = 0.0
o
F = 0.I
o
COLD FLOW
Daf = 0.0
Ff = 0. l
Ba
o
Da = f (olD.
o 3
F = 0.0
o
HOT FIRE
(L/DHo)
Cdo (I + Dao) ]
Daf = f (O/F) i
Ff = 0.0
4 <oIF_°'45MWo/MWfJ
• 625 .25 F
°L J L
Baf
L/DKf
4 (O/F)_"MWolMWfj
13
_ .625 . ..
/!df (l +Daf ) I [Redf I
_ 1.105.J
25[ -Pdf -I Ff
NOTE:
i.
_r4 <O/F_ ] and BarIf [MWo/MWf is not _0.5 and_ 2.0 in Ba °
usa mole fraction correction factor in Figure 15 to evaluate
F 4 (O/F)
LMWolMWf]
-45-
equations_

TABLE VIII
PREMIX (TRIPLET & PENTAD) ELEMENT EQUATIONS
Diffusion
Characteristics:
Hydraulic
Diameter:
OXIDIZER
Axi-Symmet ric
4 Cd cup Acu
DHo =
FUEL
Axi -Symmetric
4 C d cup Acup
DHf =
Da = 0.0
O
F = 0. I
O
COLD FLOW
Daf = 0.0
Ff = 0.I
Ba
o
HOT FIRE
Ds 0 = f (O/F)j
F = 0.0
0
Daf = f (O/F) i
Ff = 0.0
Pcup = _ j
q
" Pc " Pdo ) + (Pfj " Pc " Pdf_
npj
npi
= exp [" 3"5 Pdo/(Pd + AP)_o cup
E
= 1.0 - (pdf + APcup)
(L/DMo) [ 4 (O/F) ] .45
MWo/MWf
Pd + AP I "65
o cup
B:I o
Cdo (I + Da )IO
.625
i05 Pd_q
F
O
V
Tf; rl. @ El
J L.
g:L
0 u ) ,
<. [I.] = rlpj
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TABLE Vlll (cont.)
PREMIX (TRIPLET & PENTAD) ELEMENT EQUATIONS
(L/DHf) I 1.65
Pdf + APcu _
Pdf
_°I_ _ <_+°"_) L_TI PdeqL i
Ff
If qi @ f [ Baf ] L =
qpi ' "qi npi
NOTE S :
F4 <O/F_ and Baf
I. If|_WolMWf I is not 70.5 andS2.0 in Ba°
use mole fraction correction factor in Figure 15 to evaluate
r4 (O/F)]
LMWo/MW U
Equations_
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Diffusion
Characteristics:
Hydraulic
Diameter:
TABLE IX
EXTERNAL IMPINGING TRIPLET ELEMENT EQUATIONS
OXIDIZER FUEL
Two-Dimensional Two-Dimensional
4 A ° I I/2DHo = 2 AfJ I/2DHf =
COLD FLOW
Da = 0.0 Dafo
F° = 0.i Ff
Y
u
D
O
/ DHf
0,62 _ DH O / sin _f
= 0.0
= 0. I
0. i
o
F
0
= f (O/F).
3
= 0.0
HOT FIRE
Daf
Ff
= f (O/F) i
= 0.0
Y
D
o
i
-I
sin
0.62
1 + Da °
Vf tan af
V
o
Vf
V
o
O/F
+
cos _f
I_H_f I sin efHo
0.5
Om
Om
wher e
n HIO
= 0.0 if D}{f -_ DHo
- sin
d_
if DHf _ DHo
[Z = _r - 2 sin -I (DHf/DHo)
= exp - Om (6.0 - 2.0 in e
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If
m
D
o
EXTERNAL IMPINGING TRIPLET ELEMENT E_UATIONS
OXIDIZER FUEL
• i
0.5
ffi [1- o_ ]l.Se_p
. . °
If nHl 4 <" nHl 0
(1- 2 F_)
o
(5.2 -
_HI = ,nHl4
(L/D) o
B_ O .
If _HI4 _- nHl0
= Red o
.III
nlll = _HIO
Y
n-- = 2 _fIz D
0
6 tan
(z - .o= )
.555 r--
(L/D)f = R_d f Zll1,0dr (1 + Daf
L 6 COS fl_ tan,_-
r4 (O/F)]'66E4 (L/D)f*(L/DHo) J
• " 1.25 e_e
do (I +Da ° L-'_OSJ
I_ nj e _ [ Bto " ]<'_ Hz , '_j = k xz
tan _ 1.25 exp (3.5 n HI )
Stf
m
(L/Dill) (L/D)f cos _f tan exp
/ 4 (O/F) I (I + Daf8 + .2_,_:.,_ ICdfL. LloSA
(1.7 n H2 )
If
I
ni _' f [ Btf J_- n H! , nl = nil2
TABLE IX (cont.)
EXTERNAL IMPINGING TRIPLET ELEMENT EQUATIONS
If
(L/D) o
Y
20.5
D
O
_HI6 =
_H2 =
= ReDo
OXIDIZER
Y
( 4 (O/F))(l- Om ) .0- .25k_---_f
.III
I _Cdo (i + Da I .55512 tan $ g (L/D)f*
FUEL
If qHI6 _ nHl0 n HI = nHl6
If nHl 6 -- nHl 0 n HI = qHlO
Re d f
.iii
_Cdf (i + Daf) 1 555
3 cos e tan $
Bto
F4 (O/F)] "66 D
(LiD.o)L_oi_f J D
IC 1 1.25
do (I + Da o)
* _I 1.25(L/D) ° tan exp (3.5 rl.1.)
If _j @ f [ Bto ] _,_ r_.il nj = _i
Btf
(LIDii f) (LID)f cos _f tan i_1"25 exp (1.7 _2 )
_8 +-/4 (OJF)_IEd f (I + Daf) .25Llo5J ,...o,_
Ff
NOTES:
I.
2.
If _i @ f [ Btf ] f-" r_ H2 qi = %2
If F_] is not _0.5 and _2.0 in B and
LMWolMWfJ to Btf
use mole fraction correction factor in Figure 15 to evaluate
If design LID _.(L/D)* caiculated in above equation, use design L/D
instead of (L/D)* in B and
to Btf equations.
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Equations,

TABLE X
GENERALIZED PERFORMANCE E_UATIONS
= f or
nj [Bao Bto]
_i = f [Baf or Btf ]
(O/F)j = (O/F)Inj
(O/F) i = ni'(O/F )
u = nj (I "_i )
(i -nj )
xj + u
xi = I - xj
E = i00 _ i -
m _h Xj
-(O/F)j - (O/F)- 1 _
El-+ <O/F)j ] Xi
'(OIF) - (OIF) i I _+ i
nm = loo [ xj" nj + xi " ni ]
°/_C* =
xj c* (OIF)_+ Xi • C* (OIF)i
C* (O/F)
%ERE =
X.
3 Is P (OIF_ + X i " Isp (OIF) i
I (O/F)
sp
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TABLE XI
GENERALIZED CHAMBER }{EAT FLUX EQUATIONS
Stream Tube Nominal Oxid.-Rich
Mixture Ratio (O/F) (O/F)j
Gas Temperature T T
gas gasj
Specific Heat_ C C Cp_JP P
Viscosity, _ _ _.
3
Film Coefficient h h
g gj
Thermal Conductivity, k k k.
J
Heat Flux + _
J
Fuel-Rich
(OIF) i
T
gas i
C
pi
l
h
gi
k i
*t
Pr
T
gas
f [O/F]
0.2 _Wt _.•026 __i______C2._
0.2 6
Dc prO" k Ac /
(Tgas - Tw)
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IV, SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A ._
B =
a,b,c,d =
C =
CR =
C* =
D =
Da
d =
E =
ERE =
F =
g =
H =
I =
JANNAF =
K =
k =
Lcold =
Lcomb =
In =
N =
0 =
ODE =
Om =
O/F =
MW =
p =
Pd =
Pr
R =
Re =
T =
t =
injector element area
non-dimensional mixing parameter
rectangular orifice dimension
specific heat coefficient
contraction ratio
characteri sti c veloci ty
diameter
combustion influence parameter
differen tial
element, efficiency
energy release (combustion) efficiency
thrust, interaction exponent
gravitational constant
hydrogen
impulse
Joint Army NASA Navy Air Force
empirical factor
thermal conductivity
equivalent cold flow length
combustion chamber length
natural logarithm
number of elements
oxygen
one-dimensional equilibrium
oxidizer misimpingement fraction
oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio
molecular weight
pressure
dynamic pressure
Prandtl number
gas constant
Reynolds number
tempe rature
wall thickness
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Symbols and Abbreviations (cont.)
U
V
W
WP
X
Y
¥
6
E
q
IJ
¢
II
P
= non-dimensional parameter
= injection velocity
= premix slot width (see Table
= flow rate
= wetted perimeter
= length from throat, mass
= penetration
= impingement half angle
= non-dimensional parameter
- ratio of specific heats
= differential
= nozzle exit area ratio
= mixing ratio
= viscosity
= heat flux, spray fan
= 3.1416
= density
i)
fraction
propagation angle
Subscripts
a
comb
cup
d
e
est
eq
f
H
h
i
J
J
: axial, axisymmetric chamber, coaxial
= comb ustion
= mixing cup
= discharge, diameter, delivered
= exit
= estimated
= equivalent (see Table I, Comments colunm),
equivalent dynamic pressure
= fuel
= hydraulic
= head end
= refers to fuel-rich streamtube
= injector
= refers to oxidizer-rich streamtube
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Symbolsand Abbreviations (cont.)
m
nom
P
W
0
ode
S
sp
T
t
theo
vac
x
= mixing
= nomi nal
= at constant pressure, propellant, premix
= wall
= oxidizer
= one-dimensional equilibrium
= swirler
= specific
= total, triplet
= tangential, two-dimensional, thrust
= theoretical
= vacuum
= length
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